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Our current major auction checks in at over 1,000 lots and has some of the most interesting and diverse material 
that we have ever offered for auction. 

The foundation of the auction are several single-owner collections that are fresh to the hobby. These collections 
include a superb original owner early 1950s baseball card collection with a 1951 Bowman Mantle, a superb run of 
PSA 8 – PSA 10s from the late 1950s through the 1970s that are generally outstanding for their grades, a terrific 
baseball HOF autograph collection and a fun collection of 1980s and early 1980s NBA game jerseys and equipment.

The key card items in the auction include an E90-1 Shoeless Joe Jackson SGC 1.5, T206 Tinker SGC 4 with a Lenox 
back, T206 Ty Cobb Green Background SGC 5, 1933 DeLong Gehrig PSA 4, all four 1933 Goudey Babe Ruth cards 
PSA 1 to PSA 4, two 1951 Bowman Mantles that are superb for their grade (PSA 2.5 and PSA 4), 1951 Wheaties 
Mantle PSA 7, a 1953 Topps Complete Set, all PSA graded, 1954 Topps Aaron PSA 5, 1956 Topps Mantle PSA 8, 
a terrific 1962 Topps near-complete master set and a 1965 Topps Joe Namath Rookie Card PSA 7.

Other key items include Mickey Cochrane’s 1928 Philadelphia A’s team signed document with Ty Cobb and many 
HOFers, Tony Lazzeri’s 1930 Yankees player contract, an amazing 1951 Brooklyn Dodgers signed piece with 
36 signatures, a 1955 Brooklyn Dodgers signed World Series Program w/Jackie and Campy, a Babe Ruth single 
signed ball, Perez Steele Lloyd Waner and a superb 1962 Green Bay Packers signed football.

Baseball card collectors will see a small run of Old Judges with some HOFers, N28 Anson SGC 3, two T206 Cobbs 
(PSA 1 and SGC 2.5), a T206 Johnson Portrait PSA 4, some very nice T3 Turkey Reds, 1919 W514 Joe Jackson 
SGC 3, 1930 W554s w/Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig, a run of 1948 Leafs with many short-prints and a PSA 4 
Babe Ruth, 1952 Topps Mays and Jackie Robinson in very conservative PSA 4 and 4.5 holders, 1954 Wilson Weiner 
Ted Williams PSA 2.5, 1955 Topps Clemente RC PSA 3.5, 1956 Topps Jackie Robinson PSA 8 and hundreds of 
super sharp stars and tough commons from 1959 – 1976 including a boatload of PSA 9s and several PSA 10s.

For modern baseball card collectors, we have three quality Mike Trout cards, including a 2009 Bowman Sterling 
signed card (Beckett 9.5/10). We have many baseball cards sets and lots ranging from tobacco cards to sharp lots of 
1980s sets.

Baseball autograph collectors will see many fine items. We have slabbed signed Koufax and Killebrew Rookies,  
a 1960 Leaf lot of 90 different signed cards, 1961 Fleer Bobo Newsom, 1974 Laughlin Old Time Black Stars Paige, 
Wells and Hilton Smith slabbed signed cards as well.

For classic HOF collectors, we have autographs from Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig. There is a terrific 1920s piece with 
Ty Cobb and Harry Heilmann, a high-end Grover Cleveland Alexander 3x5, a Cumberland Posey cut, a remarkable 
1915 Miller Huggins ALS, a superb 1939 Honus Wagner signed HOF FDC and more.

Signed baseball collectors will see some tougher single signed balls, many lots of balls with HOFers and stars and 
terrific multi-signed balls, including a superb Cy Young that is 100% displayable as a single. Team balls go back to 
the 1920s and include several Championship and All Star balls.

Collectors of historical and entertainment autographs include a James Monroe document, a Ulysses S. Grant 
document, a Walt Disney cut and a Harry Houdini letter among much more.

Basketball collectors will see a 1950 Royal Desserts George Mikan, two Michael Jordan Rookies (PSA 7, 8) 
and three PSA 8 1986-7 Fleer packs, one with a Michael Jordan sticker on the back. Other unopened basketball items 
include a 2003-4 Topps wax box and various 2019 Panini sealed items. Basketball autographs include a 
1961-2 Fleer Jerry West signed Rookie Card and a 1972 Topps Pete Maravich signed card.

We have a terrific run of approximately thirty 1980s and 1990s era basketball game jerseys from a single owner. 
These are mainly Celtics and Pistons items, with Larry Bird, Kevin McHale, Robert Parish, Isiah Thomas and 
Bill Walton among others. Football collectors will see a nice mix of high grade singles, complete sets and quality 
autographed items. Hockey collectors will see a Bobby Orr RC PSA 2.5 and Wayne Gretzky Rookie PSA 8 
as well as a run of sets.

Baseball memorabilia concludes the auction. We have several game used jerseys and bats and a superb 1917 Chicago 
White Sox panoramic print with Shoeless Joe Jackson among other interesting items.

Letter To Readers

Happy Bidding  Clean Sweep Auctions
email: info@cleansweepauctions.com  web: cleansweepauctions.com 4
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Clean Sweep Auctions #277
CLOSES Wednesday October 14th
at 11 PM EST w/ the ten minute rule

cleansweepauctions.com
info@cleansweepauctions.com

99 Seaview Blvd Suite 350 
Port Washington, New York 11050 

(516) 625 - 0900 
9 AM - 5 PM EST Monday - Friday

****
Rules of the Auction:

1. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. PLEASE CHECK OUR WEB SITE OR CALL FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS. NO DESCRIPTIONS ON THE FINAL DAY. 

2. A BID MUST BE PLACED ON ANY SPECIFIC LOT PRIOR TO 8 PM EST ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE AUCTION IN ORDER TO BID 
ON THAT LOT AFTER THAT TIME. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MUST PLACE BIDS ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR LOTS 
BY 8 PM EST OF THE FINAL DAY OF BIDDING. THE ENTIRE AUCTION CLOSES AT THE SAME TIME.

3. VIP BIDDING:  IF YOU BID ON 10 OR MORE DIFFERENT LOTS, YOU ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS RULE AND CAN BID ON ANY LOT 
IN THE AUCTION AFTER THAT TIME. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US WITH ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE RULES.

4. There is a 20% buyers premium added to the final selling price* (see rule 16).
5. Successful bidders will be invoiced by email ONLY. Payment is due no later than 7 days after the auction.
6. Bidding increments will be by 10%. To top a $200 bid, one must bid $220. Tie bids to go only to a prior max bid, as do short bids below 10%.
7. New York Residents must pay 8.625% sales tax.
8. We reserve the right to reject bids by any bidder.
9. By placing a bid, you are agreeing to a contract. This is a legally binding contract to purchase the item if you’re the winning bidder. You are responsible 
for reading the description & to view any images. ALL LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES ARE TO BE PAID IN CONNECTION WITH COLLECTION.
Any disputes will be resolved in New York State court only.
10. Payment must be by check or money order. Personal checks from new customers or unusual spending patterns will be held 10 business days. 
We do not accept credit cards or paypal. Starter checks AND CREDIT CARD CONVENIENCE CHECKS are not an acceptable form of payment.
11. Names of re-neggers will be published in all future auctions and correspondence. Please do not embarrass yourself.
12. Some lots may have updated descriptions, please consult our web site www.csauctions.com for any changes.
**13. Clean Sweep cannot be held responsible for changes in the opinions of authenticators beyond 60 days from the close of the auction.
In addition, Clean Sweep will not be held accountable for opinions of authenticators other than JSA. Please have anything checked before bidding 
if you want an opinion beyond that of JSA. ALL JSA LETTERS ARE AUCTION STYLE LOAS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
14. Framed items are shipped as-is and Clean Sweep is not responsible for damage to the frame.
15. BIDS PLACED AFTER 1:30 AM EST ARE SUBJECT TO A 5% ADDITIONAL BUYERS PREMIUM, 10% AFTER 2:30 AM EST; 
MAXIMUM BIDS PLACED BEFORE THIS TIME ARE EXEMPT FROM THIS.
16. A few lots are subject to a reserve; these will be clearly noted on our web site and the auctioneer may bid up to the bid below the reserve amount.
17. Larger autograph lots (10 or more pieces) can contain some secretarial signatures and such.
18. When a numerical grade is provided for an autographed item, we are only rating the darkness of the autograph, NOT the condition of the item 
on which it is signed.
*19. Clean Sweep is not responsible for replacement value of any items not specifically mentioned in the description beyond the per item value of 
the lot (ie anything in a 100 item lot that sold for $1,000 is valued at $10 unless specifically mentioned in the description).
*20. SMR values are very approximate and not guaranteed, please recheck anything based on our itemization of the lot (a list will be provided upon 
request to any bidder if not on our web site).
 

Reneggers From Previous Auctions:

Jason Mayer       Michael Oasheim  Jay  Fabrikant    James Larsen
19524 230th Ave NE      25445 Via Escovar  6019 Agatha Christie Ave  1100 E Commerce
Woodinville, WA 98077   Valencia CA 91355  Las Vegas  NV 89131  Slinger WI 53086 
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1 1909 E90-1       Shoeless Joe Jackson   SGC 1.5 ...................3000
One of the cornerstone baseball cards, this is considered the Rookie Card of the legendary Shoeless Joe 
Jackson. The offered card retains rich color and is well registered overall. The purple background is 
vibrant, the borders are not bad at all. The card grades a 1.5 due to corner wear, some creasing and wear 
on the reverse. The back wear is just at the upper right portion and is not bad at all. Despite these various 
issues, the card retains solid eye appeal and presents very, very well for the grade. Again a truly key card 
without exaggeration, it will be interesting to see where these trade at in a few years. 

Scarce and extremely desirable, this is the first example of this card that we have offered in many years.

Key Lots
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2 1909 T206     Joe Tinker (Bat on Shoulder)                      SGC 4 (Lenox back) ..................3000
Among the rarest of all T206 backs, the Lenox backs are revered by collectors of this issue. 
The combination of a HOFer front with a Lenox back is truly special and rare. A nice VG-Ex 4, this 
will be one of the highest graded combinations in circulation. A very attractive card, this is reasonably 
well centered with mild, even corner wear, good color, clean borders and crucially, a very nice back. A 
corner line by the lower right corner is the only real distraction here. Only four of these have been graded 
by PSA, the highest being a 3, so this may well be the nicest example in circulation. 

Who wants to own one of the nicer Lenox back cards with a HOFer on the front?

Key Lots
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3 1909 T206      Ty Cobb (green background)  SGC 5 ......................5000
The key T206 HOF card, these are revered by collectors. Often the last card to be filled by collectors, this 
has always been a trophy card. Usually found in terrible condition, it is very hard to find this card in Ex 5 
quality. The offered card has beautiful color, a superb image and bright white borders. The back is a per-
fectly clean Piedmont 150. The corners are slightly soft but they exhibit fairly consistent wear. The card 
has a very fresh and attractive look and feel. With the absolute explosion in prices for high quality cards 
in recent years, I wonder if this card might double in value in the next few years. Now may well be the 
best time to stick this in a box for a few years to see where the high-end card market ends up. If you are a 
collector looking to fill this most vital hole in your T206 set, this card should fit the bill very nicely.

Key Lots
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4 1933 DeLong    Lou Gehrig    PSA 4.......................2000
Classic card, this is the key to this revered set and one of the most popular of all Lou Gehrig cards. 
Offered is a terrific PSA 4. Remarkably well centered, which is just so rare for this card. The card retains 
bright original color and has terrific eye appeal. The corners show only mild and consistent wear, the 
back is clean. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. This looks to be a truly 
superior card for the grade, particularly notable for its world class centering. These have been on fire 
in recent years, it will be interesting to see where this trades in a few years.

Key Lots



5 1933 Goudey 53 Babe Ruth PSA 1.5 .....................1000
Classic Babe Ruth card, this is an honest one with no technical flaws. The card is well centered with 
rich color and a fine image. The back is clean. The corner wear is consistent, about Good overall, perhaps 
Good to Very Good. Creasing keeps this at a 1.5, they do not tend to crack the paper and are not ugly. 
This is a very nice looking card for the grade.

6 1933 Goudey 144 Babe Ruth PSA 1.........................800
Low grade but not abused, this card retains excellent color and a fine image. The back is clean, the card is 
well centered, the corners are in the GVG range. Creasing is the issue here, we have all seen far worse on 
1 cards, this is still a very attractive overall card for the grade.

Key Lots

10



7 1933 Goudey    149   Babe Ruth    PSA 4.......................1500
The 1933 Goudey Babe Ruth cards have been absolutely on fire in recent years, especially in mid-grade. 
The offered card is a vibrantly colored and extremely attractive 4. The color is terrific, the image could 
not be any nicer. The card is centered to the left border, the surfaces are quite clean. The back is 
particularly vibrant, fresh and clean. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. 
The corners are just shy of Ex overall, this is an ideal card for the the grade that looks terrific.

Key Lots

11



8 1933 Goudey   181   Babe Ruth    PSA 1.5....................1000
A lovely card for the grade, this is well centered with superb color. The image of Ruth looks great. 
The back is quite clean, as are the surfaces. Creasing and corner wear keep this at a 1.5, but this 
card has eye appeal far above it’s technical grade. This should be a very popular lot.

Key Lots

12



9 1951 Bowman    253   Mickey Mantle RC  PSA 2.5....................2000
One of the hottest cards in the world, this is a true cornerstone baseball card. Freshly graded, this is an 
exceptional quality card for the grade. Bright and clean, this has none of the usual print issues, the image 
of a Rookie Mickey Mantle looks great, this retains rich color and clean white borders. The back is clean. 
Quite well centered left to right, but off-center to the top, this displays very well. The corners are VG and 
not bad at all. There are some truly tiny wrinkles by a few corners, much, much better than usually found 
on a 2.5. If you are looking for a very attractive Mantle Rookie with no technical flaws and clean surfaces 
and do not want to spend $15,000 or more, you may want to take a long look at this quality card.

Key Lots

13



10 1951 Bowman 253 Mickey Mantle RC PSA 4.......................3000
A truly beautiful Mickey Mantle Rookie Card, this is right from the original owner. Part of a very sub-
stantial early 1950s card collection, this has superb color, vibrant imagery and a super fresh look and feel. 
The card has a perfect image of a Rookie Mickey Mantle. The borders are bright white, the corners are 
Ex overall. The card is centered to the upper right corner. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even 
under magnification. Incredibly minute wear by the right border on the back may have led PSA to 
grade this a very, very conservative 4. We feel this card should trade at a premium to other 4s based 
on it’s tremendous eye appeal and quality.

Key Lots

14



11 1951 Wheaties Premiums Mickey Mantle PSA 7.......................1200
Beautiful piece, this is so much rarer than this his 1951 Bowman card. Bright and clean, this oversize 
card offers a wonderful black and white image of a so young Mickey Mantle batting righty in pinstripes. 
This lovely piece has four square corners, bright white borders and a very clean back. These hardly ever 
come to market, especially in this quality. There are so few card related items to collect from Mickey in 
1951, this is a special piece and a very undervalued piece in our opinion. The winning bidder should 
really enjoy this truly superior Rookie Mickey Mantle item.

Key Lots

15



12 1953 Topps    Complete PSA Graded Set   .................................4000
One of the great Topps sets, these are special as they were all made from original artworks. The offered 
set represents some very solid work, the cards average a 4.95 grade. There are sixty-two 6s, two 5.5s, one 
hundred and thirty six 5s, five 4.5s, sixty-six 4s, one 2.5, one 2 and one 1. These card display very well and 
naturally will have a tremendous value as singles. We will have an exact inventory on our website. 

The key cards grade as follows: 1 Jackie Robinson PSA 5, 27 Campanella PSA 6, 37 Mathews PSA 5, 43 
McDougald PSA 6, 54 Feller PSA 5, 61 Wynn PSA 5, 62 Irvin PSA 5, 66 Minoso PSA 6, 76 Reese PSA 
6, 78 Schoendienst PSA 5, 82 Mantle PSA 2 (, 86 Martin PSA 5, 87 Lopat PSA 5, 104 Berra PSA 4, 114 
Rizzuto PSA 5, 138 Kell PSA 6, 141 Reynolds PSA 6, 147 Spahn PSA 5, 149 DiMaggio PSA 5, 151 Wilhelm 
PSA 5, 162 Kluszewski PSA 5, 191 Kiner PSA 4, 207 Ford PSA 5, 220 Paige  PSA 5, 225 Shantz PSA 5, 228 
Newhouser PSA 5, 242 Silvera PSA 5, 244 Mays PSA 4, 254 Roe PSA 5, 258 Gilliam PSA 4, 263 Podres 
RC PSA 4, 265 Jensen PSA 4.5, 273 Haddix RC PSA 5 and 280 Bolling RC PSA 4. 

Key Lots

16



13 1954 Topps   128   Hank Aaron RC    PSA 5.......................1200
Absolutely vital Hall of Fame Rookie Card, these of course have been super popular this year. 

The offered card has gorgeous color and a superb image. Reasonably well centered, this is centered very 
well top to bottom and mildly to the right border. The borders are white, the back is clean. The corners 
show typical softness for a 5, this is a very pleasing card for the grade.

Key Lots

17



14 1956 Topps  135   Mickey Mantle    PSA 8.......................3000
A cornerstone Mickey Mantle Topps card, this is from his Triple Crown season. The offered card is a 
classic Nm-Mt 8. There are four extremely sharp corners, it is superbly centered, the borders are white 
and quite clean, the image of a smiling Mantle is superb. The card has outstanding color and a pristine 
grey back. Strong 8, this is for a collector who insists on top quality.

Key Lots

18
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15 1962 Topps 
 High Grade Near Master Set w/100+ PSA Cards (690 total cards) NM ..........................2500
One of the great 1960s Topps sets, someone spent years assembling a master set. This lot checks in at 
690 total cards, with 102 slabbed. This is a nearly complete master set, with almost all of the variations 
and a very detailed green tint run, with high grade examples. Every ungraded card is in a Card Saver 
for protection, the condition averages a fine Near Mint overall. The high numbers are very nice, the set 
is exceptionally well centered overall. PSA was a bit ruthless with some of the cards we sent in, the win-
ning bidder should really enjoy these extremely attractive and clean cards. We will have a listing of the 
slabbed commons and minor stars on our website. 

The key cards grade as follows: 1 Maris   Ex, 5 Koufax PSA 7, 10 Clemente PSA 3 (looks much nicer), 
18 Mantle/Mays Ex-Mt, 50 Musial PSA 7, 53 Mantle LL Ex-Mt+, 85 G Hodges PSA 7, 99 B Powell RC 
PSA 7, 132.2 LA Angels TC Photo PSA 8, 138 Famous Slugger PSA 7, 139.2 Hal Reniff RC Por PSA 7, 
139.3 Hal Reniff RC Pit PSA 7, 140 Ruth/Gehrig PSA 7, 144 Farewell Speech PSA 6, 170 Santo PSA 7, 
175 Howard PSA 8, 199 G Perry RC PSA 7.5, 200 Mantle PSA 5.5, 251 Yanks TC PSA 5.5, 288 B Williams 
PSA 5, 300 Mays PSA 4, 313 Maris IA PSA 6 (well ctd), 318 Mantle IA PSA 6, 320 Aaron PSA Authentic, 
340 Drysdale PSA 6, 350 F. Robinson PSA 6, 360 Berra PSA 6, 387 Brock RC PSA 7, 394 Aaron AS PSA 
7, 401 Cepeda/Maris PSA 6, 425 Yaz PSA 5, 458.2 Buhl No Emblem PSA 7, 469 Aparicio AS PSA 7, 470 
Kaline AS PSA 7, 471 Mantle AS PSA 5 (well ctd), 480 Kuenn PSA 8, 500 Snider PSA 5, 505 Marichal 
PSA 6, 530 Gibson SP PSA 6, 544 McCovey SP PSA 7, 575 Schoendienst SP PSA 7, 584 Twins Team  PSA 
7, 591 McDowell RC Ex-Mt+, 592 Bouton RC PSA 8, 594 Uecker RC PSA 6, 595 Infielders SP PSA 7, 596 
Pepitone RC PSA 6, 597 Menke RC SP PSA 6 and 598 Hickman RC Ex-Mt+.  There are 36 slabbed green 
tints, all but one PSA, they include these cards: 113 White Sox TC PSA 8, 136 Babe Joins Yanks PSA 7, 
138 The Famous Slugger PSA 6, 139.1 Babe Ruth Story:5 PSA 6, 140 Ruth/Gehrig PSA 6, 141 Twilight 
Years PSA 6, 143 Greatest Sports Hero PSA 7.5 and 167 McCarver RC PSA 7 and 170 Santo PSA 7. 

This lot would be almost impossible to replicate in today’s market. 

Key Lots
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16 Mickey Cochrane’s 1928 Philadelphia A’s Team Signed Display w/Ty Cobb   9 .......................1500
A truly great piece, offered is a wonderful 13x10 Philadelpia Athletics team signed piece on better stock. 
Presented to each team member, this went to HOFer Mickey Cochrane. In fine condition, there are 
22 superb period fountain pen ink signatures. The HOF content is superb with Ty Cobb, Connie Mack, 
Eddie Collins, a very early Jimmie Foxx, Lefty Grove and Al Simmons. The other signatures include 
quality players Dykes, Earnshaw, Rommel, Ehmke, Miller and Bishop. Loaded with amazing star power, 
this was Ty Cobb’s final year as a player and perhaps related to that, he actually signed last! The au-
tographs include many tough signatures who died from the 1940s through the early 1960s. The Hall of 
Fame is well represented on this beautifully signed piece that contains several of the finest players in all of 
baseball history. JSA LOA (full).

Key Lots

20



17 Contract Lazzeri, Tony Signed 1930 Yankees Player Contract 9 ...............................1500
Tony Poosh Em Up Lazzeri was a 1927 Yankee HOFer. A quality player who died at a very young age 
(1946 at age 42), he did not get into the HOF until 1991. Offered is his original, fully executed 
1931 New York Yankee player contract. The contract is perfectly clean and fine, it has a bold and fine 
black fountain pen ink signature from Lazzeri. The contract is also signed by Ed Barrow (for Jacob 
Ruppert as usual) and American League President E.S. Barnard. Quality HOF contracts seem like a 
great deal in today’s market, it will be interesting to see where this ends up. JSA LOA (full).

Key Lots

21



18 Stunning 1951 Brooklyn Dodgers Team Signed Display (36 signatures w/all keys!)  9 .............1500
Great items seem to come around all the time in this market, but still there are items that will give even 
the biggest collector pause. Offered is such an item, this is a 12x7 J.F. Meehan signed artwork of the 
1951 Brooklyn Dodgers. A real stunner, this is one of the very finest Brooklyn Dodger signed items that 
we have ever seen. A fabled team, they lost out on the World Series due to Bobby Thomson’s historic 
home run. 

As comprehensively signed piece as can exist, I love the huge Walter O’Malley signature at the top. 
We all know the other HOFers here: Jackie, Campy, Snider, Reese and Dick Williams. 
The other quality signatures include Hodges, Cox, Bankhead, Palica, Dressen, Furillo, Pitler, Thompson 
and Newcombe. JSA LOA (full).

22

Key Lots
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19 1955 Brooklyn Dodgers Signed World Series Program w/Jackie & Campy!   9........................1500
The 1955 Brooklyn Dodgers are the only Championship team from that hallowed franchise. True 1955 
Dodger high quality signed items are always extremely desirable. The offered lot is such a piece, this is an 
original 1955 World Series program (at Yankees). The program itself has typical wear from use and age 
and is not bad at all. Unscored, a remarkable 27 different 1955 Dodger team members signed this great 
piece. 

The content is truly extraordinary, with no less than seven HOFers! The HOFers are well known, the 
keys of course are Jackie Robinson and Roy Campanella. The other special signatures include a true 
Rookie Sandy Koufax, Gil Hodges, scarce coach Jake Pitler (D’68), Jim Gilliam (D’77), Furillo, Walt 
Alston, Reese, Snider, a Rookie Don Zimmer, Karl Spooner, Amoros, Bessent, Kellert, Howell and in 
a very amusing touch, the infamous Charlie Digiovanna. Digiovanna is notorious for personally signing 
most Brooklyn Dodger team balls for the entire team, breaking the heart of unknowing collectors for 
decades! The signatures are in both ballpoint ink and fountain pen and were all signed at the time. 

Who wants to own a truly great 1955 Brooklyn Dodger team signed item? PSA DNA (full).

Key Lots
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20  Babe Ruth Single Signed Baseball    4 ...............................1350
The ultimate signed baseball to so many collectors, clean examples have been realizing huge prices in 
recent years. Offered is an affordable Ruth single. The ball is an early 1930s OAL Harridge red and blue 
stitched model. The ball has even toning and some scuffing, the stitching is tight, it is not bad at all. 

The sweet spot has a large and classic Babe Ruth black fountain pen ink signature. The signature alas has 
some wear but is 100% legible, our opinion of it is a 4/10, others might call it a 5/10. 

The ball is light but fully presentable and will fill this most important hole in your single signed ball col-
lection without requiring a second mortgage. PSA DNA (full).

24

Key Lots



 

21 1980 Perez Steele    Waner, Lloyd    9 ...............................1800  
The rarest signed Perez Steele postcard in our opinion. We have handled as many signed Perez Steele 
postcards as anyone in the hobby and we have had less than five signed Lloyd Waner’s in the past twen-
ty-five years. This was one of only two that came from a collector, we do not have any more. The last 
example we had sold for $7,507 in our June auction. A true rarity, Lloyd Waner died in 1982 and had 
only a short time to sign one of these (also the idea of getting Perez Steele cards signed did not catch on 
among collectors till several years later). 

The offered postcard has a solid black sharpie ink signature, this contrasts nicely against the postcard 
and displays well. Who wants to add a truly rare signed postcard from one of the most beautiful and 
widely collected baseball HOF postcard sets that was ever produced?  JSA LOA (full).

Key Lots
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22 1962 Green Bay Packers Championship Football 8 ...............................1500
Offered is a truly great signed football, this is a 1962 Green Bay Packers team signed football. 
A Championship team, the Pack beat the Giants 16-7. A historically great team, they went 13-1 and 
had a 267 point differential, the highest of the team in the 1960s. 

Loaded ball, this is filled with HOFers and cult favorites. The ball itself is a clean Wilson official model. 
There are an amazing 42 signatures here, they are quite bold and fine overall. The absolute key here is 
the legendary Vince Lombardi in a perfect spot away from the other signatures. Other keys include Starr, 
Fears, Taylor, Thurston, Dowler, Kramer, Ringo, Nitschke, Wood, Gregg, McGee, Adderley, Willie Davis 
and McGee. How is that for some star power? Please note the ball is not 100% inflated, we did not want 
to force anything, it is possible it might need a new bladder. The ball is clean overall with no tears or 
damage, so it should not be an issue if desired. 

This is a truly signature signed football of the most iconic football team in history, the winning bidder 
should really enjoy this marvelous signed football. JSA LOA (full).

Key Lots
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23 1965 Topps   122   Joe Namath RC    PSA 7.......................1000
One of the ultimate football cards, this is a most prized Rookie Card. A classic card of the legendary 
Broadway Joe Namath, this is the first Near Mint 7 that we have had in some time. Freshly graded, this 
came from an old time collector. Sharp and clean, this has beautiful original color, a perfectly focused 
image of Joe looking to make a big pass downfield and bright white borders. The back looks great, the 
surfaces are super clean. All four corners come to very solid points, mild centering to the left border 
keeps this at a 7. 

Who wants to add a great high grade football Rookie Card to their collection?

Key Lots
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N172 Old Judges

26 Jersey Bakley Bat at ready, feet apart SGC 6 ....... 180
Very solid Old Judge card, this has four square corners. 
The image is very nice, the surfaces are quite clean, the back 
looks terrific.

27 Charles Bastian Bat over R/shoulder-2d B. Chic
   PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Clean card has a bright image and a nice look. Some wear at 
the left border and on the back led to the 1.5 grade, 
nice card.

28 Henry Boyle Pitch, R/hand neck high-P. Ind
                                                        PSA 1.5 mk ......... 60
Pleasing image, corner wear and typical back wear led to 
the grade.

29 Henry Boyle End of pitch, R/arm extended forward
   PSA 3 mk.... 60
Nice 3 has a quality image, a previous owner stamp on
 the back led to the qualifier.

30 California Brown Bat in L/hand at side-C., N.Y’s
   PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Great image, this has a crystal image that is phenomenal. 
The back has some moderate wear, this presents so much 
better than it’s technical grade. Fun card, great nickname.

31 Ernest Burch Dark uniform, leaning/L tagging base
   PSA 2 mc .... 60
I love these outdoor Brooklyn Dodger images, they are so 
evocative. The image is perfectly clear and fine, slight wear 
at the bottom border and the back led to the grade, as well 
as a slightly thin cut.

32 Cliff Carroll Catch on the run, hands chest high
 -Left Field PSA 3 mk.... 60
Nice 3 has a good image, mild notations on the back led 
to the qualifier.

33 Spider Clark Catch facing/L, hands neck high
 -Washington PSA 1 .......... 45
Attractive card has a really nice image. Surface wear, 
including on his image on the front, is the main issue here. 
The back exhibits wear as well.

34 Jack Clements Catch-C. Phila PSA 2 .......... 60
Awfully nice for the grade, this has a superb image. The back 
has some moderate wear, the card is very clean overall, 
PSA was a bit harsh here with the 2 grade to our eyes.

35 Charlie Comiskey Bat at ready by head-Browns
   PSA 1 ........ 240
Bright card has a nice image and a clean overall look. 
A very faint pinhole by the top border and typical back wear 
led to the 1 grade.

36 John Crooks Omaha-Ball in hands held out waist high 
on L (Omahas) PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Scarce team, this is not an easy card to find. Typical Old 
Judge, this has a respectable image but extensive back 
wear keeps this at a 1.5.

37 Edward Dailey Pitch, R/hand head high in rear
 -Washington PSA 1.5 ....... 60
The image is not bad at all, some scrapbook residue on
 the back and general wear on the card led to the 1.5 grade.

38 Jim Donnelly Bat at ready-3d PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Nice image, some creasing keeps this at a 1.5, the back 
has no damage.

39 Hugh Duffy (catching, hands chin high)  PSA 2 ..... 240
Respectable 2, this has a pleasing if not perfect image. The 
card has a fair amount of corner wear and some back wear, it 
is not a bad 2 at all. HOFer and former .400 hitter, neat card.

40 Sid Farrar (Arms folded, bare head, Phila.)
   PSA 3.5 ....... 75
Clean image, this has no creases or back damage. This is an 
ideal card for the grade.

41 Duke Farrell (Hands on knees) PSA 2 .......... 60
Pleasing 2 has a nice image and a clean front, wear in the 
center of the back led to the 2 grade.

42 Charlie Ferguson (Bat near vertical) PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Respectable image, scrapbook residue on the back led to the 
1.5 grade.
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43 Jocko Fields (Bat At Ready by Head) PSA AA ...... 30
Nice image, we are not sure why this came back altered.

44 William Fuller (Bat At Ready Left Shoulder)
   PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Honest 1.5, this has a respectable image and typical wear 
for the grade.

45 Emil Geiss Bat at ready, looking at camera
   PSA 1.5 ....... 60
This card has a fair amount of corner wear, some general 
wear and back issues. The image is not bad at all.

46 George Gore (Sideview-lean forward on one leg 
 right arm extended)                              PSA 1.5 mk ....... 60
Terrific image, I can’t remember the last time we saw one of 
these. This has some creasing and a back stamp, it has a nice 
overall look and feel to it.

47 Herman Long (Chic-catch sideview, hands out 
 chest high, ball above head) PSA 1 .......... 45
Fine and fun image, this displays very well. Edge wear at the 
bottom border led to the 1 grade, the back is actually clean.

48 Parson Nicholson (Clev-Catch-bent over to the 
 right by knee) PSA 2 mk.... 60
Lower grade card has creasing and a chip by the upper left 
corner. A stray mark on the otherwise clean back led to the 
qualifier.

49 William O’Brien (Bat At Ready, Bklns) PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Lower grade but not abused, this card has a fair amount of 
wear on the front and back. The image is not terrible.

50 Fred Pfeffer Throw, R/hand neck high-Chicago’s,
  no WT PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Nice image, this has a clean front. Typical back damage 
keeps this at a 1.5, not a bad card at all.

51 Charlie Reilly (St Paul Hands on Thighs)  PSA 1.5 ... 60
Elusive team, this one has a very nice image. Corner wear 
and some general wear keeps this at a 1.5, the back is actual-
ly pretty nice.

52 Yank Robinson Stoop for grounder-Browns
   PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Low grade has a light image, a fair amount of wear on 
the card keeps it at a 1.5.

53 John Roach (Arms at side leaning forward)
   PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Clean front, this has a nice image. Typical back wear 
keeps this at a 1.5.

54 Ed Seward (Ball in hands to his left side of chest)
   PSA A ......... 30
Nice image, a close cut at the top and bottom borders
 led to the Authentic grade, the back is clean, this presents 
very well.

55 Charlie Sprague Pitch, leaning forward-
 C.W. Clevelands PSA 2 mk.... 60
Extremely light image, some stray marks on the back led 
to the qualifier.

56 Cub Stricker (Bat almost vertical) PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Very light image, the back has slight scrapbook residue.

57 Marty Sullivan Indy-batting-look at ball  PSA 1.5 .... 60
Not bad at all, extensive wear at the lower right corner and 
some back wear led to the 1.5 grade.

58 Patsy Tebeau Stooping, catch by R/ankle-Tebeau
   PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Very nice image, this has some wear on the back and 
otherwise displays very well.

59 Patsy Tebeau Ball in R/hand chest high, 
 leaning/L-Clevelands PSA 1.5 ....... 60
Beautiful image, you have to love the uniform. Clean front, 
typical back wear led to the 1.5 grade.
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63 1909 T206   Ty Cobb (bat off shoulder)  PSA 1 ... 540
Creasing and corner wear leads this card to fully earn its one 
grade. Still, the card retains excellent color and has a fine 
image. The back has no issues, the corner wear is consistent. 
This is perfect for so many T206 collections.

64 1909 T206   Ty Cobb (bat on shoulder)  SGC 2.5 750
Well centered with great color, this has a fine image and 
clean white borders. The back is fine, there is one crease that 
is not easy to see. The corners are not bad at all, the corners 
show moderate and consistent wear.

65 1909 T206 Walter Johnson Portrait PSA 4 ........ 800
Great card, this is one of the most popular and iconic of 
all T206 cards. As you might guess, these have been white 
hot this year. Offered is a very attractive PSA 4. This card 
is notable for truly extraordinary color and an outstanding 
image. The card is well centered with bright white borders 
and and a clean back. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, 
even under magnification. The card has moderate corner 
wear and wear at one stray spot by the upper right corner. It 
will be interesting to see where these trade at next year given 
how rapidly they have been appreciating in recent years!
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60 1887 N28 Allen & Ginter Anson, Cap   SGC 3 .... 800
Vital card of a key 19th century player, this is a cornerstone 
card. Offered is a very pleasing VG 3, the card has good 
color and a fine image. The back has no issues, the corners 
show consistent wear. There is some stray general wear on 
the card, with hardly any creasing. These seem like such 
bargains in today’s market.

61 1887 N28 Allen & Ginter 
 Comiskey, Charles  PSA 4 ............... 300
Another key name in baseball history, it is always fun to find 
a card of The Old Roman as a player. Solid 4, this has no vis-
ible creases and a clean back. The surfaces are clean, the card 
retains good color and looks very solid for the grade.

T206 Singles

62  M. Brown (Cubs on Shirt)  SGC 4.5 ............... 180
Elusive card, this one has superb color and appears to be 
oversize. There is wear by the bottom left corner that kept 
this a hair below a 5.

66  Cy Young (bare hand)    PSA 3 mc ........ 200
Bright and clean, this has no visible creases or wrinkles. The 
surfaces are clean, the color is terrific. The back is a partic-
ularly clean Piedmont 350. The corners show VG to VG-Ex 
wear and are consistent. Miscut to the top, I think personal-
ly it is kind of cool as you see Cy Young’s name twice.

67 1910 E98 6 Fred Clarke PSA 5 ............... 150
Well centered and quite clean, this has pristine white 
borders and great color. Very mild corner wear keeps this 
HOFer at a very attractive Ex 5 grade.

8 1910 Sweet Caporal Pins
 24.1 Howie Camnitz (small letters)   PSA 8 ............ 25

69 1911 T205  Home Run Baker SGC 4.5 ........... 125
Attractive card, this has no visible creases or wrinkles, even 
under magnification. The card has bright color and a clean 
back. Centered to the top border, the corners show very mild 
wear and there are some flicks in the gold borders.
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1911 T3 Turkey Reds

70 4 Roger Bresnahan PSA 4 ............... 250
Very clean 4, we cannot see any creases. This has some tiny 
spotting in places, the card has great color. The corners show 
only very slight wear, the back is clean. One of the most 
attractive HOF images, this is a great looking card.

71 5 Sam Crawford PSA 3 ............... 100
Extremely attractive card, the color and image are superb. 
PSA was a bit harsh with the 3 grade, the card has some very 
fine paper creases on the back and by two corners but it is 
strikingly clean overall. The winning bidder should really 
enjoy this awfully nice looking card for the grade.

72 7 Howie Camnitz PSA 5 ............... 200
Terrific 5, this has great centering and color. The corners 
show only very slight wear, the surfaces are clean. the images 
looks great. T3s are so hard to find in PSA 5 holders.

73 12 Bill Donovan PSA 5 ............... 200
Beautiful T3, the color and image quality are superb. This 
card has pristine surfaces and a super fresh feel. The corners 
come to points, wear at the upper left corner keeps this at a 
very attractive 5.

74 13 Larry Doyle PSA 5 ............... 250
Terrific 5, this has great centering and color. The corners 
show only extremely slight wear, the surfaces are clean. the 
images looks great. T3s are so hard to find in PSA 5 holders, 
this one is much more like a 6 than a 5.

75 18 Hughie Jennings PSA 3 ............... 100
Great image, one of the most popular of all tobacco cards. 
The War Dance of HOFer and future Esquire Jennings, this 
is a fun card. Solid for the grade, there are no visible creases 
and the color is good. There is some slight spotting on the 
card and wear at the upper right corner, the back is clean.

76 27 Christy Mathewson SGC 1 .............. 360
Classic tobacco card, this grades a 1 due to a pinhole at the 
top center. The card is otherwise not bad at all, there are no 
obvious creases, the corners show even wear, the image of 
Mathewson is very nice and the back has no paper loss. 
This is a perfect addition to so many of your collections.

77 28.1 Harry McIntyre (Brooklyn) PSA 4.5 ............ 150
Bright and quite clean, slight wear at the lower left corner 
probably kept this from a 5. We cannot see any creases or 
wrinkles, even under magnification. The card has superb 
color and a terrific image.
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82 1919 W514 15  Joe Jackson SGC 3 ............ 1000
Very hot card, these have been appreciating rapidly in recent 
years. Shoeless Joe’s last real card, this one is very nice. Nice-
ly cut with wide borders, this has rich color and an excellent 
image. There is only very minute creasing, the corners show 
consistent wear. The back has some very, very light writing 
in pencil by the bottom border, it is clean overall. One of 
the very few relatively affordable attractive color cards of 
Jackson, this should be a very popular lot.

83 1927 E210 York Caramel Type 1
 27 Ty Cobb PSA 5 ............... 600
Elusive 1920s Ty Cobb card, this set has it’s own following 
and the Cobb is of course a key to the set. Often found with 
major condition issues, it is very special to find this card in a 
PSA 5 holder. A fresh 5, this is reasonably well centered with 
clean surfaces. The image of Cobb batting looks good, the 
corners come to points and exhibit very little wear. The back 
presents well overall. Nice card.

78 1912 T227 Miner’s Extra   Rube Marquard 
   SGC 2.5 ........... 200
Very elusive issue, this is perfect for a type-card collector. 
This card has terrific centering and excellent color. The 
image looks great, the back is clean. Moderate creasing and 
corner wear keep this at a 2.5.

79 1913 National Game  
 Runner Sliding, Hugging Base PSA 8 ................. 15

80 1914 Polo Grounds  Frank Chance    PSA 8 .............. 45
Fine looking card, this one is nice as it pictures Frank 
Chance as a Yankee (Highlander).

81 1914 T213 Type 2  Clark Griffith SGC 5 .............. 180
Sharp looking HOFer from a very condition conscious 
set, these are very tough to find in 5 holders. The card has 
beautiful color, a superb image and bright white borders. 
Centered to the left border, the back is clean, the corners 
are very solid.
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84 1927 Exhibit   Harry Heilmann SGC 4 .............. 120
Tough card, we hardly ever see these. Offered is an ideal 4, 
this has a terrific image and clean surfaces. We cannot see 
any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. 
The corners exhibit mild and consistent wear.

85 1927 W560  Babe Ruth PSA Authentic 180
Not bad at all, this is a very uncommon Babe Ruth card 
from his most famous season. Often reprinted, original 
cards are not easy to find. The offered card has the red 
contact line on three sides but not the left border, hence the 
Authentic slab. The card retains strong color and a nice im-
age, it displays well. The card has creasing and corner wear, 
it might otherwise grade in the 2 - 3 range. The back has no 
issues. This is a true Babe Ruth card from 1927.

1930 W554s

86 1 Mickey Cochrane PSA 3 ................. 30
Pleasing 3 has a clean, large image and hardly any creasing. 
Centered to the top, this has a fine large image of Cochrane 
in his great uniform.

87 3 Jimmy Foxx PSA 3 ................. 60
Fun oversize card of Jimmie Foxx, this is a terrific image. 
The card has slight creasing and general wear, it presents 
very well for the grade.

88 4 Lou Gehrig PSA 1 mk ......... 240
Attractive and uncommon oversize card of Gehrig, this has 
a classic image. The card grades a 1 mk due to wear at the 
lower left corner and writing and wear on the back. The 
front has a nice look otherwise, due to the strength of the 
image. This is a very seldom offered Lou Gehrig card.

89 11 Lefty O’Doul PSA 4 ................. 30
Very clean card of this star player and important PCL figure, 
this displays very well. There are no obvious creases, the 
surfaces are quite clean.

90 13 Herbert Pennock PSA 3 ................. 30
Attractive 3 has some slighting staining by the left border. 
The surfaces are clean, the image looks good.

91 15 Babe Ruth  PSA 3 ............... 600
Rarely offered card of Babe Ruth, these often have terrible 
condition issues. Very attractive and handsome oversize 
card, this has a classic image of The Babe batting. A very 
clean 3, there is hardly any creasing, the surfaces are quite 
clean, this is nicely cut, the corners are not bad at all. You 
really cannot ask much more than this out of a 3 from this 
set. This is the kind of card that will look so much nicer in 
person with its larger size. Good piece.

92 18 Hack Wilson PSA 3.5 .............. 45
Tough early card of cult favorite Hack Wilson, we do not see 
these very often. Offered is a solid PSA 3.5, with a fine image 
and very clean surfaces. Slight corner creases keep this at a 
3.5.
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93 1931 W517  35 Lou Gehrig PSA 3 ............... 360
A truly classic card, you have to love the image of a smiling 
Gehrig. Attractive card, the photo looks great and really 
makes the card. The borders are nice and wide, this is an 
original owner card that is fresh to the hobby. The front has 
no creasing that we can see, the back has subtle creasing that 
does not crack the paper. The surfaces are reasonably clean, 
the corners exhibit consistent wear.

94 1933 Goudey 92 Lou Gehrig PSA 1 ............... 300
Fully acceptable 1, this is reasonably well centered with good 
color and a nice image. The back is fine, there is no paper 
loss. Extensive creasing led to the 1 grade, we all have seen 
far worse in 1 holders.

95 1933 Goudey 102 Travis Jackson  PSA 7 ............ 150
A very tough card in a 7, this is needed by so many col-
lectors. The offered card has gorgeous color and a superb 
image. Centered to the right border, this has four square 
corners and a very clean back.

96 1933 Sport King 1  Cobb SGC 3.5 ........... 350
An absolute key to the set, we do not see these very often for 
whatever reason. Pleasing card, there is hardly any creasing, 
the image looks good, the card is well centered. The corners 
exhibit a fair amount of wear, but it is consistent. The back is 
clean, this is perfect for so many Sport King sets.

97 1933 Tattoo Orbit Mickey Cochrane  PSA 7 ....... 150
Tough card in condition, the last public 7 sale was in late 
2018 for $960. The offered card is a fine 7, it has terrific 
centering, pristine white borders and four square corners. 
The back looks great.

98 1939 Play Ball 53 Hubbell PSA 8 ................. 90
Centered slightly to the left border, this has four super sharp 
corners. The image looks great, the borders are super clean.

99 1939 R303B  6 DiMaggio (sepia)    PSA 1.5 ......... 150
Extremely attractive early Joe DiMaggio card, these are 
not easy to find and so undervalued in today’s market. The 
offered card has a gorgeous sepia toned image of Joe and 
very clean surfaces. Centered mildly to the right border, this 
has slight creasing and general wear, the 1.5 grade seems aw-
fully, awfully harsh. The winning bidder should really enjoy 
this beautiful card.

100 1947 Bond Bread Jackie Robinson 
                  (Portrait, Facsimile Auto) PSA 1 ............... 500
Classic image of a Rookie Jackie, this is a super hot issue. 
Very tough to find, the offered card is well centered with 
a nice image. The back has no paper loss, the card has no 
technical flaws. Creasing keeps this at a 1, this card presents 
well for the grade. Quality Jackie Robinson items have been 
on fire in recent years for good reason.

101 1948 Bowman 36 Musial RC SGC 7 .............. 750
Fine looking card, this has a richly defined image that looks 
great. The borders are quite clean, the back is perfectly 
clean. Centered mildly to the lower right corner, this has 
four strong corners. Key card.
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1948 Leafs

102 3 Babe Ruth PSA 4 ............. 1500
Very hot Babe Ruth card, this is one of the key cards to an 
extremely popular set. Often found with major condition 
issues, this one is really nice. The card is well centered with 
a strikingly colorful and well registered image. The surfaces 
are clean, there are no print issues, the back is terrific. Three 
corners come to strong points, wear at the lower right cor-
ner keeps this at a 4. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, 
even under magnification. This is a truly superior card for 
the grade.

103 13 Michaels SP PSA 5 ............... 100
Fine 5, this has amazingly deep and rich color. Centered 
to the lower left corner, this has mild corner wear. We have 
never seen a better image on this card before.

104 17 Overmire PSA 8 ................. 50
Nicely centered with square corners, quality 8.

105 19 Wyrostek SP PSA 5 ............... 100
Centered to the right border, this has superb color and a 
great image. The corners show light wear, this is very 
attractive 5.

106 36 Zarilla SP PSA 6 ............... 125
Very solid 6, this has four square corners. The image is fine, 
the borders are clean. Lightly toned, this is centered to the 
right border.

107 38 Kluszewski PSA 7 ................. 50
Fun and popular card, this one is a very fine 7. Possibly un-
dergraded, this is well centered. The corners come to sharp 
points, the surfaces are quite clean, the image looks great.

108 50 Wakefield PSA 7 ................. 20

109 54 Adams SP PSA 6 ............... 125
Very sharp looking card, this has four terrific corners. The 
color and image are also terrific, centering to the lower cor-
ner keeps this at a 6.

110 55 Tommy Henrich SP PSA 7 ............... 200
Very tough card, this is the best centered example that we 
have ever seen. A fine 7, this has great color and four strong 
corners. There are no print isssues, this has a stray print 
mark by the lower right corner, the only distraction.

111 63 McCosky SP PSA 6 ............... 125
Nice 6, this has four solid corners. Lightly toned, the is well 
centered with clean surfaces.
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112 66 Grove SP PSA 6 ............... 125
Unusually well centered, this has a particularly nice image. 
The corners come to points, this is a solid 6.

113 68 Miller SP PSA 8 ............... 300
Slightly out of register, this has four very sharp corners and 
excellent color. Centered to the right border, the surfaces are 
quite clean.

114 70 Honus Wagner PSA 5 ................. 75
Fun card, this has a classic image of Wagner eating chewing 
tobacco. Bright and attractive, this is centered mildly to the 
left border. The borders are white, the corners show mild 
wear.

115 72 Edwards PSA 7 ................. 30
Sharp and well centered, this is a very high-end 7.

116 73 Seerey PSA 6 ................. 10

117 82 Lindell PSA 7 ................. 20
Very colorful card, this has sharp corners and is centered 
to the lower right corner.

118 84 Hudson PSA 7 ................. 30
Great looking 7, this has wonderful color and sharp corners.

119 111 Priddy PSA 7 ................. 30
Another very high-end 7, this has terrific centering, great 
color and sharp corners.

120 113 Leonard SP PSA 6 ............... 125
Crisp and has four solid corners. Heavy centering to the 
right border keeps this at a 6. The color and image are both 
terrific.

121 131 Sid Gordon SP PSA 6 ............... 125
Centered to the left border, this has terrific color. The image 
is very nice, the corners come to strong points, there are 
hardly any print lines.

122 137 Walker SP PSA 6 ............... 125
Well centered, this has good color and a nice image. The cor-
ners come to points, the borders are white, there is hardly 
any print.

123 139 Hopp PSA 8 ................. 50
Centered mildly to the left border, which is quite good for 
one of these. This has four sharp corners and an outstanding 
image.

124 145 Keltner SP PSA 5 ............... 100
Very strong 5, this has a superb image and great color. 
Centered mildly to the top border, the corners show only 
very light wear. Tougher card, it would be hard to get a 
nicer card in a 5 holder.

125 149 Majeski SP PSA 5 ............... 100
Centered to the right border, this has four square corners. 
The image is good, there is hardly any print.

126 160 Scheffing SP PSA 5 ............... 100
Very colorful card has a terrific image. Centered to the right 
border, the corners show mild and consistent wear.
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127 1949 Bowman 63 Andy Pafko PSA 8 ................. 25
Very sharp card, this is reasonably well centered with rich 
color.

128 1949 Sealtest Phillies Nicholson, Bill PSA 6 .......... 350
Very cool and scarce issue, these are fun oversize cards. 
Crisp and clean, the corners come to points and only exhibit 
very slight wear. The back has the usual toning in some spots 
and is clean overall. This is a great card to add to a high-end 
type-card collection.

129 1951 Berk Ross Ashburn, Richie PSA 8 ................. 45
An elusive card in quality, this has four sharp corners and 
the original perforations. Centered mildly to the right 
border, this has vibrant original color.

130 1951 Bowman 305 Willie Mays RC       PSA 2 ......... 600
Vital Rookie Card, these have been super hot lately. The card 
retains excellent color and has a fine image. The card has 
fine creasing on the front and back that does not crack the 
paper. The card has typical centering to the left border and 
is well centered top to bottom. The corners show mild and 
consistent wear. This is a very attractive card for the grade.

1951 Wheaties Premiums

131 Ashburn PSA 6 ................. 90
Very tough Richie Ashburn item, this is a great looking 
oversize premium. Quite clean, a touch at the upper right 
corner keeps this at a high-end Ex-Mt 6.

132 Berra  PSA 4 ................ 60
Fun card has a great Yogi image. One fine crease and 
corner wear keep this at a technical 4, the card presents 
much better than that.

133 Campanella PSA 5 ............... 105
Great photo of Campy making a play at the plate, the larger 
size makes this so much nicer. The image from his 1951 
Bowman baseball card, this is a fine looking card. Slight 
corner wear keeps this at a 5, the borders and surfaces are 
very clean.

134 Feller  PSA 5 ................ 75
Scarce oversize Bob Feller piece, you have to love the image 
of an almost cherubic Feller. Fine 5, slight corner wear is 
the only issue here.

135 Lemon PSA 4 ................. 45
Bright and clean, the corners come to points, wear is only 
really noticeable on one corner on the back. This grade 
appears to be awfully conservative.

136 Musial PSA 5 ............... 120
Scarce oversize Stan Musial card, these do not come around 
very often. This card looks great, slight wear at the upper left 
corner led PSA to grade this a pretty conservative 5.
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1952 Bowmans

139 101 Mantle PSA 4 ............... 660
Fine looking card, this has great color and a well registered 
image. Fresh from the original owner, there is hardly any 
print and this is centered to the top border. There are no 
visible creases, the surfaces appear to be quite clean, even 
under magnification. This has been a white-hot card of late, 
it will be interesting to see where it ends up.

137 32   PSA 8 ................. 15
138 66 Sal Maglie PSA 8 ................. 20
140 102 Lowery PSA 8 ................. 25
141 171 Queen PSA 8 ................. 25
142 211 Minner PSA 8 ................. 25

143 Lot of 27 Commons  PSA 7 ............... 200
Solid lot of PSA 7 1952 Bowmans, these are the card num-
bers: 9, 12, 15-6, 18, 25-6, 34, 36, 38, 42, 48-9, 51, 54, 57-8, 
60, 62-3, 67, 72, 136, 157, 159, 190 & 203. The SMR value on 
these is $810.

144 1952 Red Man w/tab
 2.2 Richie Ashburn PSA 8 ............... 120
Great looking card, how often do you find these in 8 hold-
ers? Well centered with four super sharp corners, this has 
superb color and simply looks great.

145 1952 Topps 261 Willie Mays PSA 4 ............... 750
New to the hobby, this is directly from the original owner’s 
family. Resting in an envelope for decades, this is a truly 
superior card for the grade. An undervalued card of Mays, 
this example offers vibrant purple color and a truly awesome 
image. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, even under 
magnification. The borders are white, the surfaces are quite 
clean. Centered to the left border, we feel this should have 
graded a 5, PSA was a bit harsh with the grade in our opin-
ion. Either way, this is a great looking card for the grade.

146 1952 Topps 269 Nixon PSA 8 ................. 60
Beautiful 8, this has amazing color and a superb image. Rea-
sonably well centered, this has four extremely sharp corners.

147 1952 Topps 286 DeMaestri PSA 8 ................. 50
Great looking 8, the color is amazing, the image is superb. 
The card is well centered with four sharp corners.

148 1952 Topps 312  Jackie Robinson PSA 4.5 ............ 900
Absolutely gorgeous card, this is the kind of thing that 
stands out in a crowd. Directly from the original owner, 
this has the best color and image that we have ever seen on 
this card. Fairly well centered, this has white borders and 
immaculate surfaces. The borders are white, the back looks 
great. The corners show very light and consistent wear. We 
could not see any creases, wrinkles or technical flaws, even 
under magnification. It certainly does appear that this card 
should be an Ex 5 to our eyes. Either way, the winning bid-
der should really enjoy this truly exemplary card.
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149 1953 Bowman Color 59 Mantle PSA 4 ............... 500
Classic early Mantle card, there is no other like it in terms of 
design. Directly from the original owner, this has no visible 
creases or wrinkles and very clean surfaces. The color and 
image quality are terrific, this is reasonably well centered. 
The borders are are white, the corners show only very mild 
wear. This card is much more like a 5 than a 4.

150 1953 Bowman Color 63 Gil McDougald  PSA 8 ....... 75
Very sharp card, the corners are terrific. Centered mildly 
to the right border, the color is superb.

1953 Topps

151 16 Lowrey PSA 8 ................. 42
Centered to the left border, this has four sharp corners and 
no chipping in the black border.

152 63  PSA 7 ................. 10

153 78 Schoendienst PSA 8 ............... 400
Very tough card, this is one of the keys to an 8 set. Pub-
lic sales have been as high as $1,860. Offered is a sharp 
and fresh card, this has jet black borders and four strong 
corners. Reasonably well centered, who wants to fill a tough 
hole in an 8 set?

154 82 Mantle PSA 3 ............... 500
Classic Mickey Mantle card, this is only his second-year. 
Fresh from the original owner, this has outstanding color 
and a superb image. The card has a very clean look and has 
eye appeal far beyond its 3 grade. The corners are about Ex 
overall, the borders are white. There is very slight wax on the 
back and a 3/8 of an inch extremely subtle paper wrinkle by 
the lower left corner. We feel strongly this card should have 
graded at least a 4 if not a 4.5. The winning bidder should 
really enjoy this fine looking card.

155 137 Rutherford PSA 8 ................. 80
Desirable card in an 8, this is a Brooklyn Dodger player. 
Beautifully centered, this has four sharp corners and no 
chipping issues.

156 249  PSA 7 ................. 25
Well centered, this is a solid 7.

157 255 Howell PSA 7 ................. 50
Very nice 7, one example recently sold for $449. Well cen-
tered, this has four solid corners and a terrific black border.

158 266 Cain SP PSA 8 ............... 125
Tough 8, this has outstanding color and a great look. 
Well centered, this has four strong corners and a terrific red 
border.

159 273 Haddix PSA 6 ................. 30
Underrated high number, this has great color. Well centered 
with square corners,this displays very well for the grade.

160 274 Riddle PSA 6 ................. 25
Centered slightly to the left border, this has four square 
corners.

161 1954 Topps 121 Labine PSA 8 ................. 50
Never easy to find in an 8, this card looks great. The color is 
superb, this is exceptionally well centered with four sharp 
corners.
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162 1954 Wilson Weiners Ted Williams  PSA 2.5 ......... 900
A classic card, we hardly ever get these. The offered card 
presents very well for it’s grade. This truly cool and fun card 
of Ted Williams is well centered with good color. The sur-
faces are clean, as is the back. The corners show consistent 
wear, there is only slight creasing. This is almost a bucket list 
card for some collectors, now may well be the right time to 
add this to your collection.

163 1955 Bowman 65 Don Zimmer RC    PSA 8 ............. 40
Popular player and card, this has terrific centering and 
four sharp corners.

164 1955 Bowman 67 Larsen PSA 8 ................. 30
Super sharp 8, the color is terrific.

165 1955 Bowman 246  Bauer PSA 8 ................. 25
High number, this is an undervalued 8.

1955 Topps

166 37 Cunningham PSA 8 ................. 25
167 62 Kipper PSA 7.5 .............. 15
168 118 Purkey PSA 8 ................. 25
169 127 Dale Long PSA 7.5 .............. 15

170 164 Clemente RC PSA 3.5 ............ 400
Very nice card for the grade, this looks to be somewhat 
conservatively graded. The offered card has particularly 
rich color and quality centering. The borders are white, the 
color is excellent. There appears to be a super subtle paper 
wrinkle in the white background on the back, it is not easy 
to see, even under magnification. The corners are approach 
Ex overall and are not bad at all. This is a very pleasing and 
attractive card for the grade.

171 173 Kline PSA 7.5 .............. 30
Sharp and reasonably well centered, this has terrific color.

1956 Topps

174 30    Jackie Robinson PSA 8 ............... 600
A classic card, this is Jackie’s final card as a player. Always 
popular, this is one of Jackie’s most attractive cards. The 
offered card has four sharp corners, terrific color and clean 
white borders. Centered mildly to the right border, this 
presents very well. The back is a clean grey variety.

182 99  Zimmer PSA 8 ................. 25
Fun card of a beloved personality, this has four very sharp 
corners. Mild centering to the top border kept this from 
grading higher.

184 195  Kell PSA 8 ................. 40
Very sharp and colorful card, it is centered slightly to the 
right border.

172 7 PSA 8 ................. 15
173 17 PSA 8 ................. 15
175 37 PSA 8 ................. 10
176 46 PSA 8 ................. 15
177 50 PSA 8 ................. 15

178 53 PSA 8 ................. 15
179 62 PSA 8 ................. 15
180 77  Haddix PSA 8.5 .............. 25
181 98  Pascual (white back) PSA 8 ................. 15
183 143  Piersall PSA 8 ................. 20
185 198 PSA 8 ................. 20
186 204 PSA 8 ................. 20
187 205 PSA 8 ................. 20
188 211 PSA 8 ................. 20
189 215 PSA 8 ................. 20
190 220 PSA 8 ................. 20
191 237 PSA 8 ................. 20
192 258 PSA 8 ................. 20
193 267 PSA 8 ................. 15
194 282 PSA 8 ................. 15
195 293 PSA 8 ................. 15
196 300 PSA 8 ................. 15
197 312 PSA 8 ................. 15
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1957 Topps

198 15 Robin Roberts PSA 8 ............... 100
Tough 8, these usually have terrible centering issues. The 
offered card is well centered overall with four sharp corners. 
The borders are especially bright, the color is terrific.

199 121 Clete Boyer RC PSA 8 ................. 25
200 147 Rube Walker PSA 8 ................. 20

201 175 Larsen PSA 8 ................. 40
Fine looking 8, these have been appreciating. The centering 
is terrific, the image could not be any nicer, the corners are 
all sharp, solid card.

202 312 Tony Kubek RC PSA 8 ................. 60
Very popular card, these always sell right away when we 
break a set. Fine 8, this is reasonably well centered. The col-
or and image quality are terrific, the borders are white, the 
corners are sharp.

203 400 Dodgers Sluggers PSA 8 ............... 174
Classic card, you have to love this image. These are not 
scarce but this is still a terrific card to find in an 8 holder. 
The offered card is well centered with four sharp corners, 
it is very solid.

1958 Topps

204 20 McDougald White Letter PSA 8 ................. 25
205 20 McDougald Yellow Letter PSA 7 ................. 25
206 87 Kucks PSA 7.5 .............. 15
207 342 Brosnan PSA 8 ................. 15

208 354 Ditmar SGC 8 ................ 60
Really nice card, this has great color, terrific centering and 
four solid corners.

209 1959 Fleer Ted Williams
 69 A Future Ted Williams PSA 9 ................. 18

1959 Topps

211 76 Richardson PSA 8 ................. 30
Solid card, this is reasonably well centered with four sharp 
corners. The photo clarity is superb.

212 155 Slaughter PSA 8 ................. 30
Usually found with terrible centering issues, this example 
is well centered with four sharp corners.

213 167 Maas PSA 8 ................. 40
Centered to the right border, this has four super sharp 
corners. Tougher 8, these have sold for as high as $280.

214 173 Monbouquette PSA 9 ................. 50
Tough 9, these have an average VCP value of $328. Perfectly 
centered and super sharp, this looks terrific.

215 360 Kaline PSA 8 ................. 75
Scarce 8, these usually have major centering issues. Well 
centered and quite sharp, this is one of the most attractive 
card in the 1959 Topps set.

217 440 Burdette PSA 9 ................. 50
Mint card of this star pitcher, the corners are almost lethally 
sharp.

218 464 Mays Catch PSA 8 ................. 42
Popular card, this example has outstanding centered and 
four strong corners.

220 471 Sturdivant PSA 8 ................. 75
Another tough 8, these can sell for $269 each. Well centered 
and superb, this is a very high-end 8.

221 514 Bob Gibson RC PSA 7 ............... 300
Vital card, these are always super popular. The offered card 
has a fine image and vivid color. Centered to the top border, 
this otherwise may well have been an 8 or higher. The bor-
ders are quite clean, the corners all come to sharp points, the 
back looks great. Solid 7.

223 552 Stengel AS PSA 8 ................. 30
Well centered and super sharp, the color is terrific here.

210 74  PSA 8 ................. 15
216 383 Larsen/Stengel PSA 8 ................. 20
219 466 Pierce AS Starter PSA 8 ................. 10
222 525 Cotes PSA 8 ................. 20
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1960 Topps

224 72 Tigers TC PSA 8 ................. 20
226 109 Clete Boyer PSA 8 ................. 25
227 399 Young Hill Stars PSA 8 ................. 10

225 83 Kubek PSA 8 ................. 50
A tough 8 because of centering, this one is a real beauty. 
The centering is superb, the corners are sharp, the color is 
outstanding here.

228 450 Cepeda PSA 8 ................. 60
Fine 8, this has outstanding centering. The corners are all 
quite sharp, this looks to be a very high-end 8.

1961 Topps

229 88 Richie Ashburn PSA 8 ................. 15
232 402 Larsen Perfect Game SP PSA 8 ................. 15
233 405 Gehrig Streak PSA 7 ................. 20

230 312 Mazeroski Home Run PSA 8 ................. 40
Well centered with four sharp corners, these are not easy 
to find in this quality.

231 349 McDevitt PSA 9 ................. 70
Quality 9, the last example brought $356. Laser sharp, 
this is a classic 9 to our eyes.

234 406 Mantle 565 Foot Home Run  PSA 8 .............. 40
Fine 8, this is well centered with four very sharp corners.

235 572 B. Robinson AS PSA 8 ................. 30
Very sharp high number, this is centered a touch to the 
upper right corner and is strong for the grade.

236 575 Banks AS PSA 7.5 .............. 30
Very sharp card has four strong corners, slight centering 
to the right border may have led to the 7.5 grade.

1961 Topps Magic Ruboffs

237 1 Los Angeles Angels PSA 8 ................. 18
238 8 St. Louis Cardinals PSA 8 ................. 15
239 21 Billy Martin PSA 8 ................. 45
240 23 Farmer Ray Moore PSA 8 ................... 9
241 25 Baltimore Orioles PSA 8 ................. 30

1962 Topps

242 110 Skowron PSA 8 ................. 25
Nicely centered and sharp, this looks like a green tint.

243 111 D. Green PSA 8 ................. 40
Pricey 8, these have sold as high as $249. Centered to the 
left border, this card has four Mint corners.

244 170 Santo PSA 8 ................. 30
Well centered and super sharp, this looks terrific.

245 232 Yankees Win Game 1 PSA 8 ................. 15

246 530 Gibson PSA 8 ............... 200
An absolute key to the set, this is not an easy an 8. Always 
very desirable, the offered card looks terrific. Centered 
60/40 or so all around, the card has rich brown borders. 
The corners are quite sharp, the color is terrific, the surfaces 
are immaculate.

247 572 Miller SP PSA 8 ................. 15

248 1963 Fleer 49 Kanehl PSA 9 ................. 20
249 1963 Fleer 66 O’Dell PSA 8 ................. 20
267 1965 OPC 53 McAuliffe PSA 8 ................. 10

1963 Topps

250 228 Kranepool/Oliva RC PSA 8 ................. 70
Neat card has the Rookie Cards of two cult favorite players. 
Super sharp and clean, centering a hair to the bottom border 
kept this out of 9 territory.

251 243 Yankees TC PSA 8 ............... 100
Pricey 8, these have sold for $499. The offered card is really 
strong. It is well centered with four super sharp corners and 
perfect color borders. The color is particularly bright and 
vivid.

252 252 Santo PSA 8 ................. 25
Sharp and well centered, this has great color.

253 275 Mathews PSA 8 ................. 30
Fine looking card has a great photo, this is well centered 
with four sharp corners.
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259 300 Hank Aaron PSA 9 ............... 500
Hot card, these have approached $2,500 in sales this year. 
The offered card is really nice. Likely from vending, this has 
four absolutely Mint corners that exhibit no wear. The color 
and image are crystal clear and superb. The white borders 
and surfaces are immaculate. The card has that signature 
Mint look and feel and is well centered. It will be interesting 
to see where these trade at in a few years.

1963 Topps

254 323 Mazeroski PSA 8 ................. 40
Great photo, this is reasonably well centered with four 
very sharp corners.

255 375 Ken Boyer PSA 8 ................. 20

256 382 Ralph Houk PSA 8 ................. 30
Tougher 8, this is centered slightly to the right border. 
The corners are super sharp, the red borders look great.

257 415 Bob Gibson PSA 8 ............... 100
Elusive card, this is missing from many sets. Well centered 
with a  superb image, the corners are sharp, this looks great.

1964 Topps

258 103 Curt Flood PSA 7 ................. 20
262 435 Davalillo PSA 8 ................. 25

260 342 Stargell PSA 8 ................. 40
Only his second card, this is reasonably well centered with 
four sharp corners.

261 380 Ford PSA 8 ................. 40
Elusive card, this has four very sharp corners and is well 
centered.

263 460 Bob Gibson PSA 8 ................. 30
Terrific 8, this is well centered with four super sharp cor-
ners.

264 540 Aparicio PSA 8 ................. 50
Key high number, this often has centering issues. The offered 
card has outstanding centering and four sharp corners.
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1964 Topps

265 581 Yankees Rookies PSA 9 ............... 125
Difficult 9, this is needed by Yankee and 64 Topps collectors. 
Mint with terrific centering, this looks to be fully deserving 
of it’s Mint 9 grade. The last example to trade sold for 
$490 in June.

266 584 Horlen PSA 9 ................. 30
Mint high number, this has terrific centering and razor 
sharp corners.

1965 Topps

268 3 HR Leaders w/Mantle PSA 8 ................. 30
Well centered with superb color, the corners are very sharp.

272 55 Tony Conigliaro PSA 9 ................. 60
Very popular card and player, it is always neat to get these in 
9 holders. Well centered with four Mint corners, this looks 
great.

275 245 Pepitone PSA 9 ................. 50
Great looking card, this has a terrific color and rich color. 
Well centered with four Mint corners, this looks terrific.

276 300 Koufax PSA 7.5 ............ 100
Very popular card, this one is very fine for the grade. The 
centering is terrific, the corners come to solid points but are 
not  Mint. The grade is correct.

277 400 Killebrew PSA 8 ................. 30
Popular card, this is well centered with four very sharp 
corners.

278 450 Elston Howard PSA 9 ................. 50
Mint card of this beloved Yankee, the color is terrific. 
The corners are perfect, the card is immaculate.

279 477 Carlton TC SGC 7.5 ............. 75
Reasonably well centered, this has four strong corners and 
bright color. An 8 on many days, SGC really split hairs with 
the grade here.

280 526 Hunter RC PSA 8 ................. 50
Very sharp and clean, this has terrific corners and bright 
white borders. Centered to the right border, this otherwise 
would likely have graded a 9.

269 4 NL HR Leaders w/Mays PSA 8 ................. 25
270 5 AL RBI Leaders w/Mantle PSA 8 ................. 25
271 8 NL ERA Leaders PSA 8 ................. 25
273 115 Richardson PSA 8 ................. 20
274 208 Horton PSA 8 ................. 15

1966 Topps

281 36 Hunter PSA 8 ................. 20
284 99 Buc Belters PSA 8 ................. 10
285 132 Cepeda PSA 8 ................. 10
286 195 Morgan PSA 7 ................. 10
288 200 Mathews PSA 8 ................. 20

282 50 Mantle PSA 7 ............... 150
Terrific 66 Mantle, this has outstanding color and a superb 
image. New to the hobby, this was obtained decades ago and 
recently graded. Centered to the lower right corner, this has 
four super sharp corners and bright white borders. This is a 
very solid 7 overall.

283 72 Perez PSA 8 ................. 40
Classic card, I love this image. Well centered with four sharp 
corners, this is a very high-end 8.

287 195 Morgan PSA 8 ................. 40
Elusive 8, these usually have major centering issues. Well 
centered and quite sharp, this is a terrific 8.

289 210 Mazeroski PSA 9 ................. 30
Mint card of this popular player, the photo looks great.

290 215 NL Batting Leaders PSA 8 ............... 100
Always a desirable card, you cannot get more star power 
than this! Beautifully centered with four sharp corners, 
this is much more like a 9 than an 8.
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1966 Topps

291 216 AL Batting Leaders PSA 8 ................. 20
292 217 Mays/McCovey PSA 7.5 .............. 18
294 219 NL RBI Leaders PSA 8 ................. 20
295 225 NL Strikeout Leaders PSA 8 ................. 15
297 276 Bouton PSA 9 ................. 15
300 384 Al Downing PSA 9 ................. 10
302 410 Kaline PSA 7 ................. 20
304 424 Reds Rookies PSA 8 ................. 20
306 468 Podres PSA 9 ................. 20
308 483 Joe Nuxhall PSA 9 ................. 20
311 495 McAuliffe PSA 9 ................. 20
312 506 Belinsky PSA 9 ................. 10
313 520 Jim Wynn PSA 9 ................. 20
314 522 Linz PSA 9 ................. 10
317 534 Mets Rookies PSA 9 ................. 15
318 535 Willie Davis PSA 7 ................. 15
323 543 Roger Craig PSA 9 ................. 25
325 554 Northrup PSA 8 ................. 20
327 563 Twins Rookies PSA 8 ................. 15
328 566 Cuellar PSA 8 ................. 15
329 569 McFarlane PSA 8 ................. 15
330 573 Griffin PSA 9 ................. 10
331 578 Olivo PSA 9 ................. 25
332 582 Roggenburk PSA 9 ................. 20

293 217 NL Home Run Leaders PSA 9 ............... 100
Remarkable card, the corners could not be any sharper. 
This fully earns its Mint 9 grade, this is a stunning condition 
card.

296 255 Stargell PSA 9 ............... 150
Not an easy 9, these usually have centering issues. The card 
is immaculate, the corners are dead Mint, the card has that 
signature Mint look and feel. These have been hot, one ex-
ample traded at $1,000 this year.

298 298 Petrocelli PSA 9 ................. 30
Beloved Red Sox star, this is only his second card, the card
is Mint.

299 365 Maris PSA 8 ................. 50
Very high-end 8, this is well centered with four very sharp 
corners. The card has terrific color.

301 390 B. Robinson PSA 8 ................. 25
Well centered and razor sharp, this is a high-end 8.

303 420 Marichal PSA 8 ................. 25
Centered slightly to the right border, this has four very 
sharp corners.

305 450 Oliva PSA 9 ................. 50
This card has that signature Mint look and feel. Razor sharp, 
the image and color are superb. The last example to trade 
brought $365.

307 469 Murcer RC PSA 8 ................. 25
Very fine 8 of this cult favorite Yankee, this is well centered 
with four sharp corners.

309 486 Tommy John PSA 9 ................. 30
Semi-high numbers, this has four Mint corners and pristine 
white borders.

310 490 Bobby Richardson PSA 9 ................. 30
Popular card, this has ideal centering, four dead Mint cor-
ners and great color.

315 525 Bell PSA 9 ................. 30
Mint short-print, this is perfect for a top set.

316 526 Twins Team Card PSA 8 ................. 40
One of favorite high numbers, I think there are underpriced. 
Fine 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

319 537 Franks PSA 9 ............... 100
Pricey 9, these usually have centering issues. The last public 
sale was in early 2019 for $308. Mint card, this has brilliant 
color and four razor sharp corners, the grade is more than 
accurate to our eyes.

320 540 Denny McLain PSA 8 ................. 40
Terrific 8, this has great centering and four very sharp 
corners. Key high number, this is a very popular card.

321 541 Oliver PSA 9 ................. 40
Mint high number, this looks great.
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1966 Topps

322 542 George Smith PSA 9 ................. 30
Mint high number Red Sox, the color and corners are su-
perb.

324 544 Cardinals Rookies PSA 8 ............... 125
Very tough card in condition, these usually have terrible 
centering issues. 8s have sold for $490 each. The offered card 
is a super high-end 8. The corners are all quite sharp and 
the centering is amazing. This will be an upgrade for almost 
anyone.

326 561 Choo Choo Coleman PSA 7 ................. 30
Extremely popular card, this is centered a hair to the left 
border. The corners are sharp, this is an awfully nice 7.

333 591 Grant Jackson RC SP PSA 9 ............... 250
The most popular card in the set, these always sell imme-
diately when we break a 66 set. A Mint card, this has four 
perfect corners and superb centering. This would be a very 
shrewd addition to any high grade 1966 Topps set.

1967 Topps

345 140 Stargell PSA 8 ................. 40
Very sharp card has great color. Slight centering to the top 
border keeps this from grading higher.

347 186 Mets Maulers PSA 8 ................. 20
Centered slightly to the upper left corner, this has super 
sharp corners.

348 210 Gibson PSA 8 ................. 30
Popular card, this has four very sharp corners and is much 
better centered than usually found.

349 215 Banks PSA 8 ................. 40
Desirable 8, these usually have centering issues. This is nice-
ly centered with four very sharp corners and great color.

351 228 Gil Hodges PSA 10 ............. 100
Gem Mint 10 card of the beloved Hodges. 

352 234 NL ERA Leaders PSA 9 ................. 50
Razor sharp card, this is centered a hair to the right border.

353 236 NL Pitching Leaders PSA 9 ................. 50
Mint card has four HOFers, this has razor sharp corners 
and great centering.

354 238 NL Strikeout Leaders PSA 9 ................. 35
Mint League Leader card, these have sold for as high as 
$210.

355 239 AL Batting Leaders PSA 10 ............. 200
A true Gem Mint 10, these only seem to trade about once a 
year. Remarkably sharp card, you could almost shave with 
this it is sharp. Who wants to move up on the registry for 
this great set?

357 242 NL RBI Leaders PSA 8 ................. 25
Sharp and very well centered, this is a fine 8.

358 244 NL Home Run Leaders PSA 9 ................. 75
Desirable 9 with Aaron and Mays, this card is razor sharp 
and superb.

360 250 Aaron PSA 8 ............... 125
Desirable 8, this is a key to the set. Centered mildly to the 
left border, this has sharp corners and rich color.

362 285 Brock PSA 8 ................. 25
Nicely centered and razor sharp, I love the photo here.

365 333 Jenkins PSA 9 ................. 40
Only his second year, this has terrific centering and four 
super sharp corners.

367 423 Fence Busters PSA 8 ................. 40
Super sharp card, this has an amazing photo. Centered a 
hair to the top, this is a fine looking card.

368 430 Pete Rose PSA 8 ................. 70
Very popular card, a key to the set. The offered card has 
pristine white borders and very sharp corners, it is centered 
slightly to the left border. The image looks great.

373 485 McCarver PSA 8 ................. 25
Usually found with centering issues, this is a quality 8.
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378 536 Niekro RC PSA 8 ................. 30
Super sharp card, this is nicely centered. The grade might 
be a little low here, this is really nice.

379 540 Cash PSA 8 ................. 25
Very popular card, this has terrific centering and four 
sharp corners.

381 555 Cardwell PSA 9 ................. 20
Mint Met high number, this looks great.

382 558 Belanger RC PSA 9 ............... 100
One of the keys to the high number run, these are hard to 
find with good centering. Offered is a spectacular Mint 9 
with razor sharp corners and pristine white borders. This 
card has that signature Mint look and feel.

383 560 Bunning PSA 8 ................. 40
Sharp card is centered a hair to the left border, this is a very 
nice card.

387 570 Wills PSA 8 ................. 54
Key high number, this is his only Topps card. Centered 
slightly to the lower right corner, this has four sharp cor-
ners.

390 576 NL Rookies PSA 8 ................. 25
Tougher 8, this is nicely centered with four sharp corners.

392 580 Colavito PSA 9 ............... 150
Key high number, this is a classic card. Beautiful condition, 
this is a perfect Mint 9 specimen. The color and corners 
are superb.

395 587 Shaw/Sutherland PSA 9 ................. 60
Tougher card, it is always nice to find these in a Mint 9 hold-
er. Fully deserving of its lofty grade, this looks terrific.

398 595 Rojas PSA 8 ................. 20
Nicely centered and sharp, this is a solid 8.

400 600 B. Robinson PSA 7 ............... 100
An absolute key to the set, this is such a great looking card. 
The offered card has four very sharp corners and immacu-
late white borders. Mild centering to the left border keeps 
this at a very fine 7.

401 604 Red Sox Team Card PSA 8 ................. 75
Extremely popular card of a cult favorite team, these are 
always very popular. Nicely centered and quite sharp, this 
is a fine 8.

402 605 Shannon PSA 8 ................. 50
Very elusive card, this is needed by so many collectors. 
Offered is a super sharp card with great color, it is centered 
slightly to the right border.

404 607 Stanley PSA 8 ................. 50
Another very elusive card needed by many collectors, this is 
well centered with four sharp corners.

406 609 Tommy John PSA 8 ................. 50
The last card in this great set, while not rare, it is always nice 
to see this in an 8. The market right now seems too low on 
this to our eyes.

334 1 The Champs PSA 8 ................. 20
335 5 Whitey Ford PSA 8 ................. 20
336 20 Cepeda PSA 8 ................. 20
337 25 Elston Howard PSA 9 ................. 20
338 28 Priddy (no trade) PSA 8 ................. 15
339 30 Kaline PSA 8 ................. 15
340 55 Drysdale PSA 8 ................. 15
341 60 Aparicio PSA 8 ................. 10
342 63 Cards Clubbers PSA 8 ................. 20
343 86 McCormick (no trade) PSA 9 oc ............ 10
344 100 F. Robinson PSA 8 ................. 25
346 166 Mathews PSA 8 ................. 12
350 216 Bengal Belters PSA 8 ................. 20
356 241 AL RBI Leaders PSA 9 ................. 25
359 245 Flood PSA 9 ................. 25
361 280 Conigliaro PSA 8 ................. 10
363 309 Hurlers Beware PSA 8 ................. 15
364 315 B Williams PSA 8 ................. 15
366 420 McLain PSA 8 ................. 10
369 445 Sutton PSA 8 ................. 20
370 450 Richie Allen PSA 8 ................. 15
371 456 Phil Niekro PSA 8 ................. 15
372 474 Tolan PSA 8 ................. 15
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374 500 Marichal PSA 8 ................. 15
375 510 Mazeroski PSA 8 ................. 10
376 512 Schoendienst PSA 8 ................. 15
377 528 Petrocelli PSA 8 ................. 27
380 545 Grant PSA 8 ................. 15
384 561 Alomar PSA 8 ................. 20
385 565 Krausse PSA 8 ................. 15
386 567 Hamilton PSA 8 ................. 15
388 572 Demeter PSA 7 ................. 20
389 573 White Sox TC PSA 8 ................. 15
391 578 Boccabella PSA 8 ................. 15
394 583 Barker PSA 8 ................. 15
396 590 Richert PSA 8 ................. 15
397 594 Osinski PSA 8 ................. 20
399 598 White Sox RC PSA 8 ................. 14
403 606 Taylor PSA 8 ................. 15
405 608  PSA 9 ................. 24

1968 Topps

407 50 Mays PSA 8 ................. 60
This perfectly sharp card has four Mint corners, great color 
and no chips. Centered to the upper left corner, these are 
not easy to find in this quality.

408 100 Gibson PSA 8 ................. 30
Desirable card from a historic season, this is centered to 
the right border with very sharp corners.

409 177 Ryan/Koosman RC PSA 8 oc .......... 250
Super sharp card, this has terrific color and superb images. 
Centered almost completely to the left border as is typical, 
the top to bottom centering is ideal. Oddly enough, the 
back is fairly well centered.

410 180 Curt Flood PSA 10 ............... 50
Historic player, it is always nice to find a 10 of a name 
player from 1968.

411 215 Bunning PSA 9 ................. 10
413 363 Carew AS PSA 9 ................. 18
415 487 Lee May PSA 8 ................. 10

412 235 Santo PSA 9 ................. 30
Beloved Cub HOFer, these been really appreciating in recent 
years.

414 480 Oliva/Cardenas/Clemente  PSA 8.5 ........... 50
Perfectly centered, this has four perfect corners with no vis-
ible wear, even on the reverse. The image looks great as well. 
We really thought this would come back a Mint 9, 
PSA really split hairs here. Exceptionally nice card.

416 533 Wes Parker PSA 10 ............... 50
Fine high number 10, the color and image look terrific. 
Who wants to move up on the registry?

417 1969 OPC Deckle  7  Bob Gibson PSA 8 ................. 40
Elusive issue, this has four extremely sharp corners, mild 
centering to the right border probably kept this from 
grading a 9.

1969 Topps

418 75 Aparicio PSA 10 ............. 125
Desirable 10, these are so hard to find well centered. The 
offered card looks to be right from vending, the corners are 
dead Mint, the centering is terrific, the card is immaculate. 
Who wants to move up on the registry?

419 110 Shannon PSA 8 ................. 25
A scarce 8, the last example sold for $450 in July. Centered 
slightly to the top border, this has four sharp corners.

421 250 F. Robinson PSA 8 ................. 30
Centered slightly to the lower right corner, this has four 
sharp corners and a terrific image.

422 260 Reggie Jackson RC PSA 6 ................. 50
Freshly graded has four sharp corners and is quite clean. 
Typical centering to the left border keeps this at a 6.

420 245 Ed Charles PSA 8 ................. 10
423 270 Lolich PSA 8 ................. 10
424 375 Killebrew PSA 8 ................. 15
425 412 Mantle Checklist PSA 8 ................. 18

426 427 Oliva AS PSA 10 ............. 150
Great 10, this is the kind of card that stands out in a crowd. 
Likely right from vending, this has four dead Mint corners 
and outstanding centering. These have a VCP average of 
$936, who wants to move up on the registry?

427 430 Bench AS PSA 8.5 .............. 30
So hard to find well centered, this card is flick away from a 9.
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1969 Topps

428 512 Cleon Jones PSA 8 ................. 25
Key 1969 Met, the last example sold for $168. Fine 8, this 
has really sharp corners.

429 564 Hodges PSA 9 ................. 20

430 570 Santo PSA 8.5 .............. 25
High number HOFer, this is awfully close to a 9 and really 
sharp.

431 601 Tug McGraw PSA 9 ................. 30
Beloved 1969 Met pitcher, this has terrific centering and 
Mint corners.

1970 Topps

432 61 NL Batting Leaders PSA 8 ................. 30
Well centered and very sharp, the corners are terrific.

433 140 R. Jackson PSA 8 ................. 50
Only his second-year card, this has four very sharp corners. 
Reasonably well centered, this is very nice.

434 189 Munson RC PSA 8 ............... 100
Beloved Yankee, we hardly ever see these in 8s. Offered is a 
super high-end 8 with four very sharp corners and perfect 
centering. This will be an upgrade for almost all of you.

435 464 Bench AS PSA 8 ................. 50
Tough 8, these usually have massive centering issues. Well 
centered and very sharp, who wants to fill in a tough hole in 
a high grade 70 set?

436 470 Stargell PSA 8 ................. 20 
437 610 Koosman PSA 9 ................. 10
438 634 Harrelson PSA 8 ................. 10

439 660 Bench PSA 8 ................. 75
Undervalued card, these are needed by so many collectors. 
Offered is a fine 8 that is reasonably well centered with 
four sharp corners.

440 712 Ryan BVG 7.5 ............. 60
Undervalued high number, this one is well centered, which 
is the key to this card. The corners come to strong points, 
this is an awfully sharp and fine looking card for a 7.5.

1971 Topps

441 1 World Champion Orioles PSA 7 ................. 15

442 1 World Champion Orioles PSA 8 ................. 60
Desirable 8, these have been appreciating in recent years. 
Reasonably well centered and quite sharp, this will nicely 
begin your high grade 71 set.

443 5 Munson PSA 8 ............... 400
One of the absolute keys to a high grade set, this is such a 
difficult card to find in quality. The market realizes this, 
with a sale in 2020 for $2,499, The offered card is fresh 
to market and superb. Likely from vending, the card has 
terrific centering. The borders are jet black, the great photo 
of Munson tagging out a runner at the plate looks great. The 
corners are all sharp. Who wants to make a major upgrade 
to their high grade 71 set?

444 14 Concepcion RC PSA 8 ................. 50
Hot card of late, one example sold for $378 in late July. 
Superb 8, this has great centering. The borders are jet black, 
the corners are quite sharp.

445 26 Blyleven RC PSA 7 ................. 40
Terrific 7, this has great centering. The borders are jet black, 
the corners are strong.

446 42 Blyleven RC PSA 8 ............... 150
Pricey HOF Rookie in an 8, the VCP average is $628. 
Offered is a very high-end 8, it is well centered with four 
sharp corners. The card has rich color and a terrific image, 
very nice.

447 160 Seaver PSA 8 ................. 60
Desirable 8, this example is really nice. The borders are jet 
black, the color is terrific, as is the centering. The corners 
are all sharp.
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1971 Topps

448 198 Orioles Celebrate PSA 8 ................. 20
449 290 Oliva PSA 8 ................. 15
452 527 Cleon Jones PSA 8 ................. 10
456 618 Tug McGraw PSA 8 ................. 10
460 641 Mets TC PSA 8 ................. 10
466 715 H. Clarke PSA 8 ................. 10
468 751 Al Weis PSA 8 ................. 20

450 341 Garvey RC PSA 8 ................. 60
Well centered and quite sharp, this is a high-end 8.

451 400 Aaron PSA 8 ............... 100
Laser sharp card, the black borders are perfect, the color is 
outstanding. The corners are quite sharp, slight centering 
to the right border keeps this from grading a 9.

453 544 Vida Blue PSA 8 ................. 30
Desirable 8 from an MVP winner, these have sold for as 
high as $256. Offered is a super sharp card that is centered 
slightly to the left border.

454 580 Tony Perez PSA 8 ................. 50
Always a tough card, it is great to find these in 8 holders. 
Nicely centered with four sharp corners, this is a terrific 8.

455 585 Willie Davis PSA 8 ............... 100
Very tough 8, these usually have major centering issues. 
Pricey card, the VCP average is $378, one example brought 
$549 this year. The offered card has four very sharp corners 
and superb black borders. The card is centered slightly to 
the right border and is really nice.

457 625 Brock PSA 8 ................. 60
Very strong 8, this is well centered and awfully sharp. 
The black borders look great, the corners are sharp, 
the image looks great.

458 630 Clemente PSA 8 ............... 200
Very hot card of late, these have been selling for up to $1,126 
through late July. An absolute key to the set, the offered card 
is well centered. The corners are sharp, the black borders 
look great, this is a fine looking 8. Who wants to upgrade a 
very important card in their high grade 71 set?

459 635 Murcer PSA 8 ............... 150
A key to an 8 set, these have traded as high as $669. The 
offered card is a fine 8 with jet black borders, great color and 
four sharp corners. There is no visible wear on the corners, 
this is centered a hair to the right border, very nice card.

461 648 Matlack RC PSA 8 ................. 30
Desirable 8, this is well centered with four terrific corners.

462 649 Lyle PSA 8 ................. 30
Tougher 8, these can sell for $150. Sharp and fine card, this 
is centered slightly to the right border, it is quite clean.

463 650 Richie Allen PSA 8 ............... 125
Tough high number in quality, the last 8 sold for over 
$500. The offered card is super sharp and black, the color is 
terrific. Slight centering to the left border keeps this out of 
contention for a 9.

464 651 Robertson PSA 8 ................. 40
High number Met, a few of these have traded for huge prices 
in 2020. Fine 8, this is well centered and quite sharp.

465 700 Powell PSA 8 ................. 50
A hot card of late, one example brought over $300 in 2020. 
The offered card is well centered with four sharp corners. 
This card is a very high-end 8.

467 750 McLain PSA 8 ................. 30
Sharp and well centered, this has four strong corners.

1971 Topps Greatest Moments

469 12 Vada Pinson SGC 5.5 ............. 25
Well centered and very nice, this has only slight wear.

470 31 Jim Wynn SGC 6.5 ............. 25
One of the short-prints, these are not easy to find. 
Well centered with great color, slight corner wear keeps 
this at a very solid 6.5.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
 many additional images. 

Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST 
for Wednesday October 14th..
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1972 Topps

471 300 Aaron IA PSA 7 (well ctd) . 20
473 441 Munson PSA 8 ................. 20
477 741 AL - NL Rookie Stars PSA 9 ................. 10
478 761 Cey-Ogilvie RC PSA 8 ................. 20

472 433 Bench PSA 8 ................. 40
Well centered with sharp corners, nice 8.

474 445 Tom Seaver PSA 9 ............... 200
Often found with terrible centering, this is a very difficult 
card to find in a Mint 9 holder. Well centered with four ab-
solutely perfect corners, this may have come from vending. 
The card is superb. The market has been hot on these, with 
one sale for $1,312 in 2020.

475 465 Hodges PSA 9 ................. 50
Sadly his last card, this is a razor sharp card with superb 
color.

476 595 Nolan Ryan PSA 9 ............... 200
One of my favorite Nolan Ryan cards, I always liked the 
color on these. The offered card has four Mint corners and 
is immaculate. Likely from vending, the card has great color 
and is immaculate. Centered a hair to the right, who wants 
to upgrade one of the absolute keys to a 72 set?

479 5th Series Wax Pack PSA 8 ............... 150
Very desirable pack from a great here, these have been 
appreciating rapidly in recent years. Tight and quite clean, 
this is a fine looking PSA 8.

480 5th Series Wax Pack PSA 8 ............... 150
Very desirable pack from a great here, these have been 
appreciating rapidly in recent years. Tight and quite clean, 
this is a fine looking PSA 8.

481 5th Series Wax Pack PSA 9 ............... 250
Mint wax pack from a great year, does anyone have the guys 
to open this baby up and hunt for some 10s? Terrific pack 
from a desirable series, these have sold for over $900 each 
in 2020.

1973 Topps

482 1 All Time Leaders PSA 9 ............... 200
Key card, these are so hard to find sharp and well centered. 
An absolute key to a very high grade set, this is probably a 
good card to put in a draw for a few years. Perfectly centered 
and razor sharp, this card looks to be fully deserving of its 
Mint 9 grade.

483 50 Clemente PSA 8 ................. 40
Terrific 8, this has outstanding centering and a fine pictures. 
The corners are all sharp.

485 220 Nolan Ryan PSA 9 ............... 300
Often found with centering and other condition issues, this 
is not an easy 9 to find. These have crossed $1,500 in 2020, it 
is always a very desirable card in top condition. The offered 
card has perfect centering and four Mint corners. This is 
a classic example of a Mint 9 card. Who wants to majorly 
upgrade their 73 set?

1973 Topps
484 80 Tony Oliva PSA 9 ................. 15
487 453 Checklist PSA 8 ................. 10
488 588 Checklist PSA 8 ................. 20
489 609 Lopes RC PSA 8 ................. 10

486 275 Tony Perez PSA 9 ................. 50
Tough 9, these usually have major centering issue. As nice as 
we have ever seen, this has gorgeous color, fout Mint corners 
and superb centering.

490 1974 Topps  80  Tom Seaver PSA 9 ................. 30
One of my favorite cards of the 1970s, these look so great in 
top quality. Offered is classic 9 with ideal centering and four 
Mint corners. These have been hot of late for good reason.

491 1974 Topps  340  Munson PSA 9 ................. 20
Mint Thurman Munson card, these are always popular.

492 1974 Topps Deckle Edge
 Thurman Munson PSA 7 ............... 120
Fun oddball Munson card, these are not easy to find. Sharp 
and very clean, this has a great photo of Thurman batting 
and looking right at the camera. This is one of the keys to 
the set, and a card that never stays around for more than a 
minute when publicly offered.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
 many additional images. 

Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST 
on Wednesday January 30.
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1975 Topps

493 223 Yount RC PSA 9 ............... 300
A super hot card in 2020, these are harder to find than the 
Brett with good centering. The offered card has terrific cen-
tering and four Mint corners, it looks great. These have sold 
for as high as $2,000 in 2020.

494 228 Brett RC PSA 8 ............... 100
Classic 1970s Rookie Card, these are always desirable. 
Very sharp card, slight centering to the left border keeps 
this out of contention for a 9.

495 370 Seaver PSA 9 ................. 40
A key to the set, it is always neat to find these in 9 holders.

496 1975 Topps  620  Carter RC PSA 8 ................. 25

497 1975 Topps  623  Hernandez RC PSA 9 ................. 30
Popular card of this charismatic All Star, the quality here is 
superb.

498 1975 Topps Mini 1 Aaron PSA 7 ................. 20

499 1975 Topps Mini 228 Brett RC PSA 8 ................. 75
Classic 1970s Rookie Card, this example is sharp and fine. 
Centered slightly to the right border, this has rich color 
and four very strong corners.

500 1976 Topps 19 George Brett 2 Year  PSA 8 .... 100
A famously difficult to find with good centering, these are 
such great cards when they can be found in this quality. 
Beautifully centered with four razor sharp corners, this is an 
awfully fine 8.

501 1976 Topps 500 R. Jackson PSA 9............. 48
Perfectly centered with four Mint corners, this a solid 9.

502 1976 Topps 550 Aaron PSA 8............. 30
Sharp 8, these are always popular. Reasonably well centered, 
this has great color.

503 1976 Topps 650 Munson PSA 9............. 20
504 1978 Topps 36 Murray RC PSA 8............. 25

505 1978 Topps 60 Munson PSA 9............. 25
Mint Thurman Munson card, this is sadly his second to last 
card.

506 1979 Topps 116 Ozzie Smith RC  PSA 8 ............ 60
Classic scarcity in an 8 due to centering, this is well centered 
with four terrific corners. High-end 8.

507 1980 Topps 482 R. Henderson RC  PSA 8 ......... 50
Sharp and reasonably well centered, this is a nice 8.

508 1982 Topps 21 Ripken RC PSA 9............. 20

509 1993 SP Foil 279 Derek Jeter RC    PSA 7 ........ 100
The key Jeter Rookie, this one looks really nice. Well cen-
tered, the corners come to sharp points and show hardly any 
wear.

511 2010 Bowman Platinum Gold Thick Stock
 Mike Trout PSA 6 ............... 100
Extremely attractive card, this has four sharp corners and 
brilliant color and gloss. Limited edition (2/539), we have 
no idea why this only came back a 6.

512 2011 Bowman Chrome
 175 Mike Trout RC Beckett 9 .......... 200
Very attractive Mint Mike Trout Rookie, this is a great 
looking card.
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510 2009 Bowman Sterling
 Mike Trout Signed Rookie Card
                        Beckett 9.5 (auto 10) .................. 1000
One of the hottest cards in the world, it is so cool that they 
had these signed while Trout was a Rookie. Super desirable, 
the card itself is graded a Gem Mint 9.5, the autograph a 10 
by Beckett. The grades seem right, this card is super sharp 
and pristine. It will be interesting to see where these trade at 
in a few years.

Sets, Lots and Ungraded Cards

513 1907 W601 New York Yankees (Highlanders) ........ 150
Good item as this has an image of the elusive HOFer Jack 
Chesbro. Nicely matted and framed, this has a fine crease 
by the upper right corner, but otherwise looks terrific. 
The other two HOFers present are Wee Willie Keeler and 
Clark Griffith  (oddly enough his name is misspelled). 
Total size 15x15.

514 1909 T206 21 different Detroit Tigers .................... 150
Very nice lot of colorful T206 cards, these include the 
Jennings War Dance card. Condition ranges from Good to 
about VG-Ex. Everything will be pictured front and back 
on our website, the Bush has an Old Mill back.

516 1911 S81 Large Silk Ed Walsh Ex ..................... 750
Gorgeous large size silk, the pictures do not do these justice. 
So scarce and undervalued, this hardly ever come to market. 
Brightly colored with an outstanding image, this retains a 
bright sheen and has outstanding eye appeal. Matted and 
framed, there is typical fraying at the top and bottom bor-
ders, it is tough to assign a technical grade to these, it is Ex 
overall to our eyes. Regardless of the technical grade, 
this top White Sox HOF pitcher has rarely looked better! 
Total size 14x15.
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515 1909 T206
 SGC Graded Lot of 105 Different Cards ................ 1500
Offered is a solid lot of 105 SGC graded T206 cards. These 
are all different, the grades range from 1.5 to 4.5 and break 
down as follows: 1.5 (8), 2 (31), 2.5 (10), 3 (49), 3.5 (6) and 
4.5 (1). There is one HOFer in the lot (Fred Clarke Batting) 
and a Hal Chase Portrait Blue Background, the rest of the 
lot are commons. It is not easy to find T206 slabbed lots of 
this size in today’s market. The cards generally display very 
well for the grades, the backs are all basic with two Sover-
eigns, the rest are all Piedmont and Sweet Caporal. An exact 
inventory will be on our website. 

517 1911 T205   98 different commons   ........................ 800
A dream lot for someone starting out a T205 set, this is 
nearly half of the set in one shot! The cards are a pleasing 
VG overall but there is some variance. We will have front 
and back scans of every card on our website, T205 lots of 
this size have utterly disappeared in recent years due to 
slabbing.

518 1912 T207 Brown Border
 23 different commons GVG/VG .......... 240
A quick start on a tough tobacco set, these are very pleasing 
cards for the grade. Only two cards have back issues, these 
have solid images and vibrant brown backgrounds. Every-
thing will be pictured front and back on our website.

519  88 Different Zeenuts from 1912-1934  Poor ........... 400
Typical low grade run of Zeenuts, everything will be pic-
tured on our website. The content appears to be fairly basic, 
nine are pre-1920, twenty-one are from the 1930s, the rest 
are from the 1920s.



520 1914 B18 Blanket
 54 different with some HOFers Ex+ .................. 240
Clean lot of 1914 B18 blankets, these have been very 
popular this year. An exact inventory will be on our web-
site, these better pieces come in the lot: “Frank Chance 
(brown pennants,blue infield)” NM, Chick Gandil (brown 
pennants) NM, Miller Huggins (purple pennants) VG, Joe 
Kelley (purple pennants) Ex-Mt, Bill McAllister (purple 
basepaths) Ex-Mt, Dots Miller (purple pennants) Ex, Steve 
O’Neil (purple pennants) Ex-Mt+, Marty O’Toole (purple 
pennants) NM, Burt Shotton (purple basepaths) Ex-Mt, 
Casey Stengel (green infield) Ex-Mt and Dee Walsh (purple 
basepaths) Ex-Mt.

521 1923 W515-2
 Full Uncut Strip of 10 w/4 HOFers   ........................ 300
These charming 1920s full strip card strips are so hard to 
find now because of slabbing. This colorful and attractive 
10-card piece has HOFers Heilmann, Grimes, Baker, Frisch 
and Sisler. This has the usual wear on the two end cards. 
The back is clean, there are no creases, just slight edge wear.

522 1936 BF3 Type 7  Collection of 20 different 
    w/DiMaggio & Gehrig Ex-Mt/NM ....... 150
Very clean lot, these are charming 5 1/4 inch mini pennants. 
These are crisp and clean overall, with various background 
colors. The star power is impressive, headlined by Lou Geh-
rig and Joe DiMaggio. The lot has no less than 10 HOFers. 
The other HOFers are Foxx, Dean, Greenberg, Hartnett, 
Medwick, Vaughan, Paul Waner and Hubbell. This is a ter-
rific lot of it’s kind that has everything going for it.

523 1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
 Barrett w/orig. envelope NM .................. 150
Such a neat issue, the images do not do justice to these great 
looking 11 inch tall die-cut cards. With the original mailing 
envelope, this is a great card to add to an advanced type-
card collection. The original easel is flat and unused, this 
shows hardly any wear and grades Near Mint overall in our 
opinion. 

524 1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts ..................
 Voiselle w/orig. envelope NM .................. 150
Such a neat issue, the images do not do justice to these great 
looking 11 inch tall die-cut cards. With the original mailing 
envelope, this is a great card to add to an advanced type-
card collection. The original easel is flat and unused, this 
shows hardly any wear and grades Near Mint overall in our 
opinion. 

525 1950 Bowman
 Near-Set (227 diff) w/many stars VG ................... 300
This is a very pleasing, colorful and attractive VG 1950 Bow-
man. There are many cards above VG in the lot, generally 
in the cards above #90. This is a simple project to complete 
and represents a very solid value due to the better included 
cards and the large quantity. These cards come in the lot: 6 
Bob Feller VG, 8 George Kell VG, 10 Tommy Henrich VG+, 
12 Joe Page VG, 19 Warren Spahn VG, 23 Newcombe RC 
GVG, 32 Robin Roberts VG, 37 Luke Appling VG+, 39 Larry 
Doby VG+, 43 Bobby Doerr VG+, 58 Carl Furillo VG+, 62 
Ted Kluszewski Good, 71 Red Schoendienst VG, 84 Richie 
Ashburn GVG, 139 Johnny Mize VG+, 148 Early Wynn VG 
and 219 Hank Bauer RC Good.

Baseball Cards
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526 1950 Callahan
 Very Near Set (78 cards) w/PSA keys  NM ............... 150
Our consignor was working on a master set, this includes 
both Heilmann and Waner variations and many tougher 
cards. The condition varies from VG-Ex to Near Mint, with 
many, many cards that are Ex or better. These better cards 
come in the lot: Barrow NM, Bender Ex+, Cobb PSA 6, 
Cochran VG-Ex/Ex, Connolly VG-Ex, Dean PSA 7, Dickey 
NM, Foxx Ex+, Gehrig VG-Ex, Gehringer PSA 7, Klem PSA 
7, Maranville Ex++, Ruth PSA 6, Sisler PSA 7, Terry Ex+, 
Wagner Ex-Mt+, Wallace Ex-Mt+, H. Wright PSA 7 and 
Young NM.

527 1951 - 1952 Bowman Common/Minor Star Lot 
 (279 pcs) VG-Ex .............. 396
Organized by team, this is a pleasing mid-grade lot of 1951 
and 1952 Bowmans. The condition varies from Good to Ex-
Mt, it is 90% VG or better, with perhaps 15-20% of the cards 
grading Ex to Ex-Mt, some of the cards are very clean. A few 
52B highs are in the lot, the 51s have more secondary stars 
(Lopat, Pierce RC, Avilia RC, Berardino, Carrasquel etc). 
This is a good lot for the grade and years.

528 1952 Bowman  164 different cards   Ex++ .............. 250
Really pleasing lot of colorful and attractive cards, you re-
ally cannot do better than this as a base for a strong Ex Plus 
to Ex-Mt set. The cards have white borders and bright color, 
centering varies mildly, these are awfully nice for the grade. 
There are many secondary stars, Dodgers and Yankees in the 
lot.

529 1952 Coca Cola Playing Tips
      Complete Set (10 pcs)   ........................ 500
Great 1950s set, these are such neat cards. Not easy to find as 
a set, this is a classic piece. The offered set displays very well; 
we grade the cards individually as follows: Bauer Ex mc, Fu-
rillo VG-Ex, Hodges VG+, Lopat Ex++, McDougald Ex++, 
Mueller Ex, Reese Fair (surface wear), Thomson Batting Ex, 
Thomson Fielding Ex and Westrum Ex+.

530 1952 Red Man No Tabs
 Complete Set VG ................... 180
The first Red Man set, this is the only one to include Ted 
Williams. Bursting with HOFers and stars, these are very 
attractive cards. The offered lot is an original owner col-
lection, these are an honest VG overall with nicer cards, 
about 30% of the set have pinholes and could be upgraded if 
desired. We grade the keys as follows: Richie Ashburn Fair, 
Yogi Berra Good (pinholes), Bob Feller  VG, Nelson Fox VG, 
Willie Mays VG-Ex/Ex, Stan Musial GVG, Pee Wee Reese 
VG, Duke Snider VG, Warren Spahn Good (pinholes), Ted 
Williams VG and Early Wynn VG.
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532 1955 Topps
 127 different w/34 high #s VG-Ex/Ex ........ 125
Pleasing partial 1955 Topps set, the condition varies mildly 
in both directions, the cards are a nice and colorful mid-
grade overall. This lot is unusual as it has a large number of 
high numbers. The lot has many secondary stars, Dodgers, 
Yankees etc. These better cards come in the lot: 5 Gilliam, 
31 Spahn, 75 Amoros RC, 100 Irvin , 180 Labine, 188 Silve-
ra, 197 Smith, 199 Hamric and 201 Lollar.

533 1955 Topps  Very Near Set (189/206 cards)  Ex ...... 300
Classic Topps set, these are such attractive cards. The cards 
in the offered lot have bright color and strong eye appeal. 
Centering varies as always, the condition also varies mild-
ly in both directions, there are no beat up or ugly cards in 
this lot. There are some very nice cards in the high number 
run. A substantial lot, these better cards come in the lot: 1 
Rhodes VG+, 2 Williams VG, 4 Kaline VG-Ex/Ex, 28 Banks 
VG-Ex, 47 Aaron VG+, 125 Boyer RC VG-Ex/Ex, 166 Bauer 
VG+, 180 Labine Ex, 187 Hodges Ex+, 193 Sain VG+ and 
210 Snider VG-Ex well ctd.

534 1956 Topps   156 different 
 w/Mantle, Clemente & Williams Ex ..................... 250
Clean mid-grade run of 1956 Topps cards, these mainly 
range from a nice VG-Ex to Ex-Mt, averaging at least Ex 
overall. A notable lot as it contains keys Mantle, Clem-
ente and Williams, there are forty two white back cards in 
the lot (some cards have a grey and white back). A perfect 
foundation for a set, dealers will love this lot with the star 
power and clean condition. These better cards come in the 
lot: 2 Giles RC, 5 Williams (VG), 11 Cubs TC, 15 Banks, 33 
Clemente (Ex++, wb), 63 Craig RC, 85.2 Indians TC Dated, 
90.2 Reds TC Dated, 121 Pirates TC, 135 Mantle (GVG), 233 
Erskine and Checklist 2/4 (mk).

535 1956 Topps
Complete Set w/dated team variations VG-Ex/Ex ...... 1000
Quality mid-grade 1956 Topps set, this is a very pleasing 
and consistent mid-grade set. Clearly assembled with care, 
there are some stray cards that can be upgraded but the set 
is very solid overall. This set is nice as it has the desirable 
dated team card variations and two checklists. The set is 
anchored by a PSA 4 Mantle, these sets typically have much 
weaker Mantle cards. Loaded with value, the key cards in 
this classic set are as follows: 1 Harridge RC VG-Ex/Ex, 5 
Williams PSA 4 (wb), 20 Kaline VG-Ex/Ex, 30 J Robinson 
PSA 4 (wb), 31 Aaron  VG-Ex/Ex (really great color), 33 
Clemente PSA 4 (wb), 79 Koufax VG+, 101 Roy Campanella 
VG-Ex, 110 Berra VG-Ex/Ex, 113 Rizzuto VG, 130 Mays 
Good, 135 Mantle PSA 4, 150 Snider PSA 5, 166 Dodgers 
TC VG-Ex, 200 Feller PSA 4, 240 Ford GVG, 251 Yankees 
TC VG, 260 Pee Wee Reese VG-Ex/Ex, 292 Aparicio RC 
VG-Ex/Ex, Checklist 1/3 VG slight mk and Checklist 2/4 VG 
slight mk.

Baseball Cards



536 Lot of 10 slabbed cards (7s to a 9)   .......................... 50
Nice lot of slabbed cards, all are PSA unless noted. Content 
is as follows: 56T 234 PSA 7, 59F Ted Williams 42 PSA 7, 
62T 408, 558, 581 PSA 8, 68T 334 Orioles TC PSA 8, 571 
LaRussa SGC 8, 70T 584 SGC 9, 75T 335 Palmer PSA 7 and 
92UD Ramirez RC PSA 9

537 1957 Topps  139 different 
 w/Mantle, Mays, Williams Ex ..................... 200
Solid mid-grade lot of 57s, everything is in a holder for 
protection. The condition averages a pleasing Ex overall 
with typical variance. There are 24 semi-high numbers in 
the lot. This lot is notable as these better cards are included: 
1 Ted Williams VG-Ex/Ex, 10 Mays Ex+ great centering, 
20 Aaron  VG-Ex, 24 Maz RC VG-Ex/Ex, 25 Ford Good, 29 
Herzog RC Ex-Mt, 30 Reese VG-Ex/Ex, 55 Banks Ex, 62 B. 
Martin VG+, 70 Ashburn Ex, 76 Clemente Ex, 80 Hodges Ex 
ctd, 90 Spahn Ex ctd, 95 Mantle Ex oc, 165 Kluszewski Ex-
Mt, 210 Campanella Ex, 212 Colavito RC Ex++ ctd, and 250 
Mathews VG. These cards come in the lot as well: 7 Aparicio, 
15 Roberts, 38 Nellie Fox, 120 Lemon, 154 Schoendienst, 
215 Slaughter and 277 Podres. It does not get any better 
than this for this type of lot in today’s market, these are sure 
to have a very substantial value as singles.

538 1958 Topps
 Near-Set (450 different) VG-Ex .............. 300
Mixed grade lot, there is still lots of value here. Condition 
ranges from Poor to Ex-Mt but is mainly in the VG-Ex 
range. This should not be a difficult project to complete or 
upgrade if desired. These better cards come in the lot: 1 Ted 
Williams VG+, 30.1 Aaron PSA 5, 40 Kell PSA 5, 45 Groat 
PSA 6, 47 Maris RC VG+, 70.1 Al Kaline VG, 88 Snider 
VG+, 196 PSA 6.5, 243 PSA 8 oc, 246 Yanks TC Ex, 270 
Spahn Ex, 285 F. Robinson Ex, 295 Minoso PSA 6, 307 B. 
Robinson VG-Ex, 310 Banks VG, 314 Snider/Alston Ex-Mt, 
321 Klu/Williams Ex-Mt mc, 368 Colavito VG, 370 Berra 
Good, 418 Mantle/Aaron Ex, 436 Mays/Snider Ex+, 457 
Pappas RC PSA 6, 476 Musial AS Ex, 485 Williams AS Good 
and 486 Mays AS Poor (pinhole).

539 1959 Topps
 Near-Set w/Mantle (541 different) Ex ..................... 300
Classic 1950s set, this one is anchored by a really well cen-
tered and nice PSA 4 Mantle. The set is missing many key 
cards but still offers a solid value as presented. There are 51 
high numbers in the lot. The condition varies, the cards are 
about half Ex-Mt, half Ex or VG-Ex, they present well, some 
stray cards are in need of an upgrade. These better cards 
come in the lot: 8 Phillies Team, 10 Mantle, 30 Fox, 94 White 
Sox TC, 102 Alou RC, 147 Banks & Others, 166 Minoso/Co-
lavito/Doby, 212 Aaron/Mathews, 270 Hodges, 295 Martin, 
317 Ashburn/Mays, 360 Kaline (Ex-Mt+), 387 Drysdale, 408 
Fox/Aparicio, 420 Colavito, 430 Ford, 435 F. Robinson, 457 
Dodgers TC, 461 Mickey Mantle HR (NM), 467 Aaron Clubs 
HR, 470 Musial 3000th, 478 Clemente (Ex), 515 Harmon 
Killebrew (Ex), 528 Pirates TC, 543 Trio/Clemente (Ex-Mt), 
550 Campanella (VG-Ex/Ex) and 563 Mays AS (VG-Ex/Ex).

541 1960 Topps
 Near-Set (544 different) w/many keys ..................... 250
Very substantial lot, this is loaded with big name HOFers, 
regular HOFers, stars, specials etc. The lot contains 43 
high numbers with some of the keys. The condition varies 
from VG to Ex-Mt but averages about Ex overall. The cards 
display well overall, when there is creasing, it tends not 
to break the paper. The many star cards provide for some 
serious breakdown value here. These better cards come in 
the lot: 1 Wynn, 7 Mays/Rigney, 10 Banks, 18 Dodgers TC, 
28 B. Robinson, 35 Ford, 50 Kaline, 132 F Howard RC, 136 
Kaat RC, 148 Yaz RC, 160 Mantle/Boyer, 210 Killebrew, 
250 Musial, 295 Hodges, 300 Aaron, 316 McCovey RC, 326 
Clemente, 332 Yankees TC, 377 Maris, 420 Mathews, 450 
Cepeda, 465 Dickey, 480 Berra, 490 F Robinson, 493 Snider, 
505 Kluszewski, 509 T Davis RC, 522 Hunt, 537 Red Sox TC, 
564 Mays AS, 565 Maris AS and 566 Aaron AS.
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540 1960 MacGregor  Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ........ 195
Unusal swet is just shy of 4x5 in size, full sets do not come 
around very often. The cards have a fresh and clean overall 
look, with mild condition variance, they display quite well 
overall.. The set has eight HOFers, including Aaron, Mays 
and Frank Robinson and many secondary stars (Kluszewski, 
Gilliam, Roseboro et al). Each card has a Scott’s Athletic 
Equipment stamp on the reverse

542 1960 Topps Partial Set (468 pcs) 
 w/high grade cards   ........................ 150
Mixed lot ranges from GVG to Near Mint. There are approx-
imately 200 very sharp and fresh Near Mint cards in the lot. 
The stars are weaker than the commons, the lot contains ten 
high numbers and many teams cards/specials etc. These bet-
ter cards come in the lot: 1 Wynn Ex+, 7 Mays/Rigney NM, 
136 Kaat RC VG-Ex/Ex, 160 Mantle/Boyer Ex, 305 Ashburn 
VG-Ex/Ex, 316 McCovey RC VG+, 332 Yankees TC VG, 400 
Colavito Ex++ and 448 Gentile RC NM.

543 1961 Nu-Card Scoops
 19 different key HOFers, all PSA 7-9 ....................... 100
Freshly graded lot of Scoops, these are strong cards. The 
lot is as follows: 404 Willie Mays: 7, 416 Roger Maris 7, 421 
Stan Musial 9, 422 Mickey Mantle 8, 428 Jackie Robinson 9, 
438 Joe DiMaggio 8, 439 Ted Williams 9, 443 Ty Cobb 8, 450 
Mickey Mantle 7, 452 Ted Williams 7, 462 Hank Aaron 7, 
467 Joe DiMaggio 8 and 477 Christy Mathewson 7.

544 PSA 7/8 Lot (14 pcs)   .......................... 75
Clean lot of PSA cards, these include 1960s stars & highs.

545 1962 Jello 123  Bob Purkey Full Box  ...................... 100
Full box from the rare 1962 Jell-O set, this is a neat item. 
The box is complete and has typical general wear and 
creasing. The card has good color and displays well.

548 1963 Jello  92  Haywood Sullivan 
 Full Box w/Jell-o!   ........................ 100
Very fun item, this is a full larger format Jello box from 
1963. The box is sealed and has the original jell-o. The box 
has some general wear on the card and elsewhere but none-
theless displays well. How often do you find these so fully 
intact?

546 1962 Topps
 468 different w/Mantle & Aaron Ex+ .................. 200
Nice binder of 62 Topps cards, these are clean and reason-
ably consistent. There are no ugly cards here, the cards pres-
ent well. This lot has some of the key cards and three high 
numbers. These better cards come in the lot: 18 Mantle/
Mays Ex, 25 Banks Ex++, 53 Mantle LL Ex-Mt+, 140 Ruth/
Gehrig Ex-Mt, 200 Mantle VG+ well ctd, 251 Yanks TC Ex+, 
313 Maris IA Ex+ ctd, 318 Mantle IA Ex++, 320 Aaron Ex, 
395 Mays AS Ex, 401 Cepeda/Maris Ex-Mt ctd, 458.2 Buhl 
No Emblem VG-Ex/Ex, 537 Indians Team Ex-Mt+ and 596 
Pepitone RC Ex.
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547 1963 Bazooka All Time Greats 
 Complete Set (41) NM .................. 100
Solid Near Mint overall set, a few cards have creasing and 
centering issues. Fresh lot, these are from a hobby old timer, 
nothing has been pulled for slabbing. There may well be 
some great candidates in the lot. The keys are as follows: 
6 Young Nm-Mt, 10 Wagner NM, 15 Gehrig Nm-Mt, 
17 Ruth Ex-Mt, 32 Hornsby Nm-Mt and 35 Cobb NM.

549 1964 Topps 
 443 different w/Mantle & Koufax Ex ..................... 200
Pleasing Ex lot, the condition varies mildly in both direc-
tions. Filed with secondary stars and specials that offer a 
strong break value, there are 27 high numbers included in 
the lot. Solid lot, these better cards are included: 1 Koufax 
LL, 9 Aaron/Mays LL, 50 Mantle (VG+), 55 Banks, 146 T 
John RC, 150 Mays (VG), 155 Snider, 167 Pinella RC, 200 
Koufax (VG-Ex/Ex), 210 Yastrzemski, 244 LaRussa RC, 260 
F. Robinson, 287 Conigliaro RC, 331 Mantle/Maris Et Al 
(VG-Ex), 380 Ford, 400 Spahn, 423 Aaron/Mays (Ex++), 433 
Yanks TC, 547 Hodges and 550 Ken Hubbs. There are some 
sharp cards scattered about here, including many of the 
league leaders.

550 1966 Topps
Complete 1-522 Set plus five high numbers   Ex-Mt ....... 200
Quality lot of 1966 Topps cards, our consignor spent years 
putting this run together. The cards vary from Ex to Near 
Mint and are mainly a solid Ex-Mt or better. This is not your 
average ungraded set as the key cards happen to be very 
nice. In particular, we split hairs a bit with our grades on the 
Mantle and Aaron cards, both could easily come back a 7 on 
the right day. Loaded with star power, the key cards grade as 
follows: 1 Mays Ex-Mt+ ctd, 30 Rose Ex-Mt ctd, 50 Mantle 
Ex-Mt+, 70 Yastrzemski Ex+, 72 Perez Ex-Mt, 100 Koufax Ex 
ctd, 110 Banks Ex, 126 Palmer RC  Ex++, 160 Ford Ex-Mt+, 
215 Clemente/Aaron Mays Ex, 254 Jenkins RC Ex+, 288 Sut-
ton RC PSA 6, 300 Clemente PSA 5, 310 F. Robinson NM, 
320 Gibson Ex+, 365 Maris Ex-Mt oc, 390 B. Robinson NM, 
500 Aaron Ex-Mt+ and 583 Tigers Team Ex.

551 1966 Topps  PSA 7/8 Lot (11 pcs)   ........................ 100
Nice lot of PSA slabbed 66s, these are as follows: 62 Ranew 
Sold 7, 205 Tresh 8, 234 White RC 7, 240 8, 275 McCarver 
8, 386 Hodges 8, 455 Lolich 8, 511 7, 515 F. Howard 8, 596 7 
and 597 7.5.

552 1967 Topps 
 Complete Set Minus 10 Cards NM .................. 500
Classic 1960s Topps set, this is missing only 10 cards (430, 
536, 560, 569, 570, 580, 581, 593, 600, 605). The cards are 
very nice, they are about 70% Near Mint, the balance almost 
all Ex-Mt, this is the type of set where the commons and 
minor stars are a full grade better than the key cards. There 
are a very substantial 66 high numbers in the set. Loaded 
with value and quality, the key cards grade as follows: 45 
Maris Ex++ ctd, 146 Carlton Ex-Mt+, 150 Mantle Ex, 200 
Mays Ex+, 250 Aaron  Ex, 355 Yaz VG-Ex/Ex, 400 Clemente 
Ex-Mt, 460 Killebrew Ex-Mt+, 475 Palmer NM, 476 Perez 
SP Ex+, 540 Cash NM ctd, 558 Belanger RC Ex-Mt+ ctd, 
604 Red Sox Team Ex++, 607 Stanley Ex-Mt+ and 609 John 
VG-Ex/Ex.

553 1967 Topps
 Quality PSA 8 Lot (18 pcs) w/HOFers ..................... 150
Fine lot of PSA 8s, these tend to be high-end 8s that are well 
centered and very sharp. The content is as follows: 154, 155, 
166 Mathews, 225, 266 Pitt Power, 284 Podres (8.5), 306, 315 
B. Williams, 320 G. Perry, 334 Twin Terrors, 337 Joe Mor-
gan, 348 Tug McGraw, 350 Torre, 361 Clemente Checklist, 
422 Wilhelm, 468 Houk, 537 and 546. Good lot.
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554 1968 Action All Star Stickers
  Yaz Center Panel (also Drysdale, F Robinson)   
 Ex ..................... 100
Always desirable, this is a key to the set and 
is also needed by most Yaz collectors. Bright 
and sharp, this is well centered, which is very 
unusual. A corner line at the upper right 
corner led us to grade this a conservative Ex, 
this displays very well.

555 1968 Topps  Complete Set Ex-Mt .............. 700
Fresh and clean set, this is anchored by a superbly centered 
Ryan Rookie and many clean key cards. The set is 60-70% 
Near Mint, the balance is almost all a strong Ex-Mt. As well 
centered a 1968 set as we have seen, someone put a lot of 
good work into assembling this. The high numbers are nice, 
the key cards grade as follows: 45 Seaver PSA 7, 50 Mays 
PSA 3 (crisp card w/tiny technical flaw), 80 Carew PSA 7, 
110 Aaron PSA Authentic, 150 Clemente PSA 6, 177 Ryan/
Koosman RC PSA 5, 230 Rose PSA 5.5, 247 Bench RC PSA 
6, 280 Mantle PSA 6, 330 Maris NM, 374 Clemente AS PSA 
7, 480 Oliva/Cardenas/Clemente PSA 7, 490 Killebrew/
Mays/Mantle PSA 6, 528 Tigers Team NM and 530 Bird 
Belters/Robinson PSA 7.

557 1969 Topps
 Complete Set                    Strong Ex-Mt/NM ............. 400
A hot set of late, these have been really appreciating in 
recent years. Large set, this example is a very strong Ex-Mt/
NM overall. Assembled with care by an old time collector, 
the cards are quite crisp and clean overall. Condition is 
about 50-60% Near Mint, the balance is almost all a strong 
Ex-Mt. The centering is not bad at all for a 1969 Topps set. 
The key cards grade as follows: 20 Banks PSA 6, 50 Clem-
ente  PSA 7, 95 Bench Ex ctd, 100 Aaron PSA 6, 120 Rose 
Ex-Mt+, 190 Mays PSA 4, 260 R Jackson RC PSA 6.5, 424 
Rose AS PSA 7, 480 Seaver PSA 6.5, 500.1 Mantle  Ex-Mt, 
510 Carew Ex-Mt, 533 Ryan PSA 6, 597 Fingers RC PSA 7 
and 630 Bonds RC PSA 6.

 

558 1969 Topps
 Complete Set -9 Cards Ex-Mt .............. 300
Offered is your typical set in that the commons and minor 
stars are a full grade better than the key cards. This set is 
about half Near Mint, forty percent or so Ex-Mt, the balance 
from VG-Ex generally. There may be some sleepers here, 
some of the commons may be from vending. Missing only 
Nolan Ryan and six commons, we grade the key cards as 
follows: 50 Clemente  NM oc, 95 Bench Ex, 100 Aaron VG-
Ex/Ex, 120 Rose Ex-Mt, 190 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 255 Carlton 
Ex, 260 R Jackson RC Ex-Mt, 480 Seaver Ex, 500.1 Mantle  
VG-Ex/Ex great centering, 510 Carew Ex, 550 B. Robinson 
Ex-Mt+, 573 Palmer Ex++, 597 Fingers RC VG-Ex/Ex, and 
630 Bonds RC Ex.
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559 1971 Topps   Complete Set Ex to Ex Plus ... 300
Very nice mid-grade 71 set, this was collected with some 
care. The condition varies mildly in both directions, the set 
is much closer to Ex Plus than Ex overall. The high numbers 
match the rest of the set and are fine. The many star cards 
grade as follows: 5 Munson Ex-Mt, 20 Jackson Ex++, 100 
Rose VG-Ex/Ex, 160 Seaver Ex++, 250 Bench VG-Ex/Ex, 
341 Garvey RC Ex-Mt+, 400 Aaron Ex, 513 Ryan Ex-Mt, 
525 Banks Ex++, 530 Yaz Ex-Mt, 570 Palmer Ex, 600 Mays 
Ex, 625 Brock Ex, 630 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 640 F Robinson 
Ex++ , 650 Allen SP Ex, 688 Anderson Ex-Mt, 709 Baylor/
Baker RC Ex-Mt and 740 Aparicio Ex++.

560 1972 Topps  Complete Set Ex ..................... 200
Not a bad set at all, this could benefit from some simple and 
inexpensive upgrading. The cards vary mildly in grade but 
average a pleasing Ex overall to our eyes. The high numbers 
are pretty nice, with some sharper cards and a few that could 
be upgraded. The star cards are pretty nice, we grade them 
as follows: 49 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 79 Fisk RC VG-Ex/Ex, 299 
Aaron Ex, 309 Clemente  VG+, 310 Clem IA Ex-Mt+, 433 
Bench Ex, 435 Jackson Ex, 445 Seaver Ex-Mt+, 550 B Robby 
NM, 559 Rose Ex-Mt, 560 Rose IA VG-Ex/Ex, 595 Ryan Ex, 
686 Garvey Ex, 695 Carew Ex, 696 Carew IA VG-Ex, 751 
Carlton Tr Ex, 752 Morgan Tr Ex and 754 F Robby Tr VG-
Ex/Ex.

561 1974 Topps
 High Grade Set w/SGC 8s & 9s NM to Nm-Mt . 300
With the traded set, this looks look to be an awfully sharp 
NM to Nm-Mt overall set. The cards tend to have bright 
white borders and sharp corners, they display very well. 
Almost all of the key cards are SGC 8s, this is a superior 
set. Centering will vary as always, we grade the key cards 
as follows: 1 Aaron Ex-Mt, 10 Bench SGC 8, 20 Ryan SGC 
8, 40 Palmer SGC 8, 80 Seaver Nm-Mt, 105 Fisk SGC 8, 130 
Jackson NM, 207 Ryan/Seaver Nm-Mt, 220 Sutton SGC 9, 
280 Yaz Nm-Mt, 283 Schmidt SGC 8, 300 Rose NM, 456 
Winfield RC SGC 6.5, 598 Griffey RC SGC 8, 643 Dodgers 
TC SGC 9 and Traded Checklist SGC 8.5.

562 1975 Topps  Complete Set NM .................. 200
Solid set, the condition looks to be about 65-70% Near Mint 
or better, the balance is almost all a nice Ex-Mt or Ex-Mt 
Plus. The set has not been picked for slabbing. Always very 
popular, the key cards from this classic 1970s Topps set 
grade as follows: 1 Aaron HL Ex-Mt+ ctd, 5 Ryan HL Ex-Mt, 
61 Winfield Ex-Mt+, 70 Schmidt NM, 223 Yount RC Ex-
Mt+, 228 Brett RC NM, 260 Bench NM, 300 Jackson Ex-Mt, 
320 Rose Ex-Mt, 500 Ryan Ex-Mt+ ctd, 616 Rice RC NM, 
620 Carter RC NM and 660 Aaron Ex-Mt+.

563 1975 Topps Mini
  Complete Set w/PSA 7 keys NM .................. 180
Fun set, these are always very popular among collectors. The 
offered set is a pleasing Near Mint overall. Centering varies 
as always, the cards tend to have strong corners and superb 
color. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Aaron HL Ex-Mt, 
5 Ryan HL Ex-Mt, 7 Ryan HL PSA 7, 20 Munson PSA 7, 61 
Winfield NM, 70 Schmidt Ex-Mt+, 80 Fisk PSA 7, 223 Yount 
RC PSA 7, 228 Brett RC NM oc, 260 Bench NM, 300 Jackson 
Ex-Mt+, 320 Rose PSA 6, 500 Ryan Ex-Mt+, 616 Rice RC 
NM, 620 Carter RC PSA 7 and 660 Aaron Ex-Mt+.63
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564 Fresh 1977 - 1980 Topps Set Run NM to Nm-Mt . 100
Consigned by the daughter of a deceased collector who 
purchased these back in the 1980s and early 1990s, we can 
guarantee that nothing has been picked for grading. The 
condition should be superb overall. The 1977 Topps set is a 
very sharp NM to Nm-Mt overall with some centering issues 
as is typical, the 1978 is a fine Nm-Mt overall, the 1979 is 
sharp. 

565 Box of 31 Traded/Rookie Sets NM to Nm-Mt . 100
Consigned by the daughter of a deceased collector who 
purchased these back in the 1980s and early 19900s, we can 
guarantee that nothing has been picked for grading. The 
key item is a sealed 1982 Topps Traded set. The lot contains 
a full 1981 - 1991 Topps Traded Set run, 1985 - 1991 Fleer, 
several 1986-1989 Donruss Rookies and related sets and 
more.

566 Collection of 27 Unpicked High Grade
  1980s Sets Nm-Mt ............. 100
Consigned by the daughter of a deceased collector who 
purchased these at the time of issue, we can guarantee that 
nothing has been picked for grading. The condition should 
be superb overall. The content includes these sets: (1) Topps 
81, 85, 87-90, the 85 is a factory set but it is not sealed; (2) 
Fleer 81-84, 86; (3) Donruss 84; (4) Bowman 90 and (5) Leaf 
90-92. These are five lesser sets included as well. Slabbing 
anyone?

567 1984 Fleer Update
 Complete Set w/PSA 9 Puckett RC   Nm-Mt ........... 100
Sharp set, nothing has been picked for grading, this is fresh 
to the hobby. We sent the two keys into PSA, the Puckett 
came back a 9, the Clemens an 8.

568 Lot of 14 Factory Sealed Sets 
 w/89 Upper Deck Nm-Mt ............. 100
Fresh lot of sealed full sets, these are as follows: Upper Deck 
89-92, Topps 91-92, Fleer 89-92, Score 90, Bowman 89 and 
Fleer Tins 87-88. PSA 10s anyone?

569 2020 Bowman
 Sealed Hobby Boxes (5 pcs) Nm-Mt ............. 360
Desirable box, these have been appreciating this year. This 
lot contains five sealed, untouched boxes. PSA 10s anyone?
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570 1933 Goudey 37 Jimmy Wilson 8 ................... 270
Rare signed original 1933 Goudey card, Jimmie Wilson died 
in 1947 at only age 46. A desirable autograph on any medi-
um, he hardly ever comes up on a vintage card. Offered is a 
colorful lower grade 1933 Goudey card, signed in fountain 
pen ink. The front has wear but displays reasonably well, 
the back has extensive damage. PSA slabbed.

572 1948 HOF Exhibit George Sisler 8.5 ................ 120
Very uncommon signed card, this has a strong black ball-
point ink signature in the center. There is tape by the four 
corners, the back is clean, the image is strong. 
JSA LOA (full).

571 1947 Exhibit 47 different w/HOFers   9 ............... 300
Solid lot of signed Exhibit cards, the autographs look great. 
These mainly look to be bold vintage ballpoint ink sig-
natures from the 1950s. Content is fairly basic, with Car-
rasquel, Dobson, Doerr, Irvin, Kell, Kiner, Lemon, Raschi, 
Sain and Schoendienst. JSA LOAA.

573 1955 Topps 123 Sandy Koufax RC    9.5 .......... 450
Very desirable signed card, this was obtained decades ago 
by an old time collector. Offered is a real beauty of a signed 
Koufax Rookie, the card is well centered with a superb im-
age and great color. There are some tiny corner creases only, 
the borders are white, the surfaces are clean. Sandy K signed 
this in perfect blue sharpie ink very neatly by the bottom 
border. PSA slabbed, this looks great.

574 1955 Topps 124 Harmon Killebrew RC  9.5 .... 270
Very tough signed card, this was obtained decades ago by 
an old time collector. The card itself has phenomenal color 
and a superb image. There is hardly any creasing, this is well 
centered, the surfaces are super clean, the borders are white. 
The very popular HOFer and 500 home run hitter Kille-
brew signed this in bold and strong blue sharpie ink at the 
right edge, this is a very neat and attractive signature. The 
autograph contrasts perfectly against the very clean card. 
PSA slabbed, this will make a great addition to any quality 
vintage signed card collection.

575 1960 Leaf 90 different signed cards!   9 .......... 600
One of the largest signed lots one is likely to find, this lot 
contains a remarkable 90 out of the 144 cards in the set. 
Each is signed in blue ballpoint ink, there are NO 
HARPIE signatures, these ARE ALL VINTAGE, they were 
clearly signed for one person. The cards themselves are quite 
clean and sharp. The card numbers will be on our website. 
The signatures vary mildly in darkness but are more than 
clean overall. These are some of the better signed cards in 
the lot: 6 F. Alou, 18 Jim Gilliam (D’77), 27 B. Robinson 
(vintage), 33 Ken Hunt, 40 Virdon, 69 Wilhelm, 71 Herzog, 
81 Simpson, 82 Gene Green (D’81), 84 Howie Reed (D’84), 
97 Tom Morgan (D’87), 112 Paul Richards (D’86), 125 S. 
Anderson, 128 Cepeda and 137 Jack Meyer (D’67, rare). If 
you are even thinking about starting a signed collection of 
this neat set, you will want to take a long look at this truly 
unique and special lot. JSA LOAA.
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576 1961 Fleer 
 67 Bobo Newsom (D’62, extremely rare)  8 ........ 600
A supremely rare signed card, star pitcher Louis Bobo New-
som died in 1962 at only age 55. Clean card has four square 
corners and rich color. Signed neatly in blue ballpoint in 
a perfect spot, this displays very well. PSA slabbed, this is 
only one of three they have handled.

577 1961 Fleer 46 different very sharp 
  signed cards w/16 HOFers 8.5 ................ 400
Fine lot of signed 1961 Fleer cards, this lot is notable as the 
cards themselves are remarkably sharp and clean overall. 
The card retain vivid color and look terrific. The signatures 
are solid as well, there are all signed in ballpoint ink, we be-
lieve these to be vintage signatures, there is no sharpie here. 
We will have an exact inventory on our website. Some of the 
better signed cards include 26 Wes Ferrell, 32 Gehringer, 34 
Gomez, 37 Grimes, 44 Hoyt, 74 Ruffing, 91 Alexander, 100 
Coveleski, 103 Dugan, 110 Hack, 114 Babe Herman, 138 
Luke Sewell, 140 Stephenson, 145 Trosky, 147 VanderMeer 
and 151 Dixie Walker. JSA LOAA.

578 1964 Stand Up 17  different 
  signed cards w/superb Mays 9 ................... 150
When was the last time one saw so many signed 1964 Stand 
Ups offered as one lot? Fresh lot, this is anchored by a su-
perb Willie Mays signed card. The others vary in darkness, 
we will have scans of everything on our website. The other 
cards are as follows: Alvis, Barber, Broglio, Causey, Friend, 
Gonzalez, Groat, E Howard, Lumpe, Malzone, McBride, 
Osteen, Richardson, Thomas, Ward and White. With three 
single-prints, Mays and Elston Howard, this is a great lot 
of signed cards from this very elusive issue to find auto-
graphed. JSA LOAA.

579 Large Jim Hunter Signed Card Collection 
  (169 pcs)   9 ................... 350
We had a very large quantity of Jim Hunter signed Topps 
cards that were signed in person for a close friend in the 
midwest decades ago. This is the final run of these, there 
will be no more. The cards are clean overall, the autographs 
are very solid. The cards are as follows: 70 Topps 565 (2), 73 
Topps 235 (4), 344 (23), 74 Topps 7 (16), 339 (19), 75 Topps 
230 (49), 310 (10), 311 (15) and 76 Topps 200 (31). 
JSA LOAA.

580 1974 Laughlin Old Time Black Stars 
 13 Willie Wells               PSA Authentic ........... 150
Sharp and well centered, it can be so hard to find Wells on a 
card. We believe this was signed in the 1970s, the autograph 
is in ballpoint ink on his image. PSA slabbed, Negro League 
HOFer Willie Wells died in 1989, eight years before becom-
ing a HOFer.

581 1974 Laughlin Old Time Black Stars 
 15 Satchel Paige  9.5 ................ 120
Great card, the card itself is quite sharp and clean. The one 
and only Satchel Paige signed this in Mint blue ballpoint ink 
in a perfect spot. PSA slabbed, this was signed in the 1970s 
and is fresh to market, it does not get any nicer than this.
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582 1978 Laughlin Long Ago Black Stars
 5 Hilton Smith  9.5 ................ 180
Extremely sharp card, this has four really strong corners. 
This has a perfect black ballpoint ink signature, it is PSA 
slabbed Authentic. A popular Negro League HOFer, this 
popular Negro League HOF pitcher died in 1983, eighteen 
years before becoming a HOFer. A true signed card, this is 
fresh to market and terrific.

583 2012 Leaf Living Legends
 Scarce Pete Rose Fully Signed Set (50 pcs)   9.5 ....... 240
Something we have not seen before, this is a lovely b/w set 
devoted to Peter Edward Rose. The cards and signatures 
are immaculate, this is filled with unusual images of Rose 
throughout his career. This is the first time that we have seen 
this set fully signed, it looks great. JSA LOAA.

Perez Steele Postcards

584    Perez Steele Alston, Walt 9.5 ................ 275
One of the real keys to a fully signed set, these do not come 
around very often. Perfect quality, this great looking post-
card has an impeccable blue sharpie ink signature. Alston 
died only a year after becoming a HOFer, we only see these 
in a handful of sets. JSA LOA (full).

585    Perez Steele Ashburn 9.5 ................ 240
A key to a signed set, Ashburn sadly died only a few months 
after becoming a HOFer. There was a very short window to 
sign these, creating a great scarcity. The offered piece has a 
particularly bold and impressive blue sharpie ink signature 
in a perfect spot. JSA LOA (full).

586     Perez Steele Greenberg 9.5 ................ 135
So undervalued, these are missing from most Perez Steele 
signed sets. Greenberg signed this in perfect black sharpie 
ink, the quality is impeccable. JSA LOA (full).

587   Perez Steele Celebration 
   Complete Set w/30 signed cards 9.5 ................ 350
Perfect quality, the signatures could not be any nicer, there 
could well be many 10s here. An exact listing will be on our 
website, these better cards come in the lot: Hank Aaron, 
Johnny Bench, Yogi Berra, Ray Dandridge, Catfish Hunter, 
Mickey Mantle, Eddie Mathews, Johnny Mize, Stan Musial, 
Pee Wee Reese, Ted Williams and Carl Yastrzemski. 
JSA LOAA.
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3x5s, Cuts & GPCs

588 3 x 5 Alexander, Grover Cleveland      9 ................... 540
Beautiful 3x5, this has a gorgeous blue fountain pen ink 
signature. Signed Grover C Alexander, this has a terrific flow 
and feel. Removed from a scrapbook, this is probably why 
this survived so well. A premier HOF pitcher, a legend, 
Alexander died in 1951 and is always a very desirable au-
tograph. This is truly one of the very nicest GC Alexander 
signed 3x5s that we have ever seen or handled. JSA LOA 
(full).

589 GPC Bender, Chief 9.5 .................... 175
Nice piece, this was postmarked in 1952. Perfectly clean, 
this has a spotless black fountain pen ink signature. Good 
content, Bender writes about being photographed and how 
he has no pictures to send. Popular HOFer, this is a quality 
elusive GPC. JSA LOA (full).

590 Cut Cooper, Gary (Pride Yankees display)  9 ....... 150
Fine piece, this lot has a beautiful fountain pen signature of 
Gary Cooper. Very nicely matted and framed with a photo 
of Cooper playing Lou Gehrig in The Pride of the Yankees, 
this measures 14x17. Outstanding presentation, Cooper’s 
great work as Lou Gehrig resonates with sports and movie 
fans to this day. Something you just never see, this almost 
has to be on the wall of a very advanced vintage Yankee 

collection! JSA LOA (full).

591 Foxx, Jimmie Framed Fountain Pen Cut  9.5 .......... 270
Very nicely presented, this lot has an exceptionally bold blue 
fountain pen ink Jimmie Foxx signature. Very possibly a 
3x5 or a GPC, this is nicely matted and framed with a 
terrific b/w image of Foxx in a Red Sox uniform. 
Total size 12x15. JSA LOA (full).

592 Cut Gehrig, Lou 8 ....................... 750
A most vital autograph, this is signed on a 5x8 autograph 
page from the 1930s. This is a strikingly bold and fine large 
pencil signature. Signed Best Wishes Frank, this contrasts 
perfectly against the clean page. This has been folded, the 
autograph is not otherwise affected. Ideal for slabbing or to 
use in a framed display, quality Gehrig autographs are al-
ways extremely desirable among collectors. JSA LOA (full).



593 Cut Johnson, Walter 8.5 .................... 450
Vital HOF autograph, these are never easy to find as John-
son died in 1946 at age 59. Offered is a clean fountain pen 
cut, this was signed in the early 1930s when Johnson was the 
manager of the Cleveland Indians. PSA slabbed, this is 
a nice signature.

594 GPC Lajoie, Nap (full name) PSA 9 ............... 360
Very nice piece, nearly all Lajoie signatures that trade are 
from the 1950s in ballpoint ink signed Larry. Offered is a 
simply superb 1936 GPC, signed Napoleon Lajoie in striking 
black fountain pen ink. The autograph is huge, and contrast 
perfectly against the clean GPC. A vital HOFer, an All Time 
Great player, Lajoie died in 1959. PSA slabbed Mint 9.

595 GPC Mays, Willie (1954) 9 ....................... 120
Terrific piece, this is a high-end Willie Mays GPC from 
his first MVP season. You have to love the early style 
Mays signature, the autograph looks great. Quality vintage 
Willie Mays autographs appear to be total bargains in to-
day’s market for no logical reason. JSA LOA (full).

596 Cut Posey, Cumberland 9.5 .................... 600
Rare Negro League HOF signature, Posey died in 1946, 60 
years before being inducted into the HOF. Offered is a fine 
black fountain ink signature, it measures 3.5 x 2 and is cut 
from a document. The quality is very strong. Who wants to 
add a rare HOF signature to their collection that almost no 
one else has? JSA LOA (full).

597 3 x 5 Rickey, Branch 9.5 .................... 180
One of the most historic figures in baseball history, this 
is a vital autograph. Perfect quality, this is an immaculate 
signature and 3x5. Signed in blue ballpoint ink, it does not 
get any cleaner than this. D’65. JSA LOA (full).

598 3 x 5 Robinson, Jackie (very nicely framed)  9.5 .... 450
One of the hottest autographs in the world, it is not hard to 
see why. Offered is a superb quality signed 3x5, this is very 
nicely presented. Displayed with a large 11x14 sepia toned 
photo of Jackie making a play in the field, this is a very 
evocative and well composed display. Total size 14x19. 
JSA LOA (full).
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599 Cut Ruth, Babe 8 ....................... 750
Signed on the back of a page from a program, this is a pleas-
ing Babe Ruth pencil signature. A classic Ruth exemplar 
from the 1930s, this has a nice flow and feel to it. Perhaps 
the ultimate baseball autograph, one example really has to 
be in any substantial baseball autograph or memorabilia 
collection. JSA LOA (full).

601 Ty Cobb and Joe Jackson Signature Display  9 ........ 450
A great display piece, presented is a 14x19 framed display 
with a fine large image of none other than Ty Cobb and 
Shoeless Joe Jackson. The Cobb signature might be from a 
GPC, it is a jet black fountain pen signature that looks terrif-
ic. Next to Cobb is a solid signature from Joe Jackson’s wife 
dated 2/13/1951. Jackson was semi-illiterate and hardly ever 
signed his name, only a few collectors in the world are fortu-
nate enough to have an original Jackson signature. Museum 
worthy presentation, this looks terrific. JSA LOA (full).

600 3 x 5 Speaker, Tris 9.5 .................... 150
Vital HOFer, Speaker died in 1958. Offered is a truly im-
maculate 3x5, this could not be any cleaner. Speaker signed 
this in very attractive flowing blue ink, the autograph looks 
terrific. This is PSA slabbed Authentic and has a JSA sticker 
on the back. JSA LOAA.

602 Cut Wilson, Hack 9 ....................... 400
Vital HOF autograph, Hack Wilson is the All Time single 
season RBI leader. Wilson died in 1948 at only age 48 and is 
a very scarce signature. Offered is a large and fine pencil cut, 
this is mounted to a 3x5 with a small photo. JSA LOA (full).

603 Quality Broadcaster Signed Photo 
    & 3x5 Collection (27 pcs) 9 ....................... 100
Deep collection of broadcasters, there is some very nice stuff 
here. Clearly collected with great care, the content here is 
very strong. The lot ranges from cuts to signed 8x10 photos. 
Content includes: Barber/Camilli First Night Game Cachet, 
Brennamen 8x10, Brickhouse postcard, Caray signature on 
restaurant paper, Carneal signed photo, Hamilton 8x10, 
Jarrin 8x10, Arch McDonald (fountain pen), Bob Murphy 
perfect 3x5, Niehaus 8x10, Van Patrick A/P, Grantland Rice 
1940 A/P, Thompson 8x10, Ty Tyson 1936 A/P and Wolff. 
We have not seen such a comprehensive collection of broad-
casters like this until now. JSA LOAA.
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604 Vintage Early 1930s Cut Collection
  w/good content (61 pcs) 9 ....................... 300
Nice lot of fountain pen ink signatures, the signatures 
include PSA slabbed examples of Travis Jackson, Pepper 
Martin and Lefty O’Doul. The other signatures include: 
Rip Collins, Hugh Critz, Frank Crosetti, Paul Dean, Leo 
Durocher, Jim Elliott (D’66), Lefty Gomez, Johnny Murphy, 
Homer Peel, Paul Richards, Red Rolfe, Bill Terry and Jim 
Weaver.  JSA LOAA.

605 GPC Lot of 100 different w/27 HOFers   9 .............. 300
Clean run of GPCs, these go back to the 1950s. Some are 
slightly trimmed, the signatures are very strong overall. The 
content is fairly basic, the autographs include several vin-
tage signatures, highlights include: Allison, Alston (1956), 
Dickey, Earnshaw, Elliott, Feller (1949), Ford (1955), Geh-
ringer, Haney (1965), Kuenn, Marberry, Marquard (1946), 
McCarthy (1957), McNally, Mize (1962), Reiser (1951), Paul 
Richards, Harry Suitcase Simpson (1952), Stratton (1952) 
and Cy Williams (great ANS). JSA LOAA.

Signed Photos

606   .400 Hitters Signed Photo 9 ....................... 300
Very interesting item, this is a 5 x 8 newspaper photo of 
HOFers and former .400 hitters Rogers Hornsby, George 
Sisler, Bill Terry and Ted Williams, Ted is in his playing 
uniform, the others are in formal attire, all smiling while 
admiring Ted’s bat. From the late 1950s, the signatures are 
in matching bold period blue ballpoint ink. Ted’s signa-
ture is unfortunately secretarial, as is his autograph on the 
reverse. Despite this flaw, how many photos exist picturing 
and signed by Rogers Hornsby (D’62), George Sisler (D’72) 
and Bill Terry? PSA DNA (full).

607 8 x 10   1938 All Star Game
  w/DiMaggio & Greenberg (5 sigs) 8.5 .................... 150
Classic image from the 1938 All Star Game, I always find 
it amusing how much taller Hank Grenenberg is than the 
other players. Signed by five HOFers: Cronin, Dickey, 
DiMaggio, Gehringer and Greenberg. Very nice item, the 
autographs very slightly but are nice overall. JSA LOAA.

608  500 Home Run Club Scarce Signed Print  9.5 ........ 300
Something you just never see, this is a 9.5 x 12.5 color print 
with 11 members of the 500 Home Run Club. Obtained by 
someone with great access at the famed signing, the auto-
graphs are all in matching bold blue sharpie ink, only 
Frank Robinson is a touch light. We all know the names 
here: Mantle, Williams, Mays, Aaron, Banks etc. Total size 
12x15. JSA LOA (full).

609 8 x 10   Agganis, Harry (rare) 9 ....................... 450
How is this for a great photo? A full signed 8x10 of the 
beloved Harry Agganis? Agganis’s death at the tender age of 
26 even made Ted Williams cry. Agganis’s autograph comes 
around on 3x5s or GPCs once in a while but how often does 
a full 8x10 come around? The offered lot is a wonderful 8x10 
page on better stock that came in a custom album. This has 
a fine full image of a very young Harry Agganis, pre-Red 
Sox. The signature is in bold and spotless blue ballpoint ink 
at the upper left corner, this is a truly rare and wonderful 
signed photo. JSA LOA (full).
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610  Cobb, Ty Vintage Signed Partial 
   Baseball Magazine Premium 8 ....................... 450
5 1/2 x 9 Ty Cobb photo, this is from a circa 1914 Baseball 
Magazine premium. I like this piece as it is vintage signed in 
fountain pen ink, likely in the 1914 era. The piece has gener-
al wear and various condition issues, but the image of Cobb 
displays reasonably well. The signature is in a perfect spot. 
Please note Ty Cobb signed photos from his playing career 
in fountain pen are extremely scarce and undervalued. This 
is the kind of item that will look very nice in the proper mat 
and frame. JSA LOA (full).

611 Burke  Cooper, Mort (very scarce) 9.5 .................... 150
Star 1940s Cardinals pitcher, he won over 20 games in each 
of the three years and received the 1942 Most Valuable Play-
er award after posting a 22-7 record with 10 shutouts and a 
1.78 earned run average, the lowest by any NL righthander 
between 1920 and 1967. We offer an original Burke sepia 
toned matte finish photo in a Cardinals uniform that is 
signed in superb green fountain pen. D’1958 at the age of 
45, this is a very desirable Burke. PSA DNA (card).

612 8 x 10  DiMaggio/Mantle/Mays/Snider  9.5 ............. 270
A classic image, this is a tinted original print. Each player 
has signed in bold blue sharpie ink on their image. All clas-
sic HOFer, how is this for some star power? JSA LOA (full).

613 Hornsby/Sisler + Extra Hornsby Photo   9.5 ........... 270
Very nice item, this is a handsome 6x5 magazine photo of 
former .400 hitters Rogers Hornsby and George Sisler posed 
together holding bats. Each has signed on their image in 
spotless blue ballpoint ink. The back of this scrapbook page 
has a second signed picture of Rogers Hornsby. 
JSA LOA (full).

614 Three Rogers Hornsby Signed Photos   9.5 .............. 400
Interesting piece, this interesting item has two Rogers 
Hornsby signed photos on one side, one on the other side. 
One photo is signed by Rogers Hornsby and fellow HOFer 
Bill Veeck, the other two just by Hornsby. The signatures are 
all very strong. JSA LOAA.

615 MacPhail, Larry and Lee (very rare)  9.5 ................. 450
Offered is a somewhat remarkable signed photo. HOF exec-
utives Larry and Lee MacPhail had a big impact on baseball 
in the 20th century. Lee lived for a very long time and died 
in 2012; Larry died in 1975 and is very tough autograph to 
find on a photo or any type of single signed 3x5, card etc. 
This is the first time we have seen or heard of a dual signed 
photo. This is a terrific 7x6 b/w photo of these two HOFers 
posed together during a game. Each has signed in spotless 
blue ballpoint ink on their image, the Larry MacPhail signa-
ture is particularly impressive. Who wants to own a du-
al-signed HOF photo that no one else has? JSA LOA (full).
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616 Mantle, Mickey Framed 11x14 9.5 .................... 150
Offered is a beautiful b/w image of Mickey Mantle. This 
is a spotless image of a smiling Rookie Mantle from 1951. 
Mickey signed this in bold blue sharpie with his number 7. 
Framed. JSA LOA (full).

617 Mantle, Mickey Special Framed 11x14   9.5............. 150
Offered is a beautiful b/w image of Mickey Mantle holding 
the game ball from this historic 565 foot home run game. 
This is a spotless image of a smiling. Mickey signed this in 
bold blue sharpie with his number 7 in alternate colors. 
Framed. JSA LOA (full).

618 8 x 10   Mantle/Maris (true vintage fountain pen)
   7 ....................... 750
Unique Mantle Maris signed photos regularly trade and are 
always desirable. Usually the same color image, when was 
the last time a newly signed image came around? The offered 
lot is a gorgeous Bill Mark photo that might be a Type One. 
A fine image of Mickey and Roger posed together, this is 
almost certainly from 1961. Signed in fountain pen ink, 
we have not seen or heard of something like this until now. 
Alas the Roger Maris signature has some breaks but it still 
displays well (the Mantle signature is a grade higher). Both 
inscribed the photo to Bill, who is presumably the man in 
the photo. Who wants to own something that no one else 
has? JSA LOA (full).

619 8 x 10   Maris, Roger 9 ....................... 250
Roger Maris signed 8x10s are always desirable, how often do 
you find one with a novel image? The offered lot has a terrif-
ic b/w portrait of Roger in Yankee pinstripes. Maris signed 
this in superb black sharpie ink in a perfect spot. 
JSA LOA (full).

620 8 x 10   McKechnie, Bill (Red Sox unif)   7.5 ............ 240
Original Wingfield 8x10 from the 1960s, McKechnie is in a 
Red Sox uniform as the manager, which is very hard to find. 
McKechnie (D’69) signed and inscribed this by the bottom 
border in pleasing priod blue ballpoint ink. It is very, very 
unusual to find HOFer Bill McKechnie on an 8x10 signed 
photo. JSA LOA (full).

621 8 x 10     Paige, Satchel 8.5 .................... 150
Classic b/w image of Paige as a St. Louis Browns pitcher, this 
has a pleasing if not perfect blue sharpie ink signature by 
the right border. JSA LOA (full).

622 8 x 10   Robinson, Jackie (framed) 8 ....................... 600
One of the hottest autographs in the world, it is not hard 
to see why. Offered is an attractive 6.5 x 8.5 color magazine 
photo of Jackie, this is signed at the lower right corner. 
A much earlier Jackie signature than typically trade, we 
believe this is circs 1950. Nicely framed, there is some wear 
at the upper right corner of the image, far away from the 
autograph and image. JSA LOA (full).
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623  Simmons, Al Signed Conlon Photo    8 ................... 210
Very nice item, this is a true Charles Conlon photo of un-
derrated HOFer Al Simmons. The photograph of Simmons 
is wonderful, there is a chip at the upper right corner, this 
otherwise displays very well. Signed to his teammate Ed 
Rommell, this has an attractive period black fountain pen 
ink signature. How often do you ever see a Conlon signed 
photo of a desirable HOFer from the 1920s or 1930s? 
JSA LOA (full).

624 8 x 10  Yankee Stadium Image 
 (17 w/DiMaggio & Winfield) 9.5 .................... 150
Interesting and unusual Yankee Stadium signed piece, of-
fered is a vintage sepia toned 8x10. Folded, this is otherwise 
clean. The autographs are in solid blue sharpie, with note to 
HOFers Yogi Berra, Joe DiMaggio, Goose Gossage, Rickey 
Henderson, Jim Hunter, Reggie Jackson, Phil Rizzuto and 
Dave Winfield. It is unusual to find DiMaggio and Hender-
son on this type of signed item. JSA LOAA.

625  450 Lesser Signed Postcard Size Photos 
  from the 1970s 9 ....................... 600
A very dedicated collector made black and white copies of 
postcards in the 1970s. These were all signed in the 1970s 
or very early 1980s, there are a ton of deceased players. The 
autographs are uniformly bold and clean. A dream lot for 
the collector of obscurities, the players are almost all from 
the 1930s through the 1950s, all teams appear to be repre-
sented. There is no duplication, they are presented neatly in 
alphabetical order. There is most likely nothing super rare 
here, but content includes: Bevens, Campanis, Cater, Derry, 
Deshong, Koenig, Larsen, Metro, Mizell, Parnell, Peek, Pot-
ter, Reyes, Rosenthal, Sain, Schacht, Sturm, Van Cuyk (both) 
and Hal Wagner.

Large Prints

626 1969 Mets w/Ryan & Seaver   9 ..................... 200
Iconic 16x20 image of the Miracle Mets, Tom Seaver’s sad 
death makes these almost poignant. Handsome b/w image 
of the World Series celebration, this is nicely matted and 
framed to 26x22. There are 28 solid sharpie ink signatures. 
The autographs include Seaver, Ryan, Berra, Jones, Agee, 
Koosman, McGraw and Harrelson. JSA LOAA.

627 1998 Yankee Signed/Framed Newspaper (27 sigs)
   9.5 .................... 240
Very fun piece, offered is a smartly framed 10/22/1998 New 
York Daily News newspaper cover. Matted and framed, 
the total size is 18x24. The signatures are in Mint sharp-
ie ink and look terrific. The keys include Jeter, Rivera, 
Torre, Raines, Bernie Williams, David Wells, Cone, Pettite, 
O’Neill, Posada, Tino Martinez, Girardi and  Strawberry. 
This is something that you hardly ever see and it would cost 
thousands to replicate if it could even be done. 
JSA LOA (full).
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628 Fun 500 Home Run Club Signed Display  9 ............ 300
Something you just never see, this is a 12 x 16 custom card-
board display with 11 members of the 500 Home Run Club. 
Obtained by someone with great access at the famed sign-
ing, the autographs are all in matching pleasing blue sharpie 
ink, there is a slight stain on Killebrew’ss ball. We all know 
the names here: Mantle, Williams, Mays, Aaron, Banks etc. 
The person who put this together must have been a Giants 
fan as Willie Mays got the premier spot! JSA LOA (full).

629 Mantle, Mickey Mint Signed 11x14 Photo   9.5 ....... 150
Very fine looking color 11x14 photo, this shows Mickey 
holding two bats in the 1960s. Perfect quality, this has a 
spotless signature in a perfect spot in their center of the 
piece, ideal for framing. JSA LOA (full).

630 Mantle/Martin/Ford (ex-Whitey Ford collection)
   9.5 .................... 200
This is a 19 x 25 high quality color lithograph of Mantle, 
Ford and Martin posed above and below a visage of Yankee 
Stadium. All three players have signed this in spotless blue 
sharpie and best of all, this personally belonged to Whitey 
Ford and comes with an LOA from him. Please note that 
Billy Martin’s untimely death in 1989, before the mega-show 
era, makes all items of this kind with his signature especially 
desirable. PSA DNA (full).

631 Yankee Greats Original Artwork 
  w/DiMaggio & Mantle 9 ....................... 300
Very fun piece, this is a creative 16x20 original artwork of 
Yankee stars. Seven Yankee legends are pictured, this is real 
paint on board, with signatures from DiMaggio, Mantle, 
Ford and Berra. The unsigned images and Ruth, Gehrig and 
Maris. This is ideal for display. JSA LOA (full).

632 Yankee Old Timers Large Signed Piece 
  w/DiMaggio & Mantle (55 sigs w/15 HOFers!)  9.5 ....... 450
Terrific Yankee item, countless hours went into getting this 
signed! Exceptionally comprehensive, this 12x16 print is 
loaded with 56 signatures! The autographs are in matching 
spotless blue ballpoint ink and look terrific. The content 
includes HOFers Mantle, DiMaggio, Berra, Ford, Jackson, 
Durocher, Slaughter, Mize, Rickey Henderson, Winfield, 
Dickey, Gomez, Niekro, Sewell and Hunter. Other better sig-
natures include Keller (D’90), Murcer, Winfield, Reynolds, 
Larsen, Raschi and Sain. Obtained in the 1980s and 1990s, 
this has so many players that you never see on these types of 
items. Superb. JSA LOA (full).
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633 1956 Pirates Vintage Signed Yearbook 
  w/superb Clemente 9 ....................... 600
Terrific signed item, offered is a true FULLY VINTAGE 
signed 1956 Pirates yearbook. The spine has tape, and there 
is tape also on the right side of the cover. Not very meaning-
ful given the item, as there are 40 superb signatures from 
1956 throughout the interior content. The autographs start 
with a superb super early Roberto Clemente. The other 
signatures include HOFer George Sisler, a pre-Rookie Bill 
Mazeroski, Danny Murtaugh, Bobby Bragan, Dick Groat, 
Dale Long, Elroy Face, Bob Friend, Vern Law, Frank Thom-
as, Roman Mejias and GM Joe L. Brown. JSA LOAA.

634 1962 Yankees Old Timers Day Program 
 w/Jackie Robinson (22 sigs) 9.5 .................... 450
Terrific piece, this is a clean 1962 New York Yankees Old 
Timers Day program insert. Signed on the covers and the 
inset, the signatures are all period and look great. The star 
power here is very impressive, with note to eleven HOFers. 
The highlights include Jackie Robinson, Hank Greenberg 
and Pee Wee Reese, who rarely appear on the same item. The 
other signatures include Paul Waner, Johnny Murphy, Dan 
Topping, Bill Dickey, Cal Hubbard, Red Barber, Howard 
Cosell and Mel Allen. Nice piece. JSA LOA (full).

635 1975 Yankees Old Timers Day Program 
 w/Maris (22 sigs) 9.5 .................... 240
Nice item, this is special as Roger Maris hardly ever at-
tended Yankee Old Timers Day games. Top quality, the 
signatures are Mint, the program insert is also quite clean. 
The highlights here include Maris, Shawkey, Schumacher, 
Dickey, Howser, VanderMeer, Mize, Honochick and Long. 
JSA LOA (full).

636 Mantle, Mickey 1965 Life Magazine (framed)  9 ..... 150
Very nicely matted and framed, the large format Life Maga-
zine looks terrific like this. Mickey signed this in solid silver 
sharpie ink with his number 7. Framed, total size 14x17.
 JSA LOA (full).

637 Mantle/Maris Terrific Framed Display 
 w/3 Signed Covers! 9.5 .................... 450
One of the best and most creative framed displays that we 
have seen in some time, this is some great work. Offered is 
a 22x13 display with three different signed Street and Smith 
covers. Roger Maris is in the center, he is flanked by Mick-
ey Mantle on either side. All three magazine covers have 
dead Mint blue sharpie ink signatures, the quality of the 
signatures is truly remarkable. Something to really enjoy in 
person, this is a real conversation stopper! PSA DNA (full).
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638 1926 Players Signed Sheet 
 w/Ty Cobb & Harry Heilmann 9 ....................... 750
Terrific item, this is a true Ty Cobb signature signed as a 
player. Offered is a 6.5 x 7 sheet with eight signatures, six 
of which are dated August 17, 1926. The two headliners are 
huge fine pencil signatures of Tigers HOFers Ty Cobb and 
Harry Heilmann (D’1951). The other signatures are Wal-
ter Lutzke (D’1938 at age 40), Glenn Myatt (D’69), Homer 
Summa (D’66), Charlie Jamieson (D’69) and Willie Hudlin. 
Cobb is noted as the Detroit Manager next to his name. 
There is some general edge wear that does not affect the 
signatures in any way. JSA LOA (full).

639 1955 Pirates Vintage Signed Stunning 
            Pirates Matchbook Covers (24 pcs)   9 ................... 150
Super cool lot, these are scarce 1955 Pirates dated full 
matchbook covers. Each was signed AT THE TIME in bold 
period blue ink. The autographs include Face, Friend, Groat, 
Law, Long, Both O’Brien Brothers and Thomas.
 JSA LOAA.

640 500 Home Run Club Signed Large Format Cachet
   9.5 .................... 240
Always desirable, this is the classic 1989 Gateway large 
format 500 Home Run Club cachet. Signed by eleven 
500 club members plus Pete Rose, the signatures are in 
matching solid blue ballpoint ink. We all know the names 
here: Mantle, Williams, Mays, Aaron, Schmidt, Banks etc. 
JSA LOA (full).

641 Hornsby, Rogers Signed Stamp 8 ....................... 180
Something you hardly ever see, this is a vintage 5 cent 
France postage stamp. Signed by legendary HOFer Rogers 
Hornsby, this has a very neat and fine blue fountain pen ink 
signature. Ideal for slabbing, this is presented on a Baseball 
Magazine 8x10 premium photo. The signature looks terrific, 
nice item. JSA LOA (full).

643   Mantle Signed 1991 Contract 9.5 .................... 100
Offered is a one-page contract dated June 13, 1991 for Mick-
ey Mantle to sign a bunch of baseballs. The document was 
signed Mickey Mantle in bold blue ballpoint, this is a solid 
Mantle signature on a desirable medium. JSA LOAA.
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642 Huggins, Miller Signed Letter (1915, very early)
   9 ..................... 1000
Extremely rare and desirable letter, this is one of the earliest 
pieces signed by Huggins that one may ever find. The leg-
endary and beloved 1927 Yankee manager Miller Huggins 
famously passed away in 1929 at only age 51. His autographs 
are sometimes found on real estate documents and checks, 
but when do you ever find a TLS from as early as 1915? 
Signed on St. Louis Cardinals letterhead, content relates to 
the location of the Cardinals training camp. This was only 
Huggins third year as a baseball manager. This clean TLS 
measures 8.5 x 7.5 and has a solid and neat dark fountain 
pen ink signature from Huggins at the close. Who wants to 
own a special signed item? JSA LOA (full).

644 Wagner, Honus Superb 1939 HOF FDC   9.5 .......... 600
One of the nicest items on which to collect a Honus Wagner 
autograph, offered is a very high quality 1939 Honus Wag-
ner FDC. This is not the generic one that sometimes trades, 
this has emblossed elegant silver lettering detailing Wag-
ner’s legendary career. Wagner signed this in fountain pen 
ink just to the right of his biography, the FDC is quite clean 
overall. This item is also of interest to the many 1939 Hall of 
Fame collectors, making it especially desirable in addition 
to being quite scarce. PSA slabbed.

645 Williams, Ted Signed Tax Return 9.5 .................... 120
1040 tax return from 1960, this has not been completed. 
Oddly enough, Ted Williams signed this with a full Theo-
dore S. Williams signature and dated it April 11, 1961. 
Ted must have really trusted his accountant! Nice item. 
JSA LOA (full).

646 Cy Young & Fred Clarke Signed 1936 Page  8.5 ...... 450
Dated October 14, 1936, this is a 6x4 page with edge wear 
and tape on the borders. A Cy Young ANS, it is written Very 
Best Wishes from Cy Young Peoli OH, the autograph is in 
bold and fine dark period fountain pen ink. Young’s con-
temporary HOFer Fred Clarke signed just below, a beautiful 
signature and 1930s player Lew Riggs signed on the left 
border. Nice item. JSA LOA (full).
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647 Yellow HOF Plaque
 56 different signed plaques 9 ....................... 300
Clean lot, these are a mix of ballpoint and sharpie ink sig-
natures. A good start on a set, a full inventory will be on our 
website. These better pieces come in the lot: Ernie Banks, 
Cool Papa Bell, Joe Cronin, Bill Dickey, Don Drysdale, 
Whitey Ford, Bob Gibson, Lefty Gomez, Doug Harvey, 
Whitey Herzog, Harmon Killebrew, Al Lopez, Lee MacPhail, 
Stan Musial and Willie Stargell. JSA LOAA.

648 Grab Bag Lot of 4,100 Autographs 8 ....................... 100
Occupying two boxes, this is a large hodge podge of au-
tographed flats. Sold strictly as-is, our consignor did the 
count, we cannot guarantee it. A dream lot for many auto-
graph dealers or collectors, the signatures go back to the 
1930s. This lot likely has over 100 HOF singles and includes 
other sports and entertainment but should be 90% baseball. 
The lot has signed 8x10s, 3x5s, postcards, photos, checks, 
programs, team sheets, handwritten letters, GPCs, cuts, 
autograph album pages and so much more. There are some 
better signatures here at a quick glance, including Pepper 
Martin, George Sisler and Rudy York. We will have many of 
the better items pictured on our website. One would think 
that there would have to be thousands of dollars in break-
down value here at a minimum. This lot can be an instant 
autograph inventory for the right dealer!

Signed Bats

649 Campanella, Roy Signed Model Bat    9 ................... 240
Scarce signed bat, these are so undervalued right now. Clean 
personal model bat, this has a large and fine blue sharpie 
ink signature. Campy singles have been appreciating rapidly 
in recent years, the bats are a true relative bargain right now. 
JSA LOA (full).

650 DiMaggio, Joe 5 ....................... 250
One of the most classic signed bats, this is from Joe’s famed 
televised bat signing. These can sell for $2000 on the right 
day, the offered lot is an affordable model. The bat itself 
is clean, the signature is light but 100% legible, number 
1685/1941. JSA LOA (full).

651 Williams, Ted 9.5 .................... 210
Spotless Ted Williams Cooperstown Bat Company model 
bat, this has a superb large blue sharpie ink signature. 
A classic signed bat, this comes with full LOAs from 
JSA and PSA.

Single Signed Balls

652 Yogi Berra    9.5 (OAL Brown, lot of 12) ................ 270
Spotless lot of Yogi singles, these all have strong blue ball-
point ink signatures. The ball themselves are quite clean 
overall, each has their own PSA DNA card. This is not a ball 
you will see very often in this quantity. .

653 Dizzy  Dean 8 ....................... 400
Beloved baseball HOFer, he is always a desirable single. 
Offered is a quite clean Rawlings Playmaker model baseball. 
Dean signed this on the top panel in attractive black felt ink, 
the signature contrasts nicely against the clean ball. 
PSA DNA (full). 79
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654 Hank Greenberg PSA 8 ............... 300
Scarce and always desirable, Greenberg signed lots of flats in 
the mail but no baseballs. Greenberg also died in 1986, just 
before the show era. Offered is a PSA 8 single, something 
you do not see very often. The ball itself is a lightly toned 
OAL Brown model. It is signed in absolutely flawless and 
superb black sharpie ink on the sweet spot.

655 Burleigh  Grimes 9.5 .................... 240
Gorgeous Burleigh Grimes single, this is by far the nicest 
example that we have seen or handled. Grimes is a 1920s/30s 
Brooklyn Dodger HOFer, he died in 1985 before the show 
era, so his singles are always scarce. Often signed in sharpie 
or with other condition issues, the offered piece is a pristine 
ball with a Mint blue ballpoint ink signature. This ball is 
perfect for the very condition conscious single signed ball 
collector. JSA LOA (full).

656 Jim Hegan 8 ....................... 450
Extremely rare single signed ball, Jim Hegan played for the 
Indians and various teams from 1941-1960. He was a 1948 
and 1954 Indian. Of most interest to 1961 Yankee collec-
tors, Hegan was a coach on that team and one of the key 
autographs to find. Hegan sadly died in 1984, long before 
the show era, so any opportunities to get a single signed ball 
were extremely limited. Offered is a pleasing, lightly toned 
OAL MacPhail model ball. Hegan signed this in bold black 
sharpie ink on the sweet spot, the signature looks great. 
Who wants to add an awfully tough, almost impossible 
single to their 1961 Yankee collection? JSA LOA (full).

657 Travis  Jackson           8.5 (ONL Feeney) ................... 150
Somewhat elusive single, 1920s/30s HOF shortstop 
Travis Jackson died in 1987 and was not a big show guest. 
The ball is a mildly toned ONL Feeney model, this has a 
solid Travis C Jackson black ink signature. JSA LOA (full).

658 Mickey Mantle PSA 9 Auto ...... 270
Top quality ball, PSA graded the signature a 9 and the ball 
an 8. High grade Mickey Mantle singles are harder to find 
than you might think and are always extremely popular 
among condition conscious single signed ball collectors.

659 Mickey Mantle (portrait, gorgeous) 
                                                        9 (OAL MacPhail) ............. 250
Gorgeous Mickey single, this is signed on a clean OAL 
MacPhail ball with a nice patina. A color portrait of Mantle 
is signed on the top panel, Mickey signed the sweet spot in 
absolutely impeccable black ink. It would be hard to find 
a nicer Mantle single; also please note he is thousands of 
times scarcer on a MacPhail ball than the usual OAL Brown 
models that trade. JSA LOA (full).

660 Rube  Marquard                 8 (ONL Feeney) ............... 150
Not rare but an elusive single, it is always neat to find a 
single signed baseball of someone who played alongside 
Christy Mathewson! Offered is an uncommonly clean ONL 
Feeney model ball. Hall of Famer Rube Marquard signed the 
sweet spot in pleasing black sharpie ink that is faded slightly 
into the ball. This is actually nicer than most of these that 
trade. JSA LOA (full).
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661 Joe Page 8 ....................... 450
One of the toughest singles of all name Yankee players, pio-
neering star reliever Joe Page died in 1980 at age 62. 
Page did not do shows, hardly anyone ever had him sign a 
baseball by himself. The very, very few examples at public 
sale have sold in the $3,000 range. The offered ball is an 
attractive evenly toned Spalding Official Baseball model. 
This is vintage signed, circa 1950. The autograph fills up the 
better part of a side panel, it is signed Best of luck Joe Page 
in large and flowing blue ballpoint ink. How wants to fill 
one of the ultimate holes in a quality Yankee single signed 
ball collection? JSA LOA (full).

662 Zack Wheat w/HOF Inscription! 8.5 .................... 750
Key Brooklyn Dodger HOFer and a very popular player, 
Wheat died in 1972 and is naturally a very desirable single 
signed ball. Offered is a pretty special example, this is a 
very clean Goldsmith model ball. One panel is signed To 
Don Sanders Sincerely Zack D Wheat. The panel below is 
inscribed Brooklyn 1909 thru 26 Baseball Hall of Fame 
1959. How many of these can possibly exist? If you are an 
advanced HOF inscription single signed ball collector, then 
you will really want to take a long look at this little treasure. 
JSA LOA (full).

663 Ted Williams                        9 (OAL Cronin) ........... 180
Something you hardly ever see, this came from a collection 
of a former umpire. Offered is a lightly toned OAL Cronin 
ball. Ted Williams signed the sweet spot in large and bold 
blue ballpoint ink. The autograph looks terrific. 
JSA LOA (full).

664 Ted Williams (.406, limited edition)
                                  9 (OAL Brown, UDA in box) ............... 500
Desirable limited edition ball (1077/1941), the ball has 
some slight toning. The signature is solid, Ted added a 
scarce .406 inscription. This is in the original UDA box 
with the paperwork, neat signed ball. JSA LOAA.

665 Lot of 50 Single Signed Balls w/stars   8.5 ................ 150
Assorted lot of single signed baseballs, there can be dupli-
cation, condition varies, some balls are light. The balls are 
both official and unofficial, nearly all of the balls are iden-
tified, these are from an enormous autograph collection. 
The better balls in the lot are as follows: Dusty Baker, Bert 
Campaneris, Jose Canseco, Cecil Fielder, Juan Gonzalez, To-
rii Hunter, Brian McCann, Mickey Rivers, Danny Tartabull 
and Greg Vaughn.

666 Lot of 50 Single Signed Balls w/stars   8.5 ................ 150
Assorted lot of single signed baseballs, there can be dupli-
cation, condition varies, some balls are light. The balls are 
both official and unofficial, nearly all of the balls are iden-
tified, these are from an enormous autograph collection. 
The better balls in the lot are as follows: Don Baylor, Kevin 
Brown (2), John Franco, Travis Fryman, Bernard Gilkey, 
Leon Roberts, Mike Shannon, Ruben Sierra, Terry Stein-
bach, Frank Viola , Joey Votto (very light) and Bobby Witt.

667 Lot of 50 Single Signed Balls w/stars    8.5 ............... 150
Assorted lot of single signed baseballs, there can be du-
plication, condition varies, some balls are light. The balls 
are both official and unofficial, nearly all of the balls are 
identified, these are from an enormous autograph collec-
tion. The better balls in the lot are as follows: Dick Allen, 
Bobby Brown, Jacoby Ellsbury, Carl Erskine, Greg Luzinski, 
Minnie Minoso, Rafael Palmeiro (2) and Harry Walker.
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668 Lot of 50 Single Signed Balls w/stars  8.5 ................ 150
Assorted lot of single signed baseballs, there can be dupli-
cation, condition varies, some balls are light. The balls are 
both official and unofficial, nearly all of the balls are iden-
tified, these are from an enormous autograph collection. 
The better balls in the lot are as follows: Jim Gentile, Grieve 
Family (3), Tommy John, Tim Kurkjian, Fred Lynn, Tug 
McGraw and Bobby Valentine.

669 Collection of 17 entertainer signed baseballs ......... 150
Fun lot of single signed balls that you never see, we believe 
these were obtained in person. The content is as follows: 
Mark Brooks, Ken Schrader, Johnny Rutherford (2), 
Hight/Force, Danica Patrick (2), Buddy Rice, Mike Modano, 
Mitch Moreland, Roy Firestone (2), Gordie Howe, 
Mike Keane, Derian Hatcher and Don January.

670 35 different HOFers 8.5 .................... 150
Very substantial lot, the condition varies mildly, most are on 
official balls. We will have a very detailed breakdown on our 
website. The lot includes Ashburn, Bagwell, Bench, Hunter, 
Lasorda, Mize, Molitor (2), Ryan, Sandberg, Sewell, Spahn, 
Stargell, Torre and Yount. The breakdown value here should 
be very substantial. JSA LOAA.

672 Collection of 23 entertainer signed baseballs  8 ...... 200
Fun lot of single signed balls that you never see, we believe 
these were obtained in person. The content is as follows: 
Dan Rather,  Scott Baio, Richard Dreyfus, Burt Ward, Tony 
Orlando, Robert Wagner, Evan Joe Millionaire, Lynn Holly 
Johnson, Autumn Reiser, Ernest Borgnine, John Saxon, 
Mike Huckabee, Cindy Williams, Robert Olen Butler, Hugh 
O’Brien, Joyce Dewitt, Josh Duhamel, Melissa Huntet Mojo, 
James Segrist, Santa Claus, Val Kilmer. Kenny Chesney and 
Richard Sturban. JSA LOAA.

671 Large Broadcasters Signed Baseball Collection 
  w/good content (80 pcs)   ........................ 200
Deep collection of broadcasters, there is some very nice stuff 
here. Clearly collected with great care, the content here is 
very strong. The lot contains mainly single signed balls, but 
also full broadcaster crew balls. The condition varies, many 
are unofficial balls, several of these are probably extreme-
ly hard to find. We will try and have a full listing on our 
website. Everything is neatly identified in a cube. The better 
pieces include: Mel Allen/Phil Rizzuto, Brenneman (Marty 
& Thom), Brenneman/Nuxhall/Johnbson, Joe Buck, Enberg, 
Flemming, Hershiser, Ken Harrelson, Jarrin/Valenzuela, 
Kiner, McCarver, Santo, Schilling, Sutcliffe, 
TBS Baseball (4 w/Sutton), Bill White (great inscription) 
and Wynn/Cheek/McCown.

673 Collection of 29 different HOFers 9 ....................... 250
Fine lot of high grade (overall) singles, these are all on 
official balls. No personalizations, the signatures look great 
overall. Solid content, the lot is as follows: Luke Appling, 
Al Barlick, Johnny Bench, Lou Brock, Jim Bunning, Rod 
Carew, Steve Carlton, Orlando Cepeda, Jocko Conlan, Larry 
Doby (toned), Dennis Eckersley, Bob Feller, Tom Glavine, 
Doug Harvey, Barry Larkin, Tommy LaSorda, Bob Lemon, 
Buck Leonard, Juan Marichal, Eddie Mathews, Joe Morgan, 
Eddie Murray, Hal Newhouser, Jim Palmer, Tony Perez, 
Robin Roberts, Brooks Robinson, Frank Robinson and Earl 
Weaver. JSA LOAA.
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674 1948 Yankee Stadium Special Old Timers
  Signed Ball (7 HOFers) 8.5 .................... 270
Very nice ball, this was signed at a special 25th Anniversary 
Day for Yankee Stadium (which opened in 1923). The ball 
itself is a fine and clean OAL Harridge model, it is loaded 
with 22 strikingly consistent and solid blue ballpoint ink 
signatures. The content is very impressive, it is all former 
Yankees, HOFers and stars. The HOFers are Joe DiMaggio, 
Home Run Baker, Red Faber, Ray Schalk, Leo Durocher, 
Lefty Gomez and Earle Combs. The better non-HOF sig-
natures include George Stirnweiss (D’68), the cult favorite 
Wally Pipp, Jimmie Dykes, Charlie Keller, Monty Stratton, 
Red Rolfe and Bob Shawkey. Great ball. JSA LOAA.

675 3000 Hit Club Ball (15 sigs) 9 ....................... 180
Pleasing OAL Brown model ball, Hank Aaron is on the 
sweet spot. Good piece, the signatures include Mays, Rose, 
Brett, Yount, Carew, Molitor, Boggs, Musial, Murray, 
Winfield and Yaz. JSA LOA (full).

676 500 Home Run Club 9.5 .................... 300
Spotless ball, this is a true classic. This immaculate ball has 
11 perfect blue ballpoint ink signatures. We all know the 
names here: Mantle, Williams, Mays, Aaron, Banks etc. 
JSA LOA (full).

677 DiMaggio/Mantle/Mays/Snider PSA 8 ............... 150
How is this for some star power? Our consignor had this 
very clean OAL Brown ball signed back in the late 1980s. 
There is a perfect Joe DiMaggio signature on the sweet spot, 
Mickey Mantle has the top panel, Mays and Snider get the 
other two. Terrific ball, PSA graded this an 8.

678 HOF Ball w/Paige (14 sigs) 9 ....................... 150
Very nice ball, this is a particularly bright and clean Spal-
ding ONL Feeney model from the early 1970s. Signed at 
a HOF Induction, the autographs are uniformly bold and 
clean. The signatures include Paige, Grove, Gehringer, 
Hooper (D’74), Bell and Marquard. JSA LOAA.

679 Mantle/Mays/Snider                    8.5 (83 AS Ball) ...... 150
Fun piece, this is a lightly toned 1983 All Star Game ball. 
Likely signed at the time, this has very solid and attractive 
blue ballpoint ink signatures of these legendary 1950s HOF 
New York centerfielders. The Mantle on the sweet spot is 
very strong, the Mays on the top panel is superb.  
JSA LOA (full).

680 Superb HOF Ball w/Foxx & Speaker   9 ................. 1200
Terrific signed ball, offered is a lightly toned and very clean 
OAL Harridge model ball. There are eleven total signatures. 
The sweet spot is headlined by vital HOFer Tris Speaker. The 
south panel has terrific signatures from Paul Waner, Home 
Run Baker and Mickey Cochrane. The north panel is signed 
by Jimmie Foxx, Gehringer, Grove and Cronin, The other 
two panels are signed by Ray Schalk, Cronin a second time 
and Hubbell. The signatures are outstanding 1950s ballpoint 
ink signatures and they contrast very well against the clean 
ball. This is a superior HOF signed baseball. 
PSA DNA (full).
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681 Triple Crown Winners 9.5 .................... 180
Always desirable, this clean OAL Brown ball is signed by a 
very, very exclusive club. Mickey Mantle has the sweet spot, 
the other signatures are Ted Williams, Yaz and 
Frank Robinson. Ted switched pens when he signed the ball. 
JSA LOA (full).

682 Yankee Old Timers w/DiMaggio & Mantle 
  (14 sigs) 9 ....................... 180
Never easy to find, Joe and Mickey did not like each other 
and are not often found on the same ball. This is a clean 
OAL Brown ball with DiMaggio, Mantle, Winfield, R. Jack-
son, Berra, Rizzuto, Gomez, Hunter, Ford, Niekro and Mize. 
Terrific ball with loads of HOFers. JSA LOAA.

683   Young, Cy Signed Ball 
  (fully displayable as a single)   ........................ 500
Fine looking ball, this is a high grade Wilson Official Little 
League model. Signed in the 1950s in Ohio, the ball offers a 
huge and outstanding Cy Young signature. 100% displayable 
as a single signed ball, this is in terrific quality blue ball-
point ink. The signature is just to the left of the sweet spot 
and is so big, it ranges over two panels. The other signatures, 
again far away from the Young autograph, are fellow top 
Cleveland Indians pitchers Bob Feller and Mike Garcia. PSA 
graded the Young signature an absurdly low 7, the Garcia 
a 7 and the Feller an 8. Given the astronomical prices high 
trade true Cy Young singles are bringing in today’s market, 
this is worth a very careful look if you are in the market for a 
top Cy Young signature on ball. PSA DNA (full).

Team Signed Balls

684 1925 Pirates
 Team Ball w/Branch Rickey 6 ....................... 180
Very scarce ball, the key here is a very early Branch Rickey 
signature on a baseball. The ball is a clear-coated official ball 
with a mounting mark on the seal. There are 17 signatures. 
JSA LOAA.

685 1926 Reds  Team Ball w/Rixey 5 ....................... 180
Worn but not ugly ball, we have seen far worse! Toned offi-
cial ball, there are approximately 20 signatures. There 
is a pretty nice Eppa Rixey on the sweet spot. The other 
signatures include Carl Mays, Wally Pipp, Babe Pinelli and 
Curt Walker (D’1955). 1920s team balls are always 
desirable. JSA LOAA.

686 1927 Washington Senators 
 Team Ball w/Walter Johnson & Tris Speaker  7 ....... 600
How is this for some trivia? How many even advanced 
baseball fans knew Tris Speaker was a Senator in 1927? 
Offered is an attractive OAL Johnson model ball, there are 
nine pleasing signatures. The content is terrific despite the 
quantity. The signatures are Walter Johnson from his final 
season, Tris Speaker from his penultimate season, Sam Rice, 
Bucky Harris, Goose Goslin, Joe Judge, Muddy Ruel, Ossie 
Bluege and Bobby Reeves. I highly doubt that there are very 
many of these in circulation. JSA LOA (full).

687 1928 Philadelphia Athletics 
 Team Ball w/Tris Speaker 5 ....................... 300
Very desirable ball, this is a fine team loaded with stars. 
The offered ball is a pleasing mid-grade example. The ball 
retains a nice patina and is a very attractive and well pre-
served OAL Barnard model. The autographs are light but 
consistent, most are readily legible. This ball has some real 
star power with HOFers Tris Speaker, Eddie Collins, Mickey 
Cochrane and Al Simmons. The other signatures include 
Dykes, Bush, Walberg and Boley. JSA LOA (full).



688 1934 Boston Braves Team Ball 7 ....................... 240
Lightly toned ball, this has 28 total signatures. Two signa-
tures are clubhouse: McKechnie and Lewis. The keys here 
are a nice Rabbit Maranville, Hank Gowdy, Wally Berger, 
Ben Cantwell (D’62), Frank Hogan (D’67) and Ed Brandt 
(D’1944 at age 39). JSA LOAA.

689 1936 Cardinals Team Ball 7 ....................... 240
Nice ball from a Gashouse Gang Cardinals team, there are 
16 pleasing signatures. The ball is a lightly toned ONL Frick 
model that is not bad at all. Quality team ball, the signa-
tures include HOFers Dizzy Dean, Ducky Medwick, Frankie 
Frisch, a Rookie Johnny Mize and Jesse Haines. The other 
signatures include George Earnshaw, Terry Moore, Rip Col-
lins and the beloved Pepper Martin. JSA LOAA.

690 1937 Giants Team Ball 8 ....................... 240
Nice item, this is a 1937 NL Champion New York Giants 
team ball. Clear-coated for protection, there are 22 fairly 
solid blank ink signatures. The key here is 500 Home Run 
club member and HOFer Mel Ott (D’1958). The other 
signatures include his fellow HOFer Carl Hubbell, Adolfo 
Luque (D’58), Jimmy Ripple (D’59), Bartell, Schumacher, 
Don Brennan (D’53), Frank Snyder (D’62) and Blondy Ryan 
(D’59). Good ball. JSA LOAA.

691 1942 Giants Team Ball 9 ....................... 150
Beautiful condition team ball, this is a lightly toned and 
superb ONL Frick model. An elusive ball, there are 23 solid 
signatures. The key to the ball, Mel Ott, appears at the top of 
a side panel and is as bold as you will find on a baseball. The 
other signatures include Hubbell, Mize, Feldman, Koslo, 
Leiber, Marshall and Jurges. Fine ball. JSA LOA (full).

692 1947 Yankees Team Ball 9 ....................... 500
A classic Yankee Championship team ball, these usually 
have major condition and clubhouse issues. The Yanks 
won the series over Jackie Robinson and the Dodgers in a 
memorable contest. The offered ball is very, very, very clean 
and nice. One of the best we have ever seen, this is newly 
consigned to the hobby. The ball itself is a strikingly clean 
OAL Harridge model. 1947 World Champs is written about 
the seal in period ink. There are 25 superb and consistent 
period fountain pen ink signatures. The HOFers are DiMag-
gio, Berra and Rizzuto. Other notable signatures include 
Dressen, Lollar, Newsom, Reynolds, Page, McQuinn, Hen-
rich and Houk. This will be a major upgrade for just about 
all of you, it is so hard to find 1940s team balls, especially a 
Championship ball, in anything approaching this quality. 
JSA LOA (full).

693 1950 Yankees 
 Team Ball (World Championship) 8.5 .................... 600
The second Yankee World Series title team in a run of five 
straight, these usually have major condition issues when 
they come to market. The offered ball is a truly superior 
example. Signed on a clean off-white OAL Harridge model 
ball, there are 27 matching solid period ink signatures. The 
ball starts with two real Casey Stengels, which is just so rare 
on Yankee team balls. The other signatures include a flowing 
Joe DiMaggio on the sweet spot, a Rookie Whitey Ford, Riz-
zuto, Berra, Mize, Page, Lopat, Reynolds and a super early 
Billy Martin. Billy Martin only played 34 games in 1950, it is 
very unusual to find him on a team ball. World Champions 
1950 is written in vintage ink ink on the sweet spot, this is a 
gorgeous ball that has everything going for it. 
PSA DNA (full).
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694 1954 Dodgers Team Ball
  w/real Robinson & Campanella 8.5 .................... 150
Clean ONL Giles ball, this has 22 consistent ink signatures. 
The keys here include a real Jackie and Campy, Gilliam and 
Newcombe. There are nine clubhouse signatures, including 
Reese, Hodges, Alston, Furillo, Snider and Hoak. 
JSA LOA (full).

695 1955 Yankees Team Ball 5 ....................... 240
Affordable 1950s Yankee team ball, this is a heavily toned 
official ball with some general wear. The signatures are gen-
erally fairly bold, everything is fully legible, there are slight 
bits of white showing on some of the signatures. Interesting 
ball, Yogi has the sweet spot by himself and this has a real 
Stengel. There are 27 total signatures. The other keys include 
Mantle, Martin, Ford, a Rookie Elston Howard, Skowron, 
Dickey and Cerv. JSA LOA (full).

696 1956 Pirates Team Ball 9 ....................... 840
Beautiful condition ball, this is a particularly well preserved 
ONL Giles model. White and clean, there are 27 solid blue 
ballpoint ink signatures. The absolute key here is a very 
desirable second-year Roberto Clemente. The other signa-
tures include Bragan, Freind, Skinner, Virdon, Face, 
Curt Roberts (D’69 at age 40), Frank Thomas, Vern Law 
and Dale Long. JSA LOAA.

697 1959 AL All Stars Team Ball 9 ....................... 450
Off-white OAL Harridge model ball, this has a full 32 signa-
tures. Casey Stengel is the usual clubhouse, everything else 
is perfect. The autographs are signed in uniformly bold blue 
ballpoint ink and contrast very nicely against the ball itself. 
The star power is amazing here, with no less than eight 
HOFers. The keys here include Mickey Mantle and 
Ted Williams, it is very unusual to find these two legends 
on the  same All Star ball. The other signatures include Ber-
ra, Nellie Fox, Kaline, Aparicio, Ford, Wynn, Elston How-
ard, Jensen, Kubek, Lollar and Kuenn. Terrific ball. 
JSA LOA (full).

698 1961 Wenatchee Chiefs
 Team Ball w/Ken Hubbs 8 ....................... 150
Extremely rare signed baseball, how many of these can 
exist? Offered is a clean Wilson Official Northwest League 
model. There are 18 consistent blue ink signatures on the 
ball. Beloved Cubs star Ken Hubbs is on the ball as a 
Minor League player. Hubbs tragically died in a plane crash 
in 1964 at only age 22. Anything signed by Hubbs is very 
desirable, this is perhaps the most interesting Hubbs item 
that we have seen in years. JSA LOAA.

699 1961 Yankees Team Ball w/real Maris  7.5 ......... 300
Vital team ball, the examples with a real Mantle are rare and 
can run a fortune. Offered is literally the next best thing, 
a clean ball with just Mickey as clubhouse. The ball is an 
off-white Spalding Yankees model. There are 25 reasonably 
consistent blue ballpoint ink signatures. The keys here are a 
large real Maris from his ultimate season, Berra, Ford, 
E. Howard, Kubek, Richardson, Skowron and Boyer. 
PSA DNA (full).

700 1969 Mets   Team Ball w/Real Hodges 
  & No Clubhouse Signatures 7.5 .................... 240
Classic World Championship ball, these usually have issues 
with the Hodges signature. This Spalding Pro League model 
ball has 24 signatures. The keys here are a real Hodges on 
the sweet spot, Ryan, Berra, Jones, Koonce, Frisella and 
Grote. Tom Seaver is not on the ball. JSA LOA (full).

701 1969 Washington Senators 
 Team Ball w/Williams & Fox 8.5 .................... 100
Quality team ball, Rookie Manager Ted Williams led the 
1969 Senators to a solid 86-76 record. Offered is a clean OAL 
Cronin model ball, there are 24 solid signatures. The keys 
here are Ted Williams, Nellie Fox, Dick Brown, Frank How-
ard, Ken McMullen and Joe Coleman. These are not easy to 
find with real Ted Williams signatures. JSA LOAA.86



702 1970 Mets
 Team Ball w/real Hodges & Stengel      8.5 ................ 180
Moderately toned OAL Cronin model ball, this has 26 solid 
signatures. Almost identical to the 1969 team, the keys here 
are a superb Hodges on the sweet spot, a real Casey Sten-
gel, something you hardly ever see on a Met team ball from 
this era, as well as Ryan and Seaver. The other keys include 
Berra, McGraw, Rube Walker, Cleon Jones, Koosman, Agee, 
Kranepool and Singleton. Good ball.  JSA LOA (full).

703 1970 Yankees Team Ball 
        w/Thurman Munson & Mickey Mantle!   8 ............... 750
Great signed baseball, this is almost a must-have for a big 
vintage Yankee fan. Signed by Rookie Thurman Munson 
and Mickey Mantle, how many balls can exist with these two 
beloved Yanks? The ball itself is a clean off-white OAL Cro-
nin model that displays well. There are 17 total signatures in 
consistent period ballpoint ink. Amazingly enough, Mickey 
and Thurman are even on the same panel! The other auto-
graphs include Elston Howard, Dick Howser, Whitey Ford 
and Mel Stottlemyre. Who likes fairly unique and superb 
signed baseballs? Please note the ball includes a photo of the 
person who obtained this at the time it was signed. 
PSA DNA (full).

704 1976 AL All Stars Team Ball w/Munson   9 ............ 125
Spotless condition ball, this is an immaculate Spalding 
MacPhail model. There are 17 spotless and superb blue 
ballpoint ink signatures. The autographs contrast beautiful-
ly against the pristine ball. The keys here are Munson, a very 
early Brett, Hunter, Gossage, Fingers, Belanger, Staub Fisk, 
Lynn and Fidyrich. Nice ball. JSA LOA (full).

705 Eleven Team Balls  1977-1998 8 ....................... 150
Respectable lot of team signed baseballs, condition varies, 
these are as follows: 1977 Angels (19 w/Ryan, Bobby Bonds), 
1978 Red Sox (23 w/Yaz, Rice, Zimmer ch), 1982 Blue Jays 
(22 w/Barfield), 1984 Indians (32 w/Joe Carter, Bobby 
Bonds), 1986 Super Majors (11 w/Ripken, Canseco, J. Mor-
ris, M. Scott), 1991 Twins (10 sigs, super light), 1992 Reds 
(22 w/Larkin), 1995 Giants (7 w/superb Bonds), 1995 Padres 
(30 w/Gwynn, Bochy), 1995 Rangers (37 w/all keys) and 
1998 or 1999 Devil Rays (27 w/Boggs, McGriff). JSA LOAA.

706 1980 Phillies Team Ball 9 ....................... 300
Desirable World Championship ball, this was the first title 
for the Phillies. Offered is a clean off-white World Series 
model ball. Loaded with 32 signatures, these look great. The 
many keys include Schmidt, Carlton and Rose on the same 
panel, McGraw, Green, Luzinski and Boone. JSA LOA (full).

707 One Dozen 1992 - 1999 Team Balls     8.5 ................ 150
Respectable lot of team signed baseballs, these are as 
follows:  1992 Expos (21 w/G. Carter), 1992 Phillies (25 w/
Daulton), 1993 Braves (18 w/Maddux, Glavine, C. Jones, 
1993 Dodgers (28 w/LaSorda, Hershiser), 1993 Marlins (27 
w/Hoffman), 1993 Pirates (35 w/Van Slyke), 1993 Reds (24 
w/Larkin), 1996 Astros (27 w/Bagwell, Biggio), 1996 Cardi-
nals (26 w/LaRussa, O. Smith), 1996 Phillies (29 sigs), 
1997 Phillies (23 sigs) and 1999 Devil Rays (26 w/Boggs). 
Good value lot. JSA LOAA.
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Historical Autographs
Presidential Autographs

708 Document  Monroe, James 8 ....................... 300
Nice item from this early President, offered is an attractive 
16x10 document signed as President. This is a Land Grant, 
signed by Monroe in pleasing ink at the lower right corner. 
The Presidential seal at the lower left is quite nice. 
JSA LOAA.

709 Johnson, Andrew Framed Partial Document   8 ..... 150
Uncommon Presidential signature, offered is a handsome 
24x10 framed display. A partial Presidential document, this 
has a terrific large Presidential seal and a pleasing signature. 
Signed also by the Secretary of State, the partial document 
looks to be for a patent and measures 15x5. JSA LOA (full).

710 Document   Grant, Ulysses S. 9.5 .................... 300
Handsome 8x10 document from 1875, the condition is 
terrific. Boldly signed by Grant as President, this has a 
classic signature. Dated March 17th 1875, this document 
pardons a Clark B. McKibben. JSA LOA (full).

711 Letter   FDR 9 ....................... 150
TLS on his personal letterhead, this is dated November 13, 
1928. FDR thanks a supporter as he was elected NY State 
Governor the prior week. Signed nicely in dark period 
fountain pen, this has some general wear but still displays 
reasonably well. JSA LOA (full).

712 Letter  Eisenhower, Mamie 9.5 ...................... 30
Spotless TLS on White House letterhead, this is dated 
11/20/1956 and has a huge and perfect signature. 
JSA LOAA.

713 8 x 10   Nixon, Richard 9 ......................... 75
Color portrait of Nixon in the Oval Office, this has a small 
closed tear by the right border. Nixon signed and inscribed 
this in spotless blue ink in the bottom margin. JSA LOAA.

714 3 x 5 Ford, Betty (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ........................ 8

715 Letter  Ford, Gerald TLS 9.5 ...................... 30
Offered is a handsome 6x8+ TLS on Ford’s personal letter-
head from 1999. Warmly written to friends in Arkansas, this 
has a Mint blue sharpie ink signature. This comes with the 
original transmittal envelope. Mounted onto a scrapbook 
page, the back has a card signed by his office. JSA LOAA.

716 8 x 10  Carter/Mondale 9.5 ...................... 60
Nice item, this is a charming original photo of President 
Carter and VP Mondale at the White House grounds, 
each has signed in large and flowing sharpie ink. 
Beckett LOA (full).

717 Letter Reagan, Ronald (1980) 8 ....................... 105
Interesting timing, this is a month before his inauguration, 
he is President-elect. Dated 12/16/1980, this is on his per-
sonal letterhead. This is signed Ron at the close and comes 
with the transmittal envelope. JSA LOA (full).

718 Reagan/Wyman Signed Vintage Album Page 9 ...... 180
Fine Reagan signed item, offered is a 1940s/1950s era auto-
graph album page. This is signed by Ronald Reagan and his 
first wife Jane Wyman. The autographs are both in fountain 
pen and contrast perfectly against the page itself. 
JSA LOA (full).

719 3 x 5 Bush, George W. 9.5 ...................... 45
Signed at a 2000 Presidential campaign event, this is matted 
and framed with an 8x10 photo from the event. Bush signed 
this with a nice inscription. JSA LOAA. 88
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720 Cut Byrnes, James 9 ......................... 20
Handsome cut on business card stock, this has a fine looking 
black ink signature. An interesting person, Byrnes was from 
South Carolina and served in all three branches of govern-
ment. D’72. JSA LOAA.

721 8 x 10   Glenn, John (JSA LOAA) 9.5 pers ................ 9

722 Hughes, Charles Evans Signed 
 Supreme Court Card 9.5 ...................... 50
Important figure in early 20th century U.S. history, Hughes 
was a 1916 Presidential nominee, Governor of New York, 
Secretary of State and a Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. 
Offered is a beauiful Supreme Court card, signed in large 
and immaculate black fountain pen ink. The autograph and 
inscription could not be any cleaner. JSA LOAA.

723 Letter  Lodge, Henry Cabot 9.5 ...................... 20
Half sheet TLS from 1912, content relates to the O’Gorman 
bill. Boldly signed, this includes the original return enve-
lope. Beckett LOA (full).

724 Letter  Mailer, Norman (1979) 
 (Beckett LOA Card) 9.5 ...................... 20

725 Murphy, Frank Signed Supreme Court Card   9 ........ 50
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a fine flowing dark 
fountain pen ink signature. Justice Murphy served on the 
Supreme Court from 1940 to 1949. An important justice, he 
was the Mayor of Detroit and denounced the internment of 
Japanese Americans during World War Two. Murphy sadly 
died in 1949 at only age 59, this is a desirable autograph. 
JSA LOAA.

726 Cut Paddock, Charles W. (Chariots of Fire)   9 .... 300
A fascinating person, Charles W. Paddock was the winner 
of the 1920 and 1924 Olympic gold medals and was the first 
athlete to be deemed the fastest man alive. Played by actor 
Dennis Christopher in Chariots of Fire, the 1981 classic 
film. Paddock died in 1943 in a plane crash near Alaska at 
only age 43. Offered is a superb quality 5x3 cut, it is signed 
Charles W. Paddock Pasadena, California in black black 
fountain pen ink. Rarely offered for sale, the last example 
was inferior to this and sold for $1,000. A 1935 card comes 
with the lot. JSA LOA (full).

727 8 x 10   Parazynski, Scott (Astronaut, great inscription) 
 (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 12

728 Letter  Rickover, Hyman 9.5 .................... 120
Clean TLS from 1957, this is on US Atomic Energy Com-
mission letterhead. Content relates to an invitation for a 
science center preview, Rickover signed this in perfect black 
ink. Rickover is known as the Father of the Nuclear Navy 
and died in 1986. JSA LOAA.

729 Shaw, George Bernard Signed Postcard   9 ................ 90
Legendary writer, offered is a handsome sepia toned post-
card from Brussels. Shaw signed the back in bold black 
fountain pen ink, you have to love the enormous flourish 
at the close. D’1950. JSA LOAA.

730 Stone, Harlan F. Signed Supreme Court Card   9 ...... 50
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a fine flowing black 
fountain pen ink signature. Impressive quality, this is espe-
cially desirable as Stone died in 1946. Stone was a former 
U.S. Attorney General and Chief Justice in the 1940s, he 
was a big advocate of judicial restraint. JSA LOAA.

731 Wright, Orville Signed Check 9 ....................... 180
A real piece of Americana, offered is a clean check dated 
April 14, 1917. Wright signed the check in bold and spotless 
dark fountain pen ink. This is a great item to add to any 
vintage autograph collection. JSA LOA (full).

732 Collection of 8 Historical Signatures
  - All w/Individual LOA Cards 9.5 ...................... 45
Neat lot of clean signatures, several are TLS’s, each comes 
with an individual JSA or Beckett LOA card. Content is as 
follows: Red Adair (3), Hank Ketchum, George Meany, 
Pat O’Brien, Ross Perot and Lowell Thomas.

733 Eisenhower Silver Dollar Set   .......................... 60
Attractive lot of 36 Eisenhower silver dollars and related 
coins, they are in the original slipcase as issued. We did not 
review these for grading, they appear high grade to our eyes 
but no promises on slabbing!
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Entertainment Autographs: Signed 8x10s

736 Astaire, Fred 9 ......................... 60
Beautiful b/w portrait of the beloved Astaire, this is a great 
photo. The legendary Astaire signed this in flowing black 
ink in a perfect spot by the right border. D’87. JSA LOAA.

737 Ball, Lucille 9.5 ...................... 45
Handsome b/w image of Lucy and Desi, this is signed and 
inscribed by Lucy in large and perfect blue sharpie ink. 
JSA LOAA.

738 Bolger, Ray 9.5 ...................... 40
Fun image of the beloved scarecrow from The Wizard of Oz. 
Signed with a great inscription, this looks terrific. Beckett 
LOA (full).

756 Montand, Yves 9.5 ...................... 29
Attractive 7x9 publicity still, signed in bold black ink in a 
perfect spot on the image. JSA LOAA.

757 Moore, Colleen 9 ......................... 27
Great looking sepia image, 7 1/2 x 10; signed and inscribed 
in solid black sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.

759 Morgan, Helen 9 ......................... 25
Desirable 8x10, she was a noted blues singer and the first 
Julie in Show Boat. Fine 8x10 portrait image, signed and  in 
flowing blue ink. D’41. JSA LOAA.

764 Price, Leontyn 9.5 ...................... 20
Opera singer, fine b/w portrait is signed and inscribed in 
attractive green ink. JSA LOAA.

768 Robinson, Edward G. 9 ......................... 45
Fine looking original photo is on better stock. This durable 
actor signed this in vintage blue ballpoint ink in a perfect 
spot. JSA LOA (card).

770 Sweet, Sarah Blanche 9 ......................... 25
Important Silent Film star, this is a terrific sepia toned im-
age on better stock. Signed and inscribed in spotless 
black sharpie ink, very nice. D’86. JSA LOAA.

734 Aherne, Brian (JSA LOAA) 7 ........................... 8
735 Angels in America  (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 10
739 Canova, Judy (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 12
740 Cates, Phoebe (w/Willie Aames) (JSA LOAA)  9 ....... 15
741 Cronyn, Hume (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 17
742 Deneuve, Catharine Signed 1969 Life Magazine Cover
  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15
743 Dickinson, Angie (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 15
744 Gish, Lillian (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 14
745 Greenwood, Joan (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 12
746 Hasso, Signe (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 12
747 Howard, John (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 12
748 Jones, Allan (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 10
749 Joy, Leatrice (JSA LOAA) 7 ......................... 10
750 Lederer, Francis (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15
751 Lindfors, Vivica (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 12
752 Loudon, Dorothy (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15
753 Mayo, Virginia (JSA LOAA) 10 ....................... 30
754 Meeker/Rule (1952) (Beckett LOA Card)  9 .............. 15

755 Miles, Sylvia (JSA LOAA) 9 ........................... 8
758 Moore, Dudley (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 15
760 Morgan, Michelle (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ........................ 8
761 Nelson, Willie (Beckett LOA Card)   9 ......................... 9
762 Paige, Janis (JSA LOAA) 8 ......................... 15
763 Parker, Ceciia (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 18
765 Raymond, Gene (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 10
766 Robards, Jason (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 12
767 Roberts, Tanya (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 12
769 Rooney, Mickey (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 10
771 Tiegs, Cheryl (JSA LOA Card) 9 ........................... 9
772 Turner, Lana (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 30
773 Walston, Ray (vintage) (Beckett LOA Card)  9.5 ....... 15
774 Wilson, Julie (JSA LOAA) 9 ........................... 9
775 Windsor, Marie (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ........................ 8
776 Wood, Peggy (7x9) (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 10
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Album Pages

777 Bolger, Ray 9 ......................... 30
Signed in 1949, this is a huge signature and inscription. 
The Scarecrow from The Wizard of Oz, D’1987. JSA LOAA.

778 Burke, Billie 9 ......................... 15
Signed in 1943, she is best known for playing the good 
witch Glinda in The Wizard of Oz. D’ JSA LOAA.

779 Geddes, Barbara Bel (1951) (JSA LOAA)  9.5 ........... 15
780 Harrison, Rex (1949) (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 15
781 Hayes, Gabby (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15
782 Iacocca, Lee (1978) (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 10
783 Ladd, Alan (D’1964) (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15

784 Lee, Gypsy Rose 9 ......................... 25
Burlesque Queen and Movie Star, this is a terrific fountain 
pen signature from 1942. D’1970. JSA LOAA.

785 O’Neil, Barbara 9 ......................... 38
This is a fine large fountain pen signature and inscription 
from 1944. Gone With The Wind actor, she died in 1980 
and is a desirable autograph. JSA LOAA.

786 Parsons, Louella (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 18
787 Ritter, Thelma (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 21
788 Sullivan, Ed (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 15
789 Tierney, Gene (fountain pen) (JSA LOAA)  9.5 ......... 10

790 Four 1940s/1950s Autograph Albums (180 sigs)  9 . 105
Quality lot of four original autograph albums, these were all 
signed in the 1940s and 1950s, with careful notations. These 
were signed at Broadway shows, television shows, cultural 
events etc by a serious autograph hound in New York City. 
Most are inscribed to Florence, the autographs are terrific 
overall. There could well be some buried treasure here as 
we could not identify many of the autographs. These better 
signatures are in the lot: Jim Backus, J. Edward Bromberg, 
Mady Christians, Perry Como, Berry Compson, Tom Ewell, 
Paul Ford, Arlene Francis, Will Geer, Dorothy Gish, Celeste 
Holm, Victor Jory, Roddy McDowell (1945), Robert Preston, 
Walter Slezak, Ezra Stone and Walter Wanger.

791 Four 1940s/1950s Autograph Albums (207 sigs)
   9 ......................... 90
Quality lot of four original autograph albums, these were all 
signed in the 1940s and 1950s, with careful notations. These 
were signed at Broadway shows, television shows, cultural 
events etc by a serious autograph hound in New York City. 
Most are inscribed to Florence, the autographs are terrific 
overall. There could well be some buried treasure here as 
we could not identify many of the autographs. These better 
signatures are in the lot: John Alexander, Fred Allen, Ralph 
Bellamy, Vivian Blaine, Irene Dunne (2), Stepin Fetchit, 
Gracie Fields, Eddie Foy Jr, Jean Hersholt, Irene Hervey, 
Wendy Hiller, Edward Everett Horton, Kim Hunter, Allan 
Jones, Deborah Kerr, Otto Kruger, Hugh Marlowe, Jane 
Pickens, Howard St. John, David Wayne and Jesse White.

792 Six 1940s Autograph Albums 
 with good content (258 sigs) 9 ....................... 150
Quality lot of six original autograph albums, these were 
all signed in the 1940s, with careful notations. These were 
signed at Broadway shows, television shows, cultural events 
etc by a serious autograph hound in New York City. Most 
are inscribed to Florence, the autographs are terrific overall. 
There could well be some buried treasure here as we could 
not identify many of the autographs. These better signatures 
are in the lot: Brian Aherne, Sara Allgood, Judith Anderson, 
Eddie Arnold, Ralph Bellamy, Charles Bickford, Kitty Carl-
isle, Bud Collyer, Katharine Cornell, Buster Crabbe, Crum-
mit/Sanderson, Linda Darnell (D’65), Maurice  Evans, Edith 
Fellows, Jane Froman, Paulette Goddard, Phil Harris, Hugh 
Herbert (D’52), Willie Howard (D’1949), George Jessel, Otto 
Kruger, Anita Louise, Helen Mack, Raymond Massey, Victor 
Moore, Victor Moore, Conrad Nagel, Erin O’Brien-Moore, 
Olsen/Johnson, Jane Pickens, Zasu Pitts, Alan Reed, Kay 
Thompson, Arthur Treacher, Clifton Webb, Michael Whalen 
and Teresa Wright.
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Entertainment Autographs
Letters

793 Berlin, Irving 9 ......................... 45
Legendary composer, this is a spotless TLS from 1962. 
Written on his letterhead, this is signed Irving in perfect 
blue ballpoint ink. JSA LOA (full).

794 Caniff, Milton (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15
795 Carroll, Madeleine Late 1940s ALS (JSA LOAA) 9.5 18
796 Fontaine, Joan ALS (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 23
797 Henreid, Paul 1949 TLS (JSA LOAA)   9.5 ................ 15
798 Herbert, Hugh ALS (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15

799 Houdini, Harry Superb 1920 ALS 9.5 .................... 750
Offered is a gorgeous ALS from the one and only Harry 
Houdini, this is dated February 29th, 1920 and comes with 
the original transmittal envelope. This 5x8 letter was written 
in Glasgow, Scotland. Content is basically personal, includ-
ing discussing some travel plans and discussion of a picture. 
This is signed in bold black fountain pen ink at the close. 
The beyond legendary Houdini’s fame persists to this day; 
he died in 1926.  JSA LOA (full).

800 Laurel, Stan 9.5 ...................... 90
Immaculate 6 x 3.5 ALS from 1956, this is on his personal 
letterhead. This famed comedic actor has great handwriting, 
providing for great eye appeal. Written on both sides, con-
tent relates to his health issues. This is emphatically signed 
Stan at the close. JSA LOA (full).

801 March, Frederic Late 1940s ALS (JSA LOAA)  9 ....... 15

802 Porter, Cole 9.5 .................... 150
Famed composer (1891-1964), Cole is not an easy signature 
to find. Offered is a spotless 5.75 x 9 TLS on Waldorf Astoria 
letterhead. Written on November 6, 1940, this has amusing 
content on life in New York City in 1940. Signed boldly 
Cole at the close as was his custom, this looks terrific. 
JSA LOA (full).

803 Powell, Dick 1947 TLS 9 ......................... 38
Spotless TLS on his personal letterhead, this is from 1947. 
The signature looks terrific. JSA LOAA.

Signed Photos

804 Channing, Carol Signed Life Magazine Cover  9.5 ... 18
Folded Life Magazine cover from 1955, this is signed 
and inscribed in bold red sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.

805 Dahl, Irene Signed 1952 Life Magazine Cover 
 (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15

806 Faye, Alice (9 x 7) 10 ....................... 30
Actress and singer, known for leaving Hollywood at the 
peak of her fame. D’98. JSA LOAA.

807 Ford, Glenn (vintage) 9 ......................... 30
Clean 5x7 photo, this is on better stock. Vintage signed in 
fountain pen ink, this is something you do not see every day. 
JSA LOA (card).

808 Greenwood, Charlotte Signed 
          Vintage Large Format Photo (JSA LOAA)   9 ........... 10

809 Jon Hall/Frances Langford 6x8 (JSA LOAA)  9.5 ...... 15

810 Lemmon, Jack Signed 1965 Post Magazine Cover 
 (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 23

811 Loy, Myrna Superb Signed Oversize Photo  9.5 ........ 90
Gorgeous higher quality 11x14 print, this looks great. 
Signed and inscribed in Mint black sharpie ink, it does not 
get any nicer than this. JSA LOAA.

812 Munsel, Patrice Signed 1952 Life Magazine Cover 
 (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15

813 Sheldon, Herb 9 ......................... 20
Entertainer appeared on Wonderama and hosted The Loo-
ney Tunes Show. Sheldon died in 1964 at age 41. Offered is 
a fine looking 5x7 publicity still, signed and inscribed to 
Susan in fine looking green fountain pen. JSA LOAA.

814 Swanson, Gloria  8.5 ...................... 50
Desirable photo of this key early actress. Offered is a very 
attractive 4x6 photo on better stock. A vintage photo, this 
has a solid period blue ballpoint ink signature in a perfect 
spot. Beckett LOA (full).

815 Tamara 9 ......................... 20
Fine looking 5x7 photo, signed and inscribed neatly in 
black ink. Prominent Broadway star died in a plane crash in 
1943 at age 33. JSA LOAA.

816 Young, Robert (7x9) (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15
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817 Collection of 50 Signed Items, Mainly 1950s era  9 ... 75
Assorted lot of 1950s era and later autographs, entertain-
ment and music, some identify when they were signed. 
These are mainly nicely presented scrapbook pages, 
photos and albunm pages. Content is mixed, the condition 
is clean. The autographs include: Sara Algood (1940s SP), 
Don Ameche, Martin Block, Jeanne Cagney, Perry Como, 
Richard Coogan, Faye Emerson, Alice Faye, Celeste Holm, 
Jay Jostyn 8x10, Mike Kellin (D’83), Monica Lewis SP and 
Berry Winkler. JSA LOAA.

Assorted Entertainment Autographs

818 1930s Hollywood Signed Postcard (7 sigs)  9 ............ 15
We cannot figure this out, but the autographs include 
Dressed to Kill star Patricia Morison and Baulah Bondi of 
It’s A Wonderful Life. The other signatures include Douglas 
Fairbanks’s nice Letitia, Frances Roberson, June Lang and 
Venita Varden. JSA LOAA.

819 Astor, Mary (lot of 45 checks) 9 ....................... 100
Nice lot of clean personal checks, these have bold signatures. 
The checks are from  1976 and 1977, Astor died in 1987, 
these have sold for as high as $50 each as singles. JSA LOAA.

821 Burton, Richard & Hume Cronyn 
 Signed Hamlet Program 8 ......................... 60
Fun piece, this is a large format program for a 1964 Colum-
bia Records recording of Hamlet. Noted thespian Richard 
Burton signed this in blue ballpoint, as well as fellow thespi-
an Hume Cronyn. JSA LOA (full).

822 Carlisle, Belinda (lot of 10 checks) 9 ......................... 50
Lot of 10 checks signed by the Go Gos singer, these are 
from 1987 - 1994. JSA LOAA.

823 Disney, Walt Signed Cut 9* ..................... 300
One of the most famous names of the 20th century, his 
autograph is always desirable. Signed in large and flowing 
blue fountain pen ink, the signature is very solid. There is 
tape around all four sides but the imposing signature still 
presents very well. JSA LOA (full).

824 Douglas, Kirk Signed Postcard  (vintage)  9.5 ........... 30
Terrific vintage postcard from the early 1950s, this was 
signed at the time in flowing fountain pen ink. JSA LOA 
(card).

825 Henson, Jim w/Kermit Signed 3x5    9.5 ................... 60
Fun piece, this is a spotless 3x5. Somewhat special, this is 
signed Kermit The Frog Jim Henson in perfect ink. 
JSA LOAA.

826 Hitchcock, Albert Sketch Signed 
 at Paramount Pictures 7 ....................... 450
Charming display, this 8x10 mat consists of a signature, 
inscription (To Bill)  and sketch from the legendary Albert 
Hitchcock. We like this piece as it was signed at Paramount 
Studios. PSA DNA (full).

827 Ladd, Alan GPC (early 1950s) (JSA LOAA)   8 .......... 15

828 Misc Collection w/Gene Kelly 
 & Max Schmelling (15 pcs) 9 ......................... 50
This clean little lot contains signed 8x10s of Max Schmelling 
and Henry Ford II. The rest are 3x5s, with Dean Martin, 
Gene Kelly, Robert McNamara, Joseph Cotten, Charlton 
Heston, Robert Taylor (vintage A/P), Jerry Lewis and Red 
Skelton. JSA LOAA.

829 Murray, Bill Signed 1986 Garbage Pail Kids Card
   5 ......................... 23
Very amusing piece, this card has a famous quote from Bill 
Murray from a movie. Murray signed the card in 
black sharpie ink that has faded somewhat into the card. 
JSA LOAA.

830 Ruth, Roman Signed 1953 Postcard (JSA LOAA) 8.5 . 8

831 3x5 Collection of 75 different 
 entertainment & historical signatures   9 .................. 90
Likely TTM, this is a spotless run of clean signatures. These 
look to have been obtained from the 1980s forward, they 
were in a huge sports autograph collection. There are uo to 
three of each signature, some are inscribed (these are NOT 
INCLUDED in the count). Content includes Theodore Bikel, 
Ben Bradlee, Ellyn Burstyn, Michael Dukakis, Linda Evans, 
John Fontaine, Lee Grant, Dan Quayle, Paul Samuelson, 
Ted Sorenson, Oliver Stone, Eli Wallach, Caspar Weinberg-
er, Estelle Williams and Jane Wyman. There could be some 
secretarial signatures in the lot. JSA LOAA.
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832 Grab Bag Box of Autographs, 
 Entertainment & Historical (300+ pcs)  8 ............... 100
Box of mainly entertainment autographs, these go back 
to the 19th century and include books, autograph album 
pages, signed cachets and more. These go up through the 
1990s. This should be an ideal dealer lot, but it is being sold 
as-is given the quantity and content. Please note twelve of 
the better autograph album pages have individual JSA LOA 
cards. The lot includes many nice Hollywood autographs, 
with Five Mary Astor checks, Eddie Cantor, Doris Day, 
Angie Dickinson, Helen Hayes, Stacy Keach, Gene Krupa 
(2), Guy Lombardo, Mary Martin, Raymond Massey, Arthur 
Murray, Ozzie Nelson, John Payne, Eleanor Powell, Debbie 
Reynolds, Buddy Rogers, Jane Russell, Neil Simon, Colo-
nel Roscoe Turner, Rudy Vallee, Robert Wagner and Paul 
Whiteman. 

Entertainment Memorabilia

833 1940 Emmett Kelly Personal Archive Lot  .............. 100
Offered is a box of personal items from this noted circus 
performer (1898-1979) and 1956 Brooklyn Dodger mascot. 
Fun material, these range from letters written to him, post-
cards with handwritten notes, shooting call sheets and other 
material from his film The Fat Man, fifteen 1943 Ringlings 
Brothers carbon copy wage documents, twenty two business 
cards, a signed two-page Me Sad document, a 36-page cue 
sheet from 1956 for ringmaster in The Greatest Show on Ice 
and more. If you are into this sort of thing, this is a terrific 
lot.

834 Vintage Unsigned Hollywood 
 Photo Collection   .......................... 25
This is a collection of six original 8x10 photographs (circa 
1939-1952), these came from a Hollywood Studio employee. 
Four of the photos picture her, including one with Debbie 
Reynolds, and another with Bing Crosby from the set of the 
1944 film, Going My Way. Another is a studio publicity still 
from the 1939 film Second Fiddle, and another picturing a 
portrait of an unidentified actor.

835 1962 Longest Day Half Sheet Poster
 plus promo booklet   .......................... 30
Handsome framed original half sheet movie poster, the 
total size is 14 x 32. Also included is the original very 
attractive press program.

820 Beatles Nodders in Original Box   ........................ 300
So charming, these are the Fab Four in the original box as 
issued. Each of these fun nodders stands 7.75 inches high 
and is Near Mint overall. These have only very slight wear 
and display very well. The top of the box itself shows general 
wear and is otherwise complete. The cellophane at the top 
has some tears but presents well.

836 1981 Timberlake Limited Edition Lithograph 
 (February at Riverwood) 435/1000   NM ................... 50
February at Riverwood, 435 of 1000. This beautiful 27x32 
lithograph is professionally framed and triple matted. 
Released in 1981, February at Riverwood is considered a 
Timberlake classic. The scene features the Conestoga wagon 
that also appears in Late Snow at Riverwood. These have a 
list price of $3,500 each.
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837 1888 N114 Duke & Sons Histories of Generals
 Lot of 25 different w/Lee   ........................ 540
Very attractive oversize issue, there are not easy to find, 
especially in such a large quantity. The condition is rough, 
technically Poor overall, half of the cards have back damage, 
the fronts have typical condition issues but still display well. 
We have seen these sell for $100 each as singles even in lower 
grade, this lot should find a very happy home. Please note 
we will have front and back images of the entire lot on our 
home page.

838 Vintage Cigarette Paper and Paper Dispenser (25 pcs)
     ........................ 150
Offered is a fine lot of vintage cigarette rolling papers ac-
companied by a vintage metal paper dispenser. branded for 
Zig-Zag, these cigarette papers were designed to hang from 
the wall (3.125 x 2 x 6). Many vintage brands of cigarette 
paper are represented in this collection of 25 packages, 
including: 1760 long cut, Tuxedo Tobacco, Union Leader, 
Dukes Mixture, Stud, Just Suits, Durham and P. Lorillard to 
name a few. A nice ensemble, condition ranges mainly from  
Good to Ex.

839 Stereoscope Cards
 Collection of 183 different Ex+ .................... 60
Charming lot of these great photographic cards, designed 
to be used with the viewer. These are in two boxes, one has 
108 American scenes and 75   

840 British Non-Sport Collection 
 (530 + cards) w/many sets Ex ..................... 240
Collection of British non-sports sets and near-sets, con-
dition varies but averages about Ex overall, content is as 
follows: 1916 Wills Cigarettes Military Motors (50), 1922 
Lambert/Players Motor Cars (10), 1924 Players Cigarettes 
Natural History (50) + extras, 1924 Wills Merchant Ships Of 
The World 2 Sets (50 cards each), 1927 Wills British Butter-
flies (48/50), 1931 Players Cigarettes Military Head Dress 
(50), 1931 Wills Cigarettes Strange Craft (23/50), 1936 Play-
ers Cigarettes International Airliners (28/50), 1936 Gallager 
Famous Jockeys (48), 1938 Wills Cigarettes Speed (20), 1939 
Players Cigarettes Aircraft Of Royal Air Force (50) + extras 
and 1939 Players Cigarettes Modern Naval Craft (50).

841 Assorted Lot of 219 cards VG+ ................. 300
Pleasing low to mid-grade lot of 1930s era non-sports cards, 
the condition is not bad at all. There are many issues here, 
with hardly any duplication. The lot breaks down as follows: 
Misc 1930s Issue (21 pcs), 1937 Ripley’s Believe It Or Not 
(8), 1940 First Column Defenders (6), 1934 Goudey Soldier 
Boys (16), 1936 Gum Inc Mickey Mouse (6), R109 Pirate’s 
Picture (6), 1932 R139 Rosen Soldiers (30), 1938 Horrors of 
War (15 w/5 high #s), 1939 Gum Inc War News (48), 1934 
of Isis (48), 1941-2 Gum Inc. War Gum (35) and 1940s Strip 
Issues (28 pcs).

842 1933 Goudey Indians
 147 different cards VG ................... 750
One of the great non-sport gum sets, these are extreme-
ly popular among collectors. The offered lot is an honest 
mid-grade lot, these are notable for vibrant color, good eye 
appeal and overall consistency. The cards are generally well 
centered, with typical corner wear creasing, the cards range 
from Good to Ex, the backs are clean. This is an ideal lot to 
use as a foundation for a full set.

Non-Sports Cards
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843 1938 G-Men   72 different VG-Ex ................ 150
Clean mid-grade lot varies mildly in grade with some weaker 
cards. A full inventory will be on our website. The backs are 
clean, the cards generally have bright color.

844 1938 Gum Inc Wild West
  Very Near Set (47/49) GVG .................... 75
Missing two cards (1, 25), these are reasonably consistent. 
The backs are fine, corner wear tends to be the main issue, 
the cards mainly range from Good to Very Good.

845 1943 Coca Cola America’s Fighting Planes
Complete Set (20) in Original Envelope NM ...................... 20

846 Western Exhibit Lot w/2 John Waynes (118 pcs)  Ex+ . 120
Clean lot, these are directly from the family of the original 
owner. These are from the late 1940s and early 1950s and vary 
from VG-Ex to Near Mint but are very nice overall. This is 
a loaded lot, with no less than four John Waynes, two Garry 
Coopers, Gregory Peck, Gabby Hayes, Don Eagle, Lone Ranger, 
seven Gene Autrys and ten Roy Rogers.

847 1953 Bowman 3D Autos
 Complete Set w/glasses Ex-Mt/NM ......... 135
Sharp set includes a wrapper and the glasses. Centering varies 
only mildly, this fun set is filled with sharp and clean cards. 
Nothing has been picked for grading, these look terrific.

848 1953 Tarzan & The She Devil R714-21
 Complete Set (60) Ex+ ...................... 50
Solid Ex Plus set, the borders have good color and the cards 
have a fresh overall feel. Condition varies mildly, nice set.

849 1956 Davy Crockett
 30 different scarce orange/white back cards   VG+ ...... 100
Not easy to find at all, this is a substantial lot of these desirable 
cards. Condition varies mainly from VG to Ex and averages a 
pleasing VG to VG-Ex to our eyes. These are the card numbers 
in the lot: 6, 8, 14, 18, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 
40, 41, 45, 49, 51, 54, 58, 59, 62, 63, 65, 66, 72, 73 and 75.

850 1956 Davy Crockett (orange back) 
 60 assorted cards, light duplication VG-Ex .................. 40
Pleasing mid-grade lot, the duplication is very mild.

851 1956 Topps Davy Crockett Orange Back (80)
 Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex .......... 100
Mixed set ranges from VG to Ex-Mt Plus with typical center-
ing issues. About half the cards are Ex to Ex-Mt with some 
fine looking very well centered cards, the balance varies. This 
should not be a difficult project to upgrade if desired.

852 1958 Zorro  Complete Set Ex++ .................... 90
Solid set, everything is in an individual holder for protection. 
The cards are about 70% Ex-Mt, the balance are almost all Ex or 
Ex Plus. Centering varies but is not bad at all, this is a very nice 
set for the grade.

853 1966 Donruss Green Hornets
 Complete Graded Set + Autograph/Wrapper .............. 200
Fun set, these are all PSA slabbed. The set is #14 on the PSA 
set registry (average grade 6.705), we will have full details on 
our website. In addition to the set, this lot includes a wrapper 
and five certified Van Williams autographs (four Beckett, one 
Topps). This is an exceptionally comprehensive lot.

Non-Sports Cards
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854 1967 Monkees Flip Books
 Complete Set (16) plus nine extras Ex-Mt/NM ..........50

855 Late 1960s/1970s Flying Things 10 Cent Pieces (6) ....25
Fun lot, these look to have been issued from 1966-1970, 
the flat planes are inside the wrappers.

856 1971 Brady Bunch Wrapper Ex+ .....................20
Fun wrapper from this classic set, the edges are crisp and 
clean.

Basketball Cards

857 1950 Royal Desserts
 6 George Mikan PSA Authentic .450
Extremely desirable key early basketball card, these hardly 
ever come to market. Cut from the back of a small box, this 
example is cut close past the borders. There is a slight stain 
by the right border, there are no visible creases or wrinkles. 
The back is fine, the image of a young smiling Mikan looks 
great. Who wants to add a great George Mikan card to their 
vintage basketball card collection?

859 1969 Topps 82 Don Nelson RC PSA 8 ................. 15

860 1969 Topps Complete Set Ex ..................... 250
Classic basketball set, these have started to get their just due 
in recent years. This is a nice mid-grade set, the condition 
is Ex overall with mild variance in both directions. Loaded 
with value, unlike most mid-grade sets, this one has a nice 
Alcindor and an unmarked checklist. We grade the key 
cards as follows: 1 Chamberlain VG-Ex/Ex, 2 Goodrich RC 
Ex, 20 Havlicek RC VG, 25 Alcindor RC Ex, 35 Baylor  Ex, 
40 Cunningham RC Ex++, 43 Bradley RC VG+, 50 Rob-
ertson VG-Ex, 56 Unseld RC Ex++, 60 Reed RC Ex-Mt, 75 
Hayes RC VG-Ex/Ex, 90 West Ex, 98 Frazier RC VG-Ex/Ex 
and 99 Checklist VG unmarked, ctd.

861 1969 Topps Complete Set Ex ..................... 250
Classic Topps basketball set, these have been appreciating 
in recent years for good reason. The offered set is an honest 
mid-grade set, nothing has been pulled for grading, the con-
dition is very consistent, with some variance for centering. 
Loaded with HOFers and Rookie Cards, the cards are a solid 
Ex to Ex Plus overall, with some nicer cards, we grade the 
key cards as follows: 1 Chamberlain Ex, 2 Goodrich RC Ex, 
15 Hawkins RC Ex, 20 Havlicek RC Ex, 25 Alcindor RC Ex, 
43 Bradley RC Ex++, 50 Robertson Ex, 56 Unseld RC Ex++, 
60 Reed RC Ex, 75 Hayes RC Ex, 90 West Ex, 98 Frazier RC 
Ex and 99 Checklist Ex ummarked. If you are looking for a 
clean problem-free mid-grade example of this set, then this 
lot should fit the bill perfectly.

862 1972 Topps 195 Erving RC PSA 6 ............... 150
Bright and quite clean, this is awfully nice for the grade. 
Well centered with four sharp corners, this fine looking card 
truly appears to be undergraded.

863 1972 Topps 217 Hunter PSA 9 ................. 20
864 1975 Topps 300 Erving PSA 8 ................. 20
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865 1986 Fleer 57   Michael Jordan RC  PSA 7 ........... 500
Freshly graded, this might be the hottest card in the world 
this year. Sharp and clean, this has a vivid and well focused 
image of MJ with hair dunking high in the air. The color 
borders are very strong, the corners come to solid points. 
Centered about 60/40 to the lower right corner, this is a very 
fine 7. It will be interesting to see where these trade at in a 
few years.

866 1986 Fleer 57 Michael Jordan RC     PSA 8 ......... 1200
One of the most popular cards ever produced, MJ’s fame 
shows no signs of slowing down. The ultimate contemporary 
basketball card, this one is freshly graded and really nice. 
This card stands out for it’s superb color and remarkably 
clear image. The red borders show no chips, the corners are 
all super sharp, the back is pristine. Very slight centering to 
the left border kept this from grading an 8.5 or a 9. It will be 
very interesting to see where these trade at in a few years.
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867 1986 Fleer Complete Set w/o Jordan   NM .......... 300
The basic set of 131 cards, this is missing only the Jordan 
Rookie. Many of the cards, especially the commons, are 
well centered and NM to Nm-Mt overall. Several of the key 
cards are sharp but off-center, these can easily be upgraded 
if desired. This is a fine lot overall, we grade the key cards as 
follows: 1 Jabbar NM oc, 7 Barkley RC NM, 9 Bird NM, 26 
Drexler RC Ex-Mt+, 27 Dumars RC NM, 31 Erving NM, 32 
Ewing RC NM, 53 Magic Johnson NM oc, 68 K Malone RC 
Ex-Mt+, 77 Mullin RC Ex-Mt+, 82 Olajuwon RC NM, 109 
Thomas RC Ex-Mt+ and 131 Worthy RC Ex-Mt.

868 1986 Fleer Unopened Pack PSA 8 ............... 600
Sharp looking pack from this vital set, Doc Rivers is on the 
top and Adrian Dantley is on the back. This is a tight pack 
with perfect color and a very fresh look and feel.

869 1986 Fleer Unopened Pack PSA 8 ............... 600
Sharp looking pack from this vital set, the Patrick Ewing 
sticker card is on the back, we cannot tell who is on the 
front. This is a tight pack with perfect color and a very 
fresh look and feel.

870 1986 Fleer Unopened Pack 
  w/Jordan Sticker on Back PSA 8 ............. 1200
One of the most desirable of all 1986-7 Fleer backs, this one 
is very special. With the key Michael Jordan sticker showing 
on the back, this is a special back. Slabbed Nm-Mt 8 by PSA, 
this is a bright, fresh and tight pack. Does anyone feel lucky 
enough to try for a Jordan 9 or 10?!

871 1986 Fleer Sticker 8 Michael Jordan   PSA 5 .... 100
Well centered with four sharp corners, I do not follow PSA’s 
grading standards for this issue. The edges are sharp, the 
borders are white, this has the eye appeal of at least a 7.

872 1986 Fleer Stickers 
 Complete Set w/Jordan PSA 8    ...................... 300
Very desirable item of late, these have been appreciating 
rapidly this year. Offered is a fresh set that was obtained 
decades ago. We sent the Jordan and the Magic to PSA 
and they came back 8s. The other cards are strong as well, 
everything will be pictured front and back on our website. 
Please note just the Jordan in a PSA 8 has traded for $1,300 
this year.



873 1996 Fleer Metal 181   Kobe Bryant RC   SGC 9.5 .... 75
Mint Kobe Rookie, this has four perfect corners and no 
chipping in the color borders.

874 1996 Topps 138 Kobe Bryant RC   PSA 9 ......... 50
Mint Kobe Rookie, this is freshly graded. The centering and 
corners are both top notch.

875 1997 Bowmans Best Refractors
 10 Kobe Bryant                   PSA Authentic ......... 75
Desirable early Kobe refractor card, we are not sure why it 
did not receive a numerical grade. The edges look good and 
only exhibit slight wear, the card has an attractive unusual 
design and image

876 2003 Topps Wax Box w/LeBron James RC
      Nm-Mt ............. 800
Very desirable and hot box, this is a 2003-04 full wax box. 
The original cellophane is on most of the box, some is sepa-
rated on the bottom panel. We guarantee the authenticity of 
the box. The box has Shaq on the cover, but this box is really 
all about LeBron! Please note LeBron 10s from this set can 
trade for $5,700, how is feeling lucky today?!

877 2019 Panini Select Zion Williamson 
 Tmail Ruby Wave Select RC Nm-Mt ............. 200
Very attractive and tougher card of Zion, we understand this 
to be a desirable variation. Fresh card, we did not send this 
to be graded.

878 2019 Panini Chronicles Basketball Blaster
  Sealed Case (20 boxes)    ...................... 400
Sealed case of these hot cards, there are 20 boxes in the case. 
Each box has 8 packs with 5 cards in it, for a total of 320 
cards. Who wants hunt for some Zion and Morant 10s?

879 2019 Panini Mosaic Blaster Fluorescent Prizm
 Lot of Five Factory Sealed Boxes Nm-Mt ............. 180
Mint run, these have been very hot lately. Zion 10 anyone?
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Basketball Autographs

880 1961 Fleer 43 Jerry West RC 9.5 ................. 700
One of the ultimate NBA players given he is the NBA logo, 
this is always a very desirable card. The offered card has 
brilliant color and a superb image. There are no visible 
creases or wrinkles, even under magnification, the surfaces 
are clean. Centered to the right border, this has a large and 
superb blue sharpie ink signature. PSA slabbed, this is of 
course a vital signed NBA HOF Rookie Card.

881 1972 Topps 5  Pete Maravich 9.5 .................... 750
Key signed card, these have been white-hot in recent years. 
The offered card has terrific color and mild corner wear. 
The back is clean, the surfaces are solid. The beloved Pete 
Maravich signed this in large and flowing blue sharpie ink 
in a perfect spot in the center of the card. The outstanding 
signature contrasts perfectly against the card. Maravich sad-
ly died in 1988 at only age 40, his signed cards are revered by 
collectors. PSA slabbed.

882 2011 Upper Deck World of Sports 
 Michael Jordan Signed Insert Card     9.5 ................ 300
Very unusual Michael Jordan signed card, this has a bold 
blue sharpie ink signature. 

883   1968-69 UCLA Bruins Signed Program 
 (10 sigs) w/Alcindor     8 .................... 180
Desirable piece, this program has a vintage Lew Alcindor 
signature. A Championship team, the other signatures 
include Steve Patterson and Curtis Rowe. The Alcindor 
signature has a very slightly smudge but still displays well. 
The program itself has been scored and has condition issues, 
it is no better than VG but the autographs on the cover are 
nice. JSA LOAA.

884 Auto Basketball  1990-1 Celtics 
  w/Larry Bird & Reggie Lewis 8.5 .................... 100
Stunning quality signed basketball, you will have a hard 
time finding better quality signatures on a ball. Obtained 
in the locker room, this fine ball has a full 14 superb black 
sharpie ink signatures. The content is terrific, with note to 
Bird, McHale, Parish, Reggie Lewis, Dee Brown, Joe Kleine 
and Ed Pinckney. JSA LOAA.
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Basketball Memorabilia

The next 30 or so lots are a single owner collection of game 
used basketball jerseys and jackets. These were obtained de-
cades ago by a very advanced collector. Please examine these 
before bidding on our website and we are available to answer 
any questions or provide additional photos within reason.

These have a terrific look and feel to them and are 
completely fresh to market. We are going to start these at 
extremely low minimum bids to make things interesting!

885 1984   M.L. Carr Boston Celtics 
 Home Green Game Jersey   .......................... 50
Offered is a handsome home green Boston Celtics game 
jersey. We believe this was used by quality Celtic fav M.L. 
Carr circa 1984. The jersey shows signs of moderate wear on 
the letters and numbers. There is a Sand Knit tag stitched on 
size 44.

886 1984 Quinn Buckner Boston Celtics 
 Home Green Game Jersey   .......................... 50
Offered is a handsome home green Boston Celtics game jer-
sey. We believe this was used circa 1984 by Quinn Buckner, a 
member of the famed 1976 Indiana Hoosiers Championship 
team. The jersey shows signs of moderate wear on the letters 
and numbers. 2 Sand Knit tags are affixed indicating exclu-
sive production and Size 44. 

887 1985  Bill Walton Home Green Boston Celtics 
 Game Jersey   ........................ 150
Offered is a handsome home green Boston Celtics game 
jersey. We believe this was used by Bill Walton during his 2 
year career with the Celtics. The jersey shows signs of light 
wear on the letters and numbers. 2 Sand Knit tags are 
affixed indicating exclusive production and Size 46.

888 1986 Ed Pinckney Away Purple 
 Phoenix Suns Game Jersey   .......................... 50
Offered is a Phoenix Suns away purple game jersey. We 
believe this was used by Ed Pinckney during the 1986-87 
season. The uniform shows signs of moderate wear on the 
name and numbers. 2 Sand Knit tags are affixed indicating 
exclusive production and Size 46. There are also 2 sticked on 
patched reading 2-86-87 and 2LB

889 1986 Jay Humphries Away Purple 
 Phoenix Suns Game Uniform   .......................... 50
Offered is a Phoenix Suns away purple  game uniform. We 
believe this was used by Jay Humphries during the 1986-87 
season. The uniform shows signs of moderate wear on the 
name and numbers. There are Sand Knit tags on both jersey 
(size 44) and shorts (size 34).There is also a stictched on 
patch reading 2-86-87 on both jersey and shorts.

890 1986 Kenny Gattison 
 Home White Phoenix Suns Game  Jersey .................. 50
Offered is a Phoenix Suns game white game jersey. We 
believe this was used by Kenny Gattison during the 1986-87 
season. The uniform shows signs of moderate wear on the 
name and numbers. 2 Sand Knit tags are affixed indicating 
exclusive production and Size 46. There are also 2 sticked 
on patched reading 2-86-87 and 2LB

891 1986 Kent Benson Home Blue
   Detroit Pistons Game Uniform ....................... 50
We believe this was used by Kent Benson during 7 year 
career with the Pistons (1980-1986). The uniform shows 
signs of moderate wear on the name and numbers. There are 
Wilson tags on both jersey (size 46) and shorts (size 38).

892 1986 Larry Nance Phoenix Suns 
 Purple Game Jump Suit Top   .......................... 50
We believe this was used by Larry Nance during the 
1986-87 season. The jumpsuit top shows signs of moderate 
wear on  letters and patches. 2 Sand Knit tags are affixed 
indicating exclusive production and Size 44. There are also 
two number patches stiched on, 87 and 3LB

893 1987 Danny Ainge Home White
  Boston Celtics Game Warm Up Jump Suit Top ........ 50
Offered is a Boston Centics home white warm up jumpsuit 
top. We believe this was used by Danny Ainge during the 
1987 season. The jumpsuit top shows signs of moderate 
wear on letters  and buttons. 2 Sand Knit tags are affixed 
indicating exclusive production and Size 44.

894 1988 Danny Ainge Boston Celtics Game Jersey ....... 50
Offered is a handsome home white Boston Celtics game 
jersey. We believe this was used by Danny Ainge during his 
8 year career with the Celtics. There is a patch with the num-
ber 88 on it and a MacGregor Sand Knit tag size 44.
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895 1988 Rickey Green Charlotte Hornets
  Teal Game Jump Suit Top   .......................... 50
Offered is a Charotte Hornets teal warm up jumpsuit top. 
We believe this was used by Rickey Green during the 1988-
89 season. The jumpsuit top shows signs of moderate wear 
on number, letters, and patches. 2 Sand Knit tags are affixed 
indicating exclusive production and Size 38. There are also 
two number patches stiched on, 88 and 14

896 1989 Bill Laimbeer Detroit Pistons 
 Home Blue Game Jersey   .......................... 50
Offered is a Detroit Pistons Blue game jersey. We believe 
this was used by Bill Laimbeer during his 13-year career 
with the Pistons. The jersey shows signs of light wear on the 
name and numbers. 2 Sand Knit tags are affixed indicating 
exclusive production and Size 48.

897 1989 Dennis Johnson Home Green 
  Boston Celtics Game Jersey   .......................... 50
We believe this was used by Dennis Johnson during his 
7 year career with the Celtics. The jersey shows signs of 
moderate wear on the letters and numbers and slight toning 
on the white trim. 2 Sand Knit tags are affixed indicating 
exclusive production and Size 44.

898 1989 Ed Pinckney Home Green 
 Boston Celtics Game Jersey   .......................... 50
Offered is a handsome home green Boston Celtics game 
jersey. We believe this was used by Ed Pinckney during the 
6 years he played with the Celtics. The jersey shows signs 
of light wear on the letters and numbers. There are patches 
with the number 89 and 3LB on them, a black shoulder band 
which reads Follow Through and a Sand Knit tag size 46.

899 1989 Isiah Thomas Detroit Pistons 
 Warm Up Jump Suit Top   ........................ 100
Offered is a Detroit Pistons home white warm up jumpsuit 
top. We believe this was used by Isiah Thomas during his 
12 year career with the Pistons. The jumpsuit top shows 
signs of moderate wear on numbers, patches and buttons, 
the tag attached is a Wilson size 40.

900 1990 Kevin McHale Home Green 
 Boston Celtics Game Jersey   .......................... 50
Offered is a handsome home green Boston Celtics game 
jersey. We believe this was used by Kevin McHale during his 
13 year career with the Celtics. There are patches with the 
number 90 and 3LB on them and a Champion tag size 46.

901 1990 Sam Perkins Home Purple 
 L.A. Lakers Game Jersey   .......................... 50
Offered is a home Purple L.A. Lakers game jersey. We be-
lieve this was used by Sam Perkins during the 1990 season. 
The jersey shows signs of light wear on the letters and num-
bers. There are 2 tags on the jersey, champion size 46, and 
exclusive production with the Lakers ID +4.

902 1990 Vlade Divac L.A. Lakers 
  Home Yellow Jersey   ........................ 100
Offered is a handsome home yellow L.A. Lakers game jersey. 
We believe this was used by Vlade Divac during the 1990 
season. The jersey shows signs of moderate wear on the let-
ters and numbers. There are 2 tags on the jersey, champion 
size 46, and exclusive production with the Lakers ID +4. 

903 1991 Larry Bird Home Green 
  Boston Celtics Game Model Jersey .................. 50
Offered is a handsome home green Boston Celtics game 
model jersey. We believe this was issued in the 1991 season 
but not used by Bird. There are 2 tags on the jersey, champi-
on size 46 and the Celtics ID +3. 

904 1991 Robert Parish Home White 
  Boston Celtics Game Jersey   .......................... 50
Offered is a home white Boston Celtics game jersey. 
We believe this was used by Robert Parish during the 
1991 season. The jersey shows signs of light wear on the 
letters and numbers. There are 2 tags on the jersey, 
champion size 48 and Celtics ID +3.

 .
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905 1992 David Wingate Charlotte Hornets
  Away Teal Jersey    .......................... 50
We believe this was used by David Wingate during the 1992-
93 season. The jersey shows signs of moderate wear on the 
letters and numbers. There are 2 tags on the jersey, champi-
on size 44, and exclusive production with the Hornets ID +2.

906 1992 Luc Longley Minnesota Timberwolves 
 Home Blue Game Uniform   .......................... 50
We believe this was used by Luc Longley in the 1992-93 
season. The uniform shows signs of moderate wear on the 
letters and numbers. There are two tags on both the jersey 
and shorts (jersey champion size 48, and exclusive produc-
tion with the Wolves ID +3 and shorts Champion size 38 
and exclusive production with the Wolves ID inseam +2, rise 
+2).

907 1992 Reggie Lewis Home Green 
 Boston Celtics Game Jersey   ........................ 100
Offered is a handsome home green Boston Celtics game 
jersey. We believe this was used by Reggie Lewis during the 
1992-93 season. The jersey shows signs of light wear on the 
letters and numbers. There are 2 tags on the jersey, champi-
on size 46, Celtics ID +3 and a black shoulder band stitched 
on.

908 1992 Robert Parish Home Green 
 Boston Celtics Game Jersey   .......................... 50
Offered is a handsome home green Boston Celtics game 
jersey. We believe this was used by Robert Parish during the 
1992-93 season. The jersey shows signs of light wear on the 
letters and numbers. There are 2 tags on the jersey, champi-
on size 48, Celtics ID +3 and a black shoulder band stitched 
on.

909 1992 Xavier McDaniel 
 1992-93 Boston Celtics Signed Game Jersey ............. 50
Offered is a home white Boston Celtics game jersey. We 
believe this was used by Xavier McDaniel in the 1992-93 
Season. Jersey is signed in black sharpie ink on his number 
with the inscription X-Man.  There are 2 tags on the jersey, 
champion size 46 with the Celtics ID +3. 

910 1992 David Wingate Charlotte Hornets 
 Teal Game Jump Suit Top   .......................... 50
Offered is a Charotte Hornets teal warm up jumpsuit top. 
We believe this was used by David Wingatee during the 
1992-93 season. The jumpsuit top shows signs of moderate 
wear on number, letters, and patches. There are 2 tags on the 
top, champion size 44, and exclusive production with the 
Hornets Body Length +2 and Sleeve Length +2.

911 1984 Boston Celtic Home Green 
  Game Jersey Lot of 4   .......................... 50
Offered is a 1984-1985 Boston Celtics home green game 
jersey lot of 4. Included are Greg Kite, David Thirdkill, 
Scott Wedman, and Rick Carlisle. All players are members 
of Celtic championship teams during a historic time of the 
franchises’ history. All jerseys show signs of moderate wear 
especially on the stitching. Each Jersey has Sand Knit tags 
affixed indicating exclusive production and sizes, Kite size 
46, Thirdkill size 44, Wedman size 44, and Carlisle size 44.

912 Boston Celtic Home White Game Jersey Lot of 4 ..... 50
Offered is a 1984-1985 Boston Celtics home white game jer-
sey lot of 4. Included are Gerald Henderson, Sam Vincent, 
Jerry Sichting and Cedric Maxwell. All players are members 
of Celtic championship teams during a historic time of the 
franchises’ history. All jerseys show signs of moderate wear 
especially on stitching. Each Jersey has Sand Knit tags af-
fixed indicating exclusive production and sizes, Henderson 
size 42, Vincent size 44, Sichting size 44, and Maxwell size 
44.
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913 1923 Exhibit  Collection of 139 
  w/7 Dempseys & 5 Leonards    VG w/many nicer .......... 360
Offered is an extremely substantial lot of these seldom 
offered 1920s boxing exhibit cards. These are an incredible 
value in today’s market relative to what the 1920s baseball 
exhibit cards sell at. The offered lot ranges mainly from 
Good to VG-Ex, these are honest lower grade cards, nothing 
is ugly or abused. This lot has some major firepower, with 
note to Carpentier, Dempsey (7), Gibbons (5), Langford (2), 
Benny Leonard (5), Tunney, Villa, Mickey Walker (4) and 
Jess Willard (2). I love the backs with all their biographies 
and fight records.

914 1925 World’s Champion Exhibits 
     28 different w/Dempsey & Hoppe VG but varies .. 500
Rare offering, these are all different cards from the very 
tough 1925 World’s Champions Exhibit card set (one card 
might be from a related issue). A forerunner to the beloved 
1933 Sport King set, the Babe Ruth card in this set is ex-
tremely pricey. The offered lot is loaded with big stars from 
the era that cover a wide range of sports. Condition varies 
from Fair-Good to Ex, mainly VG to VG-Ex overall. The big 
stars here are Dempsey, Weissmuller and Hoppe. From an 
old time dealer, his sticker prices on these totals $2,685. Full 
inventory for web: Blouin, Dempsey, Garcia, Gaudin, Gilm-
ore, Gourdin, Haugen, Hoff, Hoppe, Jewtraw, Kish, Lewis, 
Long, Lundin, McQuade, Milton, Paddock, Palmer, Ritola, 
Signor Cronos, Spencer, Stine, Stinson, Stoddard, Thomp-
son, Wainwright, Weissmuller and Wood.

915 1935 Exhibit
 123 different w/key stars VG-Ex .............. 180
Nice lot of boxing exhibits, these look to be from the 1930s 
and 1940s. Condition varies mildly, there are no heavily 
worn or beat up cards. We pictured the key stars, including 
Baer, Braddock and Louis.

916 1938 Churchman’s
 Complete Set (50) Ex-Mt/NM ....... 100
Loaded with big name fighters, this is a popular set. The 
key is Joe Louis, the other stars include Baer, Dempsey, 
Tunney, Braddock, Johnson and Schmelling. The condition 
is a strong Ex-Mt/NM overall, our consignor did not pull 
anything for slabbing.

917 1959 Cassis Clay/Davis March 11 Ticket  PSA 5 .... 120
Nice item, offered is a crisp and very colorful super early 
Muhammed Ali ticket. Slabebd Ex 5 by PSA, this is a very 
high grade for one of these.

918 Tunney, Gene Signed 1932 
  A Man Must Fight 1st Edition 9 ....................... 200
Really nice piece, this is a very desirable 1932 first edition. 
In the original slipcase (with note to tape reinforcements), 
the book itself is bright and clean. Very limited edition 
piece, this is number 319/500. Tunney signed this in huge 
and Mint black fountain pen ink, there cannot be a nicer 
Tunney autograph in the world. JSA LOA (full).

919 Fine Multi-Signed Sport Signed Photo Lot
  w/terrific content (119 pcs) 9 ....................... 200
Very nice lot, these is a truly interesting mix of athletes from 
various sports, including boxing, tennis, hockey, track and 
field, auto racing, horse racing and much more. The signa-
tures are generally on 8x10 photos, full size magazine pages 
and 4x6, postcard size photos. A few are personalized, the 
autographs are bold overall. This is a from a huge long-time 
collector, there might be some buried treasure in the lot. 
One would think the breakdown value here is tremendous 
for someone who wants to put the time inot this lot. These 
are some of the better signatures: Andre Aggassi, Tracy Aus-
tin (2), Carmen Basilio, Bonnie Blair (4, 1 w/Dan Jansen), 
Mike Bossy, Steve Cauthen (2), Bud Collins, Jimmy Con-
nors, Jim Craig, Roberto Duran, Steffi Graf, Marvin Hagler, 
Scott Hamilton, Eric Heiden (4), Olga Korbut, Sugar Ray 
Leonard, John McEnroe, Jim McKay, Edwin Moses, Richard 
Petty, Bill Rodgers, Alberto Salazar (2), Michael Spinks, Al 
Unser Jr and Cale Yarborough. JSA LOAA.
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Football Cards

920 1894 N302 Mayo
  Edgar Wrightington (Harvard) PSA 2 mk ......... 150
Cut to the right border as is typical, this has an outstanding 
image and rich black borders. The back is clean, there is a 
fair amount of corner wear. This is pretty solid card for the 
grade.

921 1957 Topps  21   Dave Hanner SGC 9 ................ 75
Perfectly centered with four true Mint corners, this card 
really earns it’s Mint 9 grade.

922 1959 Bazooka  Retzlaff, Pete PSA 1.5 ............ 150
Fine looking 1959 Bazooka card, this has 95% of the contact 
line and has great color. Moderate creasing keeps this at 
a 1.5, the cut is terrific, the back is clean, the borders are 
white.

923 1959 Topps  10  Jim Brown PSA 6 ................. 30
Only his second card, this one is very sharp and clean. 
Centered mildly to the upper right corner, this is much 
more like a 7 than a 6, strong card.

924 1963 Topps  44  Deacon Jones RC PSA 7 ................. 30
Colorful and well centered, a flick at the lower right corner 
keeps this at a 7.

925 1964 Topps 31  LaMonica PSA 8 ................. 25
926 1965 Philadelphia  50  Meredith PSA 8 ................. 20

927 1965 Philadelphia  195 Taylor RC PSA 8 ................. 48
Well centered with four sharp corners, this has a great 
photo.

928 1965 Topps  70 PSA 7.5 ................ 9

1966 Philadelphia

929 2 Benz PSA 7 ................. 45
Tough 7, this has four solid corners and is centered to the 
bottom border.

932 38 Sayers RC PSA 6 ................. 50
Classic HOF Rookie Card, these seem so undervalued to us. 
Freshly graded, this is a terrific 6. Extremely well centered, 
which is unusual. The corners come to nice points, the 
borders are white, the card displays quite well.

933 38 Gale Sayers PSA 8 ............... 300
Classic Rookie Card of a beloved HOFer, this card has such 
a great photo. Offered is a very well centered 8, the borders 
are white, the color is terrific. The corners are strong, this 
is a fine 8.

935 58 Bob Hayes PSA 8 ............... 120
Extremely popular card of this Dallas Cowboys HOFer, 
this is a strong card. Freshly graded, this has four sharp 
corners, rich color and clean white borders. Reasonably 
well centered, this is a fine looking 8.

937 87 Nitchske PSA 8 ................. 30
Very well centered with four very sharp corners, solid 8.

1966 Philadelphia

930 15 Berry PSA 8 ................... 6
931 32 Ditka PSA 7 ................. 14
934 54 Andrie PSA 8 ................. 15
936 61 Meredith PSA 8 ................. 23
938 89 Taylor PSA 8 ................. 23
939 125 Lockhart PSA 7 ................. 15

1967 Philadelphia

943 165 Jackie Smith RC PSA 8 ................. 38
Great photo, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

944 178 Wilcox RC PSA 8 ................. 42
Nicely centered with four very sharp corners, the color is 
terrific. I love the original subtle rough cut.

945 183 Chris Hanburger RC PSA 8 ................. 70
Seriously sharp card, this has perfect yellow borders and 
four very sharp corners. Very slight centering to the lower 
left corner kept this out of contention for a 9.
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1967 Philadelphia

940 46 Warfield PSA 8 ................. 15
941 52 Hayes PSA 8 ................. 18
942 54 Lee Roy Jordan PSA 8 ................. 20

946 1968 Topps  196   Bob Griese RC PSA 8 ................. 60
HOF quarterback, this has four super sharp corners. 
The color is superb, the card is centered to the right border.

947 1969 Topps  26   Piccolo RC PSA 7 ................. 25
Neat card, this has sharp corners and great color, slight 
centering to the left border may have kept this at a 7.

948 1969 Topps  100  Namath PSA 6.5 .............. 20
Well centered and very clean, extremely slight corner 
wear keeps this at a 6.5.

949 1998 Bowman Chrome
 1 Peyton Manning RC PSA 9 ................. 45
Mint Peyton Rookie, this has razor sharp corners.

950 1998 Topps 360 Peyton Manning RC  PSA 9 ............ 90
Mint card has dead perfect gold borders. This is a very 
high-end 9.

951 1998 Topps Chrome
 165 Peyton Manning RC PSA 9 ................. 90
Pristine Mint 9, the condition appears to be absolutely 
impeccable to our eyes.

952 2000 Bowman Chrome 236 Tom Brady RC
   PSA 9 ............... 500
Mint Rookie of card of the ultimate football player, these 
have been appreciating rapidly in recent years. Mint and 
superb, the corners are Dead Mint, the color is superb, 
the card shows no chipping and looks great.

967 2011 Panini  Peyton Manning Signed Card (1/1) ... 240
A true 1/1, this is a fun card of this legendary football star. 
The card itself has a Beckett Review 8.5 grade for the card 
and a 10 for the autograph. Peyton signed the left side of the 
card in Mint blue sharpie ink.

Football Sets & Lots

953 1952 Bowman Small
 Lot of 9 different wrong backs w/HOFers................ 120
Fresh to the hobby, these are original owner cards that have 
been in a box since the 1950s. The cards range from VG to 
Ex Plus. We will have scans of everything on our website. 
We could not find any public sales for these, some of these 
may be quite scarce. The fronts of the cards include 
Van Brocklin, Walker, Tunnell, Elroy Hirsch and Parilli. 
This could be a sleeper lot.

954 1953 Bowman  Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ........ 500
Classic football set, these are not easy to find. The set 
presents as an Ex overall set but is downgraded due to 
tiny surface creases on many of the cards that do not crack 
the paper. Centering varies as always, the set displays well 
overall. The key cards grade as follows: 1 Eddie LeBaron RC 
VG+, 9 Marion Motley VG+, 11 Norm Van Brocklin Ex, 21 
Bobby Layne Ex, 22 Elroy Hirsch VG+, 24 Chuck Bednarik 
VG+, 26 Otto Graham VG-Ex, 32 Hugh McElhenny Ex-Mt, 
43 Frank Gifford SP Ex, 53 Emlen Tunnell SP VG-Ex, 56 YA 
Tittle Ex+, 95 Lou Groza SP VG and 96 William Cross SP 
VG-Ex/Ex.

955 1954 Bowman  Partial Set (81/128) w/stars  Ex ...... 100
Not a bad lot at all, these vary from VG to Ex Plus, averaging 
about Ex overall. The lot has many minor several and some 
of the tough single-print commons. These stars come in the 
lot: 1 Ray Mathews, 6 Joe Perry, 9 Pete Pihos, 12 Ollie Mat-
son, 20 Tom Fears , 32 Elroy Hirsch, 52 Lou Groza, 55 Frank 
Gifford and 60 Charley Trippi.
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956 1956 Topps  Complete Set VG-Ex .............. 180
Typical mid-grade 1956 Topps set, this is reasonably con-
sistent. The condition ranges almost entirely from VG to 
Ex, there is nothing ugly or overly worn here. The key cards 
grade as follows: 1 Johnny Carson SP VG-Ex, 11 George 
Blanda  VG, 13 Vic Janowicz SP VG-Ex/Ex, 22 Chicago Car-
dinals SP  VG, 44 Joe Schmidt RC VG+, 49 Eddie Lebaron 
VG-Ex/Ex, 53 Frank Gifford Ex, 58 Ollie Matson SP GVG, 
60 Lenny Moore RC Ex, 61 Washington Redskins SP VG-Ex/
Ex, 86 Y.A. Tittle Ex, 116 Bobby Layne VG-Ex/Ex and 120 
Billy Vessels RC VG-Ex.

957 1957 Topps  Complete Set Minus Five   VG-Ex ...... 150
Missing the big three, this set still has some very solid value 
with many HOFers and an underrated high number run. 
The first series cards are a really nice VG-Ex to VG-Ex/Ex 
overall with some higher grade cards sprinkled about. 
The high numbers are nice as well.

958 1958 Topps
 Complete Set w/VG Plus Brown RC      Ex ............... 200
Mixed but nice set, it is about 20% Ex-Mt or better, 30% 
VG to VG-Ex, the balance is in the Ex range. Anchored by a 
well centered Brown Rookie, the key cards grade as follows: 
2 Bobby Layne  VG+ ctd, 10 Lenny Moore NM, 22 Johnny 
Unitas VG-Ex/Ex, 62 Jim Brown RC VG+ well ctd, 66 Bart 
Starr VG, 73 Gifford Ex-Mt+, 86 Y.A. Tittle VG-Ex, 90 Son-
ny Jurgensen RC NM, 120 Raymond Berry Ex++ and 129 
George Blanda VG+.

959 1960 Topps  Complete Set Ex+ .................. 150
Pretty nice set, it has very strong first and last cards. The set 
averages a pleasing Ex Plus overall with mild variance in 
both directions. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Johnny 
Unitas Ex-Mt+ nicely ctd, 23 Jim Brown VG-Ex, 51 Starr 
Ex++, 54 Hornung Ex++, 56 Gregg RC VG+, 74 Gifford Ex, 
80 Huff Ex++, 93 Layne Ex-Mt, 113 Tittle VG-Ex/Ex and 132 
Redskins TC Ex-Mt+.

960 1963 Post Cereal CFL
 Original Uncut Panel of 7 cards   ........................ 100
Something we hardly ever see, this is a very scarce 1963 Post 
Cereal CFL full box panel of seven cards. The panel has great 
color and displays very well. The cards themselves appear to 
be quite clean and fine, there is one area of wear on the back 
that will affect one card. This is a very cool and fun item.

961 1965 Philadelphia
 Uncut Large Panel w/HOFers (66 cards) ................. 135
Very scarce half sheet from the 1965 Philadelphia football 
set, this is low grade but still display well. There are typical 
tears, bends and creasing, but the cards retain excellent col-
or. HOFers present on the sheet include Hornung, Eller and 
Mitchell. This is a great display piece.

962 1965 Topps
 Complete Set Minus Namath Ex-Mt .............. 400
Classic and always very desirable football set, this is a solid 
lot. Assembled with care by an old time collector, these are 
very nice. Condition is about 60-70% Ex-Mt, 10%+ Near 
Mint, the balance almost all a nice Ex or Ex Plus. Centering 
varies somewhat as always, there are no beat up cards in 
here or anything in obvious need of an upgrade. It is very 
unusual to find these lots with both clean unmarked check-
lists and PSA 6 stars. There is lots of value here, we grade 
the keys as follows: 1 Tommy Addison SP Ex, 35 Jack Kemp 
SP PSA 6, 36 Daryle LaMonica PSA 6, 46 Willie Brown RC 
SP PSA 6, 69 Blanda PSA 4, 87 Checklist SP Ex (unmarked, 
centered), 91 Bell Ex-Mt, 94 Buchanan NM oc, 99 Dawson 
Ex++, 121 Maynard Ex-Mt, 133 Fred Biletnikoff RC SP PSA 
6, 137 Ben Davidson RC SP PSA 6, 155 Lance Alworth Ex-
Mt, 161 John Hadl SP NM and 176 Checklist SP Ex-Mt.108
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963 1966 Topps  Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ........ 200
Pretty nice set, the condition varies mildly, it looks to be a 
pleasing VG-Ex/Ex overall. Both checklists are unmarked, 
the key cards are clean. We grade them individually as 
follows: 15 Funny Ring Checklist Beckett 4.5, 26 Jack Kemp 
VG+, 48 George Blanda Ex++, 61 Checklist #1 VG-Ex/Ex, 
67 Len Dawson Ex++, 75 Otis Taylor RC Ex-Mt, 95 Don 
Maynard VG-Ex/Ex, 96 Joe Namath 2nd Year VG+ (ctd, no 
creases), 104 Fred Biletnikoff VG-Ex/Ex, 119 Lance Al-
worth Ex and 132 Checklist #2 VG. Mid-grade 1966 Topps 
football sets do not usually have clean examples of the key 
funny ring checklist and the other two checklists as does the 
offered lot.

964 1969 Topps  Complete Set Ex+ .................. 180
Solid Ex Plus overall set, this varies mildly in both direc-
tions. The cards retain excellent color and display very well 
for the grade. The set could benefit from some simple and 
inexpensive upgrading. The key cards grade as follows: 
1 Kelly Ex-Mt, 25 Unitas Ex++, 26 Piccolo RC Ex-Mt+, 
51 Sayers Ex-Mt, 75 Meredith Ex++, 100 Namath NM, 
120 Csonka RC Ex-Mt w/tiny back crease, 132 Checklist 
bordered Ex++, 139 Butkus VG-Ex/Ex, 150 Tarkenton Ex++, 
161 Griese Ex+, 215 Starr PSA 6.5 and 232 Blanda Ex++.

965 2000 Bowman 
 Complete Set w/Brady RC Beckett 9 ....................... 240
Very desirable set given the Brady Rookie. This is one of 
the more desirable Brady Rookies, these have been very hot 
lately, with a recent sale for $1,175. The set has 243 cards 
with the checklists.

966 2000 Collector’s Edge Supreme
 Complete Set w/Brady RC Beckett 9 ....................... 240
Very colorful and sharp 190-card set, this is anchored by a 
Tom Brady Rookie. The Brady card is a superb Beckett Mint 
9 and looks terrific. The Brady card alone has sold for $700 
of late. 

Football Autographs

968 Full Size Helmet  Brady, Tom 8.5 .................... 300
Classic signed full size helmet from this living legend, these 
are always extremely desirable. Offered is a very attrac-
tive Patriots silver helmet, this is signed Tom Brady 4xSB 
Champ 3xSB MVP in nearly perfect black sharpie ink. 
This is from a very limited edition signing an is number 
10/12. The Tristar hologram number is 7577201, this was 
signed at a private signing in 2015.

970 Full Size Helmet   Gronkowski, Rob   9.5 ................ 120
Very fun piece, this is a Mint home white Gronkowski 
model Patriots helmet with the throwback logo. Gronk 
signed this in Mint blue sharpie ink with his number 87. The 
helmet has a PSA DNA sticker (but no paperwork) and also 
a Sports Images Authentic hologram (04706). JSA LOAA.

969 Jersey     Brady, Tom 9.5 .................... 300
Vital NFL signed jersey of this living legend, offered is a 
sturdy dark blue Tom Brady Patriots model. Signed in large 
and Mint black sharpie ink, this has a Tri Star hologram 
(7148230) and LOA card. This was signed at a private sign-
ing in 2012 and looks great.



Football & Golf
Football Autographs

971 Goal Line  19   Luckman, Sid 9.5 .................... 150
A key to the set, these are almost always secretarial. Really 
nice piece, this is something you definitely want to take a 
very long look at as these hardly ever come to market. 
JSA LOAA.

972  Packers Signed Large Print w/25 sigs  9.5 ............... 180
Fun piece, this is a 21x17 George Wright print of Vince 
Lombardi. Beautifully double-matted and framed, there 
are 25 signatures across all four borders. The signatures 
are in silver and gold paint pen and display very well. The 
autographs include Bart Starr, Willie David, Boyd Dowler, 
Jerry Kramer, Lew Carpenter, Fuzzy Levane, Paul Hornung 
and David Robinson. Total size 28x24, this is a fine Packers 
signed display piece. JSA LOAA.

973 Full Size Helmet  Rodgers, Aaron 9.5 .................... 200
Fine contemporary NFL item, this is a fine looking Green 
Bay Packers full size football helmet. Certain future HOFer 
and Pack legend Aaron Rodgers signed this in Mint black 
sharpie ink with a Super Bowl XLV inscription. JSA LOAA.

974 Jersey   Starr, Bart w/inscription 9.5 .................... 210
Vital NFL jersey, this is a higher quality model. Signed Bart 
Starr HOF 77, the signature and inscription are in jet black 
sharpie ink. This has a sportsmemorabilia.com hologram. 
JSA LOA (full).

975 3 x 5 Thorpe, Jim (1951, framed) 9.5 .................... 300
Beautiful display of the iconic Thorpe, offered is a presumed 
3x5. Matted and framed with a high quality image, the total 
size is 13x19. It is not possible to tell if the signature is a full 
3x5, but it appears that way. Most importantly, it is signed 
Good Luck to you Jim Thorpe 1951 in spotless blue ball-
point ink, it is a very, very fine signature. D’1953. 
JSA LOA (full).

975.2  3 x 5  Collection of 160 autographs 
 w/many HOFers 9 ....................... 240
Smartly presented lot of 3x5s and related flats, these are 
quite clean overall. Presented in alphabetical order, there 
is light duplication, the autographs include both NFL and 
College football players. The better autographs include: Uni-
tas (earlier sig), Starr, Ed Healey (endored check), Wayne 
Millner (envelope), McAfee (ANS), Ken Strong (endorsed 
check), Canadeo, Lujack, Gifford, Morrall, Lilly,  JSA LOAA.

Golf Autographs

976 Neiman, Leroy Signed/Framed 
 Legends of Golf Print 9.5 .................... 150
Great looking piece, this is a huge 40 x 28 framed Leroy 
Neiman print. Great artwork, this depicts six legendary 
golfers in Andy Warhol esque imagery. Famed sports artist 
Leroy Neiman hand signed this at the lower right corner. 
JSA LOAA.

977 Cachet Substantial Collection of 61 
 w/40 HOFers 9.5 .................... 250
Offered is a substantial quantity of golf signed cachets and 
3x5s, notable for approximately 40 HOFers. The autographs 
are on 3x5s and cachets, and are quite bold and clean. 
Content includes: Aaron, Coody, Couples, Duvall, Irwin, 
Love, Miller, O’Meara, Player, Rankin, Stadler, Trevino, 
Wadkins and Zoeller. JSA LOAA.110



Hockey
Hockey Cards

980 1966 Topps 35 Bobby Orr RC    PSA 2.5 ......... 700
The ultimate vintage hockey card to so many collectors, 
these understandably keep appreciating in price every 
year. Offered is a very nice card for the grade. The offered 
card has superb centering and rich color, the image of Orr 
is also well focused. The brown borders only show wear at 
the corners, the surfaces are clean. We could only see one 
fine wrinkle on the back under magnification, and nothing 
on the front. The corners show consistent wear, this is an 
extremely nice card for the grade.

979 1965 Topps 116 Phil Esposito RC PSA 6 ...... 135
Vital hockey card of a legend, this card has outstanding 
color. The corners are solid, the borders are bright white, 
centering to the right border keeps this at a 6.

981 1969 OPC 209 Bobby Orr Norris PSA 8 ........ 30
Fine looking card, this is well centered with four super sharp 
corners.

982 1970 Topps 29 Gordie Howe  PSA 9 ................. 80
Immaculate card, this has perfect centering, four super 
sharp corners and immaculate surfaces. The color looks 
great, this is a fine looking card with a great image of Mr. 
Hockey.

984   1983 OPC  29        Gretzky                  PSA 9...................40
Desirable 9, these have traded as high as $280 this year. 
Beautifully centered and Mint, this is a great photo.

983 1979 Topps 18 Wayne Gretzky RC PSA 8 ...... 900
Superb 8, this has outstanding color and centering. The 
corners are solid, the borders show no white showing. The 
image is quite strong, the back is nice. These have of course 
been super hot this year.
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985 1968 Topps Complete Set Ex-Mt .............. 225
Attractive set is about tho-thirds Ex-Mt, one-third Ex with 
some variance. The key cards grade as follows: 1 Gerry 
Cheevers Ex-Mt ctd, 2 Bobby Orr Ex, 6 Derek Sanderson  
NM, 7 Phil Esposito Ex, 16 Bobby Hull Ex-Mt, 20 Stan Miki-
ta Ex-Mt, 29 Gordie Howe VG-Ex/Ex, 34 Terry Sawchuk Ex, 
61 Jean Beliveau Ex-Mt, 63 Jacques Lemaire Ex++, 89 Bernie 
Parent RC Ex-Mt, 121 Checklist Card Ex and 
123 Tim Horton NM.

986 1969 Topps Complete Set w/Howe PSA 7
                           Ex-Mt/NM 180
Solid set, this is a nice Ex-Mt/NM overall with only slight 
variance. Clean and consistent, the key cards grade as 
follows: 1 Worsley Ex, 4 Savard RC Ex-Mt, 24 Orr Ex-Mt, 30 
Esposito Ex-Mt+, 31 Sanderson Ex-Mt+, 45 Horton NM, 61 
Howe PSA 7, 70 Hull Ex-Mt, 76 Mikita NM, 89 Parent Ex-
Mt and 132 Checklist PSA 5.

987 1970 OPC Complete Set 
 w/Clarke RC KSA 7           VG+ marked checklist .... 240
Substantial set has many Bobby Orr and other star cards, 
these are always popular. The offered is mixed in condition, 
with a wide variance in grade but most of the cards are in 
the VG Plus range. The key cards grade as follows: 3 Orr 
GVG, 15 Hull VG+, 24 Checklist 1 VG mk, 29 Howe VG, 67 
Park RC VG+, 131 Perreault RC GVG/VG, 132 Checklist 2 
VG mk, 153 Tony Esposito VG, 195 Bobby Clarke RC KSA 
7, 218 Darryl Sittler RC GVG, 231 Terry Sawchuk Mem VG-
Ex, 236 Bobby Orr AS1 VG, 238 Gordie Howe AS1 VG-Ex, 
246 Bobby Orr Hart VG+, 248 Bobby Orr Norris VG+, 249 
Bobby Orr Ross VG+ and 252 Bobby Orr Smythe VG-Ex.

988 1970 Topps Complete Set NM  ................ 120
Clean set, the cards are about 35% Near Mint, 50% Ex-Mt, 
the balance mainly Ex to Ex Plus. The key cards grade as 
follows: 1 Gerry Cheevers Ex-Mt+, 3 Bobby Orr PSA 6, 11 
Phil Esposito NM, 15 Bobby Hull Ex-Mt, 20 Stan Mikita Ex, 
29 Gordie Howe  PSA 8 oc, 55 Jean Beliveau Ex-Mt, 59 Tim 
Horton Ex-Mt+, 67 Brad Park RC VG-Ex/Ex, 78 Bernie Par-
ent , 131 Gilbert Perreault RC VG-Ex/Ex and 132 Checklist 
Card Ex unmarked.

989 1971 OPC Complete Set
                                VG+ (marked checklist) ....... 240
Key 1970s hockey set, these are loaded with value. Offered is 
a reasonable mid-grade set, the condition does vary, the set 
could benefit from some simple and inexpensive upgrading 
but has many nice cards. We grade the key cards as follows: 
45 Ken Dryden RC VG, 50 Bobby Hull VG+, 60 Gilbert 
Perreault VG-Ex/Ex, 100 Bobby Orr VG+, 110 Tony Esposi-
to VG+, 111 Checklist VG mk, 114 Bobby Clarke VG+, 133 
Marcel Dionne RC VG+, 148 Guy Lafleur RC RGA 10, 193 
Darryl Sittler VG+, 195 Jacques Plante GVG, 245 Bobby Orr 
Double VG, 251 Bobby Orr AS1 VG-Ex/Ex, 261 Bobby Hull 
AS2 VG, 262 Gordie Howe Retires VG, 263 Jean Beliveau 
Retires VG and 264 Checklist Card VG mk.

990 1971 Topps Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ....... 105
Clean set, the condition is about 50-60% Near Mint, the 
balance is mainly Ex-Mt. The set could benefit from some 
simple upgrading. Centering varies as always, the key cards 
grade as follows: 1 Espo/Bucyk/B Hull LL Ex-Mt, 2 Orr/
Espo/Bucyk LL NM, 3 Espo/Orr/Bucyk LL Ex-Mt+, 10 Plan-
te NM, 45 Dryden RC Ex, 50 Hull Ex-Mt+, 70 Howe PSA 6, 
100 Orr PSA 7, 110 T Esposito FTC Ex-Mt+, 111 Checklist 
VG+ unmarked and 114 Clarke FTC Ex-Mt. 112
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991 1972 Topps Complete Set w/Dryden PSA 9  
        NM ......... 120
Clean set, this is anchored by a PSA 9 example of the key 
Dryden card. The set varies a bit, it is about 80% Near Mint, 
the balance is mainly a strong Ex-Mt. The key cards are as 
follows: 20 Tony Esposito NM, 24 Jacques Plante Ex, 62 Orr/ 
Espo/Ratelle LL DP Ex-Mt+, 63 Espo/Orr/Ratelle LL DP 
Ex-Mt, 79 Guy Lafleur DP NM oc, 90 Bobby Clarke NM, 
94 Checklist 1-176 DP NM oc, 100 Bobby Orr DP NM, 122 
Bobby Orr AS1 Ex-Mt+, 126 Bobby Hull AS1 Nm-Mt, 127 
Ken Drysden AS2 DP Ex and 160 Ken Dryden PSA 9.

992 1973 Topps Complete Set NM to Nm-Mt ... 60
Very sharp and fine set, nothing has been picked for grad-
ing. Condition varies only slightly, there are some off-center 
cards. We grade the key cards as follows: 10 Ken Dryden 
NM, 17 Marcel Dionne Nm-Mt, 50 Bobby Clarke NM, 72 
Guy Lafleur DP NM, 81 Bill Barber RC Nm-Mt, 116 Check-
list Card Ex-Mt+, 149 Dave Schultz RC Ex-Mt, 150 Bobby 
Orr Ex-Mt, and 162 Billy Smith RC NM.

993 1974 Topps Complete Set   NM ........... 70
Sharp overall Near Mint set but centering does vary. The set 
has many stars, we grade these as follows: 100 Bobby Orr 
Ex-Mt+, 130 Bobby Orr AS Ex-Mt+, 155 Ken Dryden Ex-Mt, 
161 Don Cherry RC CO NM, 167 Lanny McDonald RC NM, 
180 Borje Salming RC Ex-Mt+, 195 Denis Potvin RC NM, 
232 Guy Lafleur Nm-Mt, 248 Bobby Orr Norris  NM and 
261 Scotty Bowman RC CO Nm-Mt.

994 1975 Topps Complete Set   NM ........... 75
Very solid Near Mint set, the keys look good. The set is very 
well centered overall, nothing has been picked for slabbing.

995 1976 OPC 
 Complete Set w/Trottier RC PSA 8   NM ......... 120
Anchored by a desirable Trottier Rookie PSA 8, this is a fine 
looking set. The condition is a strong Near Mint overall with 
slight variance, there are many Nm-Mt cards throughout 
the set. The key cards are as follows: 67 Bryan Trottier RB 
Ex-Mt, 115 Bryan Trottier RC PSA 8, 163 Guy LaFleur NM, 
200 Ken Dryden Nm-Mt, 213 Bobby Orr NM and 373 Dave 
Williams RC NM.

996 1977 Topps Complete Set Nm-Mt ............... 30
Very sharp and fine, the set is well centered and a fine 
Nm-Mt overall with only slight variance.

997 1978 OPC Complete Set 
 w/Bossy RC PSA 8  Ex-Mt/NM ....... 150
Anchored by a well centered PSA 8 Mike Bossy Rookie, this 
a solid overall set. The cards range from Ex to Nm-Mt. The 
other key cards grade as follows: 1 Mike Bossy HL Ex-Mt , 
10 Bryan Trottier Ex oc, 50 Ken Dryden Ex-Mt, 143 Bernie 
Federko RC Ex-Mt+, 168 Doug Wilson RC Ex-Mt, 300 Bob-
by Orr NM and 353 Dave Taylor RC Ex-Mt+.

998 1979 OPC Complete Set w/o Gretzky  Ex-Mt ... 150
Clean set, these are all in individual holders for protection. 
The condition is a pleasing Ex-Mt overall, with mild vari-
ance in both directions, we did not pick these for grading. 
An ideal lot to grab if you already have the Gretzky, these 
are nice cards overall.

999 1979 Topps Complete Set   Ex ........... 180
A tough set to assign one grade to, the cards are about 70% 
Near Mint, 30% Ex-Mt with some typical centering issues. 
The key Gretzky RC has four square corners and no creas-
es but has flicks of white showing by the corners, possibly 
from being too tightly placed in a screwdown holder, still we 
thought the PSA 4 grade was beyond harsh. The Howe, Hull 
and Bossy cards are all sharp. Please note even lower end 
Greztky 4s have been trading for nearly $600 of late. 113
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Interesting lots, these were all obtained in person by some-
one who worked at the Boston Garden over many decades 
(with some signed insert cards). Nothing is personalized, 
the autographs and cards are quite clean overall. The con-
tent is from the late 1980s forward, but some early 1980s 
cards will be scattered about. There can be heavy duplication 
of some players. Please note only the stars in the lot (approx. 
100) have been reviewed by JSA, the remaining cards are be-
ing sold strictly as-is but we would be very surprised if there 
were any major issues. 

1000   Lot of Approximately 1,000 
   Signed Hockey Cards w/100+ Stars   9 ................... 200
These better autographs come in the lot: Belfour, Bourque 
(2), Bower (3), Bucyk, Ciccarelli, Dionne, Brett Hull, Hasek, 
LaFontaine, Leetch, Modano (2), Mogilny, Oates, Park, 
Potvin, Recchi (3), L. Robinson, Robitaille, Roenick (2), 
Sanderson, Schmidt (3), St. Louis (2) and Turgeon (2). JSA 
LOA (stars only). This should be a very fun lot for a hockey 
fan to peruse, the breakup value should be substantial.

1001   Lot of Approximately 1,000 Signed Hockey Cards 
 w/100+ Stars 9 ....................... 200
These better autographs come in the lot: Belfour, Boivin, 
Bourque (2), Bower (2), Bucyk, Ciccarelli, B. Clarke, 
Dionne, Francis, Gartner, Hasek (2), Hedberg (2), Hextall, 
Bobby Hull, Jagr, LaFleur (2), LaFontaine (2), Leetch (2), 
Lindros, Mogilny, Neely, Parent, Park (2), Potvin, L. Rob-
inson, Robitaille (2), Roenick (2), Samuelsson, Sanderson, 
Schmidt (3), Shanahan, Sittler, St. Louis (3) and Turgeon 
(2). JSA LOA (stars only). This should be a very fun lot for a 
hockey fan to peruse, the breakup should be substantial. 

1002    1994 Parkhurst Tall Boys
 Complete Signed Set (39 signed cards)   9.5 ............ 450
Terrific item, this nostalgic set was produced to celebrate 
the 30th anniversary of the vital 1964-5 Topps tall boy set. 
Loaded with classic hockey HOFers, the signatures are 
terrific. Something you hardly ever see so comprehensively 
signed, the value as singles must be quite substantial. The 
highlights here include Roger Crozier (these have sold for 
$200), Beliveau (3), Bower (3), Esposito, G. Hall (4), Gordie 
Howe (5), Bobby Hull (6), Mikita (4), Pilote (5), H. Richard 
and Ullman (2). How is that for some star power? 
JSA LOAA.

1003   2005   SP Authentic Future Watch
 Alexander Ovechkin Auto Card 
                                                     Beckett 9.5, Auto 10 .......... 1000
One of the very top hockey players, this is an extremely de-
sirable card. Examples have traded publicly for over $5,000. 
The offered card itself is graded Mint 9.5 by Beckett, the 
autograph is graded Gem Mint 10 by them. The card has a 
terrific photo of a very young Ovechkin in a Capitals jersey 
holding a stick.

1004    Conacher, Lionel Signed Card PSA 8 ............... 200
Beautiful signature from this early hockey HOFer, you have 
to love how this was signed: With Kindest Regards Lioner 
Conacher Toronto. PSA slabbed Nm-Mt 8, it is does not get 
any nicer than this. Please note Conacher died in 1967, and 
is a very tough autograph to find.

1005      St. Louis Blues Checkerdome Arena Seat ........... 120
Interesting piece, this is a yellow full seat from the St. Louis 
Arena. Screwed onto a bracket for stability, this is a number 
14. The seat is all original, with the seat cushion. The seat 
exhibits general wear and displays well. Please note the St. 
Louis Arena hosted various sports from 1929-1999 includ-
ing the St. Louis Hawks NBA team, and the St. Louis Spirits 
ABA team.
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1006    Superb 1917 Chicago White Sox Period Print ...... 750
A team lost to history due to the 1919 scandal, the 1917 
White Sox actually won more games than the 1919 team, 
a club record 100 games. The 1917 team defeated the New 
York Giants four games to two to win the World Series. A 
loaded team, this was sadly Joe Jackson’s only World Series 
title. Offered is a truly museum quality large display that 
really has to be fully appreciated in person. Strikingly well 
designed and preserved, this is a real conversations stopper. 
Beautifully matted and framed to a total size of 44x24, the 
piece has natural fold lines but is otherwise quite clean and 
nice. The title of the piece is Comiskey’s Champion White 
Sox Ô 1917 and has a large image of the Old Roman in the 
most prominent spot. The images of the players are really 
large, each measures approximately eight inches high, pro-
viding for some striking eye appeal. There are four HOFers 
pictured: Collins, Comiskey, Faber and Schalk. The 1919 
Black Sox gang is here of course, with Shoeless Joe, Cicotte, 
Weaver, Risberg, Benz, Felsh, Williams and McMullen. The 
winning bidder should really enjoy this marvelous piece of 
pre-1920 baseball memorabilia.

1007   1928  Ticket World Series Game 2      Ex mk .......... 180
Very clean full stub, this is a large format ticket that looks 
great. The ticket is quite crisp and clean overall, A.C. is 
written lightly in fountain pen by the bottom border. The 
Yankees won this game 9-3, Lou Gehrig hit a home run. The 
Ruth-Gehrig Yankees avenged their loss in the 1926 World 
Series in this contest.

1008   1935  All Star Game Program VG-Ex .............. 120
Only the third All Star Game program, these are not easy to 
find. Offered is a pleasing VG-Ex example, this has a tight 
spine and a very attractive cover. Very neatly scored, this has 
typical general wear on the cover and displays well. 
The American League won this game 4-1.

1009   1938  All Star Game Program Ex ..................... 200
Unscored, this a scarce program. A very colorful and attrac-
tive Ex overall program, the spine is tight, the interior pages 
are quite clean. The cover has been folded lightly at one 
time, has reasonably crisp edges and only very mild general 
wear. The National League won this game 4-1.

1010  1946  Press Pin  World Series Set (2 pcs)  NM ........ 150
Nice pair, the Cardinals pin has traded for $500 in the past, 
the Red Sox one is less but also desirable. The Cardinals 
has a screw mount, the Red Sox a stick. The fronts are very 
clean, the back of the Cardinals pin has foxing.

1011    Jackie Robinson Comic Book Set (6 pcs)
   VG ................... 180
Hardly ever offered as a full set, this is a nice run to add to a 
Dodger or pub collection. The condition ranges from Good 
to Very Good, some have slight notations on the cover. 
These tend to have bright color and excellent eye appeal 
despite the lower grades, all six pieces will be pictured on 
our website.
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1012 1969 Bob Moose Sosnak Ball   ........................ 150
Very fun piece, this is a classic Sosnak art ball of quality 
Pirates pitcher Bob Moose. Very well rendered and pre-
served, this one is especially fun as it was for a game against 
the 1969 Mets. The lineups of the Mets and Pirates are 
spelled out, including Clemente.

1013 Perez Steele
 Complete Unsigned Set Nm-Mt ............. 150
Spotless set, all have the same serial number. These are such 
beautiful postcards, they run through series 15.

1014 Terrific HOF Induction Pin Collection 
 1982 - 2014 (37 pcs) Nm-Mt ............. 200
Purchased right in Cooperstown by our consignor, a local 
resident, this is a fine run. These can run up to $80 as singles 
and will have a very substantial breakdown value. We kept 
the run complete to make things simple for a collector. This 
is a straight run from 1982-2014 with four doubles (1986, 
1987, 2005, 2006). The condition is quite strong overall.

1015 George Scott Baseball Alumni Ring ...................... 150
Fun item, this is a size 13 ring. George Scott is engraved 
on the inset, next to Jostens 14K. Attractive ring has the 
MLB Alumni logo on the face of the ring and displays well. 
George Boomer Scott was a charismatic star for the Red Sox 
and the Brewers in the 1960s and 1970s, he sadly died a few 
years ago.

1016 Beautiful Large Format 
 Brooklyn Dodgers Giclee Portrait  ........................ 100
Really nice piece, this huge 53x33 giclee on canvas has 
superb large portraits of five Brooklyn Dodgers. Pee Wee 
Reese is in the center, he is flanked by Gil Hodges and Jackie 
Robinson, Duke Snider is to the right with an unidentified 
Dodger at the far left. Framed, this is a real conversation 
stopper.

1017 Stunning Brooklyn Dodger 
 Large Format Giclee on Canvas   ........................ 300
Offered is a truly beautiful and highly evocative original 
artwork of the 1955 Brooklyn Dodgers. Created by Opie Ot-
terstad, this amazing image perfectly captures the Dodgers 
adulation at finally beating the Yankees in the World Series. 
Signed by the artist, this is perfectly preserved and demands 
some prime real estate in your home or office. Total size 43 x 
27, this is a very limited edition item (77/255). The pictures 
will never do this justice, this is a real stunner when held in 
hand. Please note these were issued at a $6,500 retail price, 
the only public sale we could find was in 2017 for $2,680. 
Please note the original paperwork comes with the lot.

1018 Hall of Fame Retro Souvenir Pin Collection
 (49 pcs) Nm-Mt ............. 150
Big lot of these popular HOF Induction pins, these are all 
from a single collector in the Cooperstown area. There are 
just two doubles, these go from 1939 throough 2000, all but 
four are pre-1982. 116
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1019 1951 New York Yankees Black Bat   Ex-Mt/NM .... 300
Very desirable collectible, this is a handsomely preserved 
black bat from the 1951 Yanks.The only team to pair Mickey 
Mantle with Joe DiMaggio, this is always a desirable bat. 
Bright and clean, this retains vibrant gold signatures and 
a strong black color. There is only very slight general wear, 
this displays well. Extremely attractive piece, this is really 
nice.

1020 1955 Brooklyn Dodgers Black Bat     NM .............. 450
Very desirable collectible, this is a handsomely preserved 
black bat from the 1955 Brooklyn Dodgers. One of the most 
popular teams in all of baseball history, this bat is one of 
the absolute keys to the run. Bright and clean, this retains 
vibrant gold signatures and a strong black color. There is 
only very slight general wear, this displays well. Extremely 
attractive piece, this is really nice.

1021 1961 New York Yankees Black Bat     NM .............. 180
Very desirable collectible, this is a handsomely preserved 
black bat from the 1961 Yanks. One of the most popular 
teams in all of baseball history, this is always a desirable bat. 
Bright and clean, this retains vibrant gold signatures and 
a strong black color. There is only very slight general wear, 
this displays well. Extremely attractive piece, this is really 
nice.

Baseball Equipment

1022 Alomar, Roberto 1993 World Series Bat ............... 200
Very handsome bat, this shows Excellent use. The bat is a 
DH18 1993 World Series Roberto Alomar personal model. 
The bat has some terrific ball marks and there is at least one 
photo of him during the 1993 World Series holding this 
style bat. The bat is 33 _ inches long and weighs 33.3 ounces. 
Fresh to market, it is not every day that a World Series game 
bat from a HOFer comes to market. The PSA cert number is 
1B18361.

1023 John Pacella 1977 Mets Jersey   ........................ 100
Good item, this is a nicely worn 1977 Mets game jersey. 
An era that does not trade very often, this is a size 42 road. 
42 ‘77 #20 is stitched on the collar in blue twill. I love the 
period Mets patch on the sleeve, this has clearly been used 
extensively.

1024 Butch Metzger 1978 Mets Jersey   ........................ 100
Handsome and attractive Mets game used jersey, Mets uni-
forms from the late 1970s hardly ever trade. Offered is a fine 
home white model, this is a Rawlings size 42, the tagging is 
42 78 45 inside the jersey. This exhibits excellent use to our 
eyes, I love the period Mets patch with the New York skyline.
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1025 1980 Charlie Lau New York Yankees 
 Home Game Jersey   ........................ 100
Offered is a very nice item, this is a fully original 1980 New 
York Yankees home game jersey. Lau is chain stitched in 
the collar, to the left of 80 and 2. This is a Wilson size 46 
jersey. One special attribute of this jersey is the special black 
memorial band for Thurman Munson on the left sleeve. The 
jersey looks to have been used but as a coaches jersey there 
can only be so much wear. The jersey displays extremely well 
and looks terrific. Please note Charlie Lau is a famed batting 
coach, he is best known for helping to develop George Brett 
into a HOFer. Lau coached for the Yankees only in 1979 and 
1980. The 1980 Yankees won a tremendous 103 games, the 
most of any Bronx Zoo team but lost to Charlie Lau’s former 
Kansas City Royals team in the ALCS. Real game jerseys 
from this team, especially because of the Munson memorial 
band, are very desirable.

1026 1984 Roy Hobbs The Natural Jersey & Hat ........... 50
Much nicer than what is typically offered, this is a very 
handsome ensemble. The jersey is a Howe Manufacturing 
high quality pinstriped flannel jersey. Hobbs 1939 is sewn 
at the lower right and this comes with a size 7.25 New Era 
matching hat. This has a very nice look and feel and is far 
superior to the Roy Hobbs items that typically come to mar-
ket. Our consignor purchased this at the National Conven-
tion in 1985, and this has been in a closet since then.

1027 Mike Stanton 1991 Atlanta Braves 
 World Series Game Jersey   ........................ 200
The 1991 World Series was an all time classic content, it was 
the only World Series to be decided in extra innings in game 
7. The 1991 Braves were the start of a truly historic dynasty 
that dominated the National League for almost two decades. 
Offered is a gorgeous Mike Stanton road jersey. 

This has the proper 1991 World Series patch on the left 
sleeve and is a Wilson size 44, with 91 stitched just below. 
The jersey shows clear use and displays extremely well. Stan-
ton was a Rookie in 1991, he finished eighth in Rookie of 
the Year voting; he pitched for 19 years and was an All Star 
for the 2001 Yankees. Nice piece, the design of these Braves 
jerseys is just terrific.

1028 Charlie Hayes 1996 Yankees 
 Signed World Series Game Jacket   ........................ 150
The 1996 Yankees will go down as one of the most important 
and popular teams in Yankee history. Underdogs at the time 
to the vaunted Atlanta Braves, they overcame a 2-0 deficit 
in the World Series to win four games to two, and started 
historic dynasty of World Series appearances and victo-
ries. Offered is a very neat piece from that event, a custom 
royal blue and black jacket that was issued to the players. 
This has World Series sewn on the front and there is a huge 
1996 World Series patch on the left sleeve. This is a Starter 
Diamond Collection Size XL. Perhaps most crucially, this 
is signed Charlie Hayes Game Used 1996 World Series on 
the front right in huge and spotless silver sharpie. Hayes 
appeared in five games of the 1996 World Series, totaling 
three hits. JSA LOAA.
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Hartland Statues

1030 Aaron Ex-Mt ................ 70
Attractive Hartland, this stands perfect and displays well. 
Aaron retains good gloss and is slightly toned, nice piece.

1031 Aparicio Ex ....................... 60
Tougher Hartland, this has the original toe plate and is 
near white. There is some wear on the toe plate, mostly on 
the bottom and he stands with slight assistance.

1032 Banks Ex-Mt/NM ......... 90
Near-white and clean, this stands perfectly without assis-
tance. There is only very slight wear, Mr. Cub displays 
very well.

1033 Batboy NM .................... 30
Bright and clean, these are so charming.

1034 Berra Ex-Mt/NM ......... 75
White and very nice, this has some stray nicks of wear and 
displays quite well overall. With a mask, Yogi is ready to 
make a play on a foul ball.

1035 Colavito Ex-Mt/NM* ....... 90
The second most desirable Hartland, these are missing from 
many sets. This example is bright, clean and white. 
We believe the toe plate has been replaced, this otherwise 
looks terrific.

1036 Drysdale NM .................. 120
Bright, white and clean, this is a really nice Drysdale. 
With the pitching rubber and plate, we are not sure if they 
are original. Drysdale retains bright gloss and great color, 
it displays very well.

1037 Fox, Nellie Ex-Mt/NM ......... 50
Fun piece, you have to love the chewing tobacco in his 
mouth. Conservatively graded, this is white and very nice, 
with hardly any wear.

1038 Groat Ex-Mt* ............. 120
The key to the set, this is needed by many collectors. The 
offered example is white and nice, but the pinstripes on 
Groat’s pants have been repainted. The statue stands per-
fectly without assistance. The work is well done, this still 
displays well. Who wants to fill in a very pricey hole?

1039 Killebrew NM .................. 150
These have been very hot in recent years. The offered statue 
is white and very clean, this has good gloss and hardly any 
wear, with just slight wear on the base. This is definitely one 
of the most attractive pieces in the set.

1040 Mantle Ex-Mt/NM ......... 80
White and really nice, this retains excellent color and gloss. 
Mickey stands perfectly without assistance, the most minute 
of nicks by his hands led us to grade this a very conservative 
Ex-Mt/NM overall, this will still be an upgrade for almost 
all of you.

1041 Maris NM .................. 120
A key to the set, this one is particularly clean and fine. Maris 
stands perfectly and is nice and white. There is no obvious 
wear, this looks great.

1042 Mathews Ex-Mt ................ 50
White, this has some stray nicks of wear. The statue 
displays very well overall, with good color and gloss.

1043 Mays Ex-Mt/NM ......... 80
Solid Mays, this is near-white with good color and gloss. 
Willie stands perfectly and displays very well. Very slight 
wear on one elbow led us to grade this a conservative 
Ex-Mt/NM.

1044 Musial NM .................. 105
Great looking Hartland, this is white and really nice. 
There is hardly any wear, the gloss is superb, as is the color.

1045 Ruth NM .................... 60
White and especially clean, this has hardly any wear and 
stands very nicely.

1046 Snider Ex-Mt/NM ....... 120
A key to the set, this is off-white and very nice. Snider 
stands perfectly with good gloss, there is hardly any wear. 
Near-white, this will fit perfectly in anything but a truly 
pristine Hartland set.

1047 Spahn NM .................... 75
Not a scarce Hartland, but this example is awfully white 
and nice. As nice as we have seen in years, this is perfect 
for the very condition conscious collector.

1048 Williams, Ted NM .................. 105
White and quite clean, this has hardly any wear. This has the 
original toe plate and stands perfectly. We feel this is 
a superior condition Ted Williams Hartland.
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